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1 Executive Summary
This document reports the work carried out to deliver the first inputs and guideline for the design of the CIPSEC
Framework. This work is accomplished in the context of the design task (T2.1). It takes as a starting point the
pilot providers’ security requirements and the security blocks definition, both delivered in M6 - October 2016 in
deliverable D1.2. Moreover, the preliminary business study, conducted in D5.1 (M6 – October 2016) has
influenced the contributions of this deliverable
The main takeaways of the document are enumerated below:


Explanation of the components of the CIPSEC Framework, clearing what the features are per each solution.
The explanation is made based on both functional and technical point of view.



Matching of the pilots’ security requirements and how CIPSEC solutions cover them.



Presentation of the CIPSEC innovation roadmap, considering the main assets that will be included in the
design of CIPSEC, addressing the requirements and following the cornerstone ideas which gave birth to the
project.



Introduction of the CIPSEC services that will support the proposed technical solutions, to enable their
reliable and high quality operations.

D2.2 (due M18, October 2017) will document the first internal design of the CIPSEC Framework, with details of
the architecture, delivery mode/s, and connectivity of all the related components, taking as a starting point the
solutions features documented in this deliverable. Related deliverables D2.3 (CIPSEC products integration on the
Unified Architecture) and D2.4 (CIPSEC services integration on the Unified Architecture) are also due at M18
(October 2017), and will use the current deliverable as a starting point.
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2 Introduction
CIPSEC will create a robust security framework for Critical Infrastructures (CIs) that will have the ability to
orchestrate an assortment of heterogeneous products from different providers. Such a framework will be able to
provide protection of the highest quality for all the different components and departments of a CI. Any effort to
organize and integrate security systems of diverse technologies and purposes is extremely complicated, and the
CIPSEC project’s consortium members are well aware of that. Our approach for a realistic framework is to begin
with the orchestration of different products and compliance with the pilots’ security requirements that will be
tested.
A complete CI protection solution must be able to adopt the latest security innovations by integrating products
with focused solutions promptly and easily. Such solutions and their more relevant features are described in this
document, and more specifically on Section 3 – CIPSEC Solutions.
This key information is going to be adopted by following deliverables to design the CIPSEC unified architecture,
partially or completely aligning the CIPSEC products based on current security features, as previously done in
D1.2; Section 4 – CIPSEC Coverage describes how each solution covers the essential security aspects of the
pilots.
The CIPSEC project aims to maintain an innovative culture. In this context, every solution partner is going to
contribute to product enhancement either through research and development or through their focus, energy and
commitment to their role in critical infrastructure protection, placing emphasis on an unobstructed, but rather
speedy path towards marketable products, with a carefully conceived road map
CIPSEC products' innovation is primarily focused on the organization of a robust CI security framework, which is
compatible with various diverse products from different providers/vendors. On Section 5 – CIPSEC Innovation
Roadmap, CIPSEC partners contribute to this concept by providing product innovations following their respective
exploitation and business field.
Apart from the security products, CIPSEC defines a complete security ecosystem in the form of services that will
support applied solutions to work at their best possible level and quality. An overview of each CIPSEC service is
described in Section 6 – CIPSEC Services Overview. The result will lead to new services that will enable
flexible network management tailored to the needs of pilots and other types of critical infrastructures.
Finally, Section 7 presents the Conclusions, emphasizing how CIPSEC will strengthen the competition in the
development of new, secure, flexible, and easy to manage secure network infrastructures, as well as support
innovations that orchestrate these different network infrastructures. Such flexibility on the security functionalities
will be one of the key needs in future networks to effectively and securely reduce the innovation cycles in CIP, in
Europe but also worldwide.
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3 CIPSEC SOLUTIONS
3.1 Introduction
This section aims to gather valuable information about all the solutions and security expertise that a priori are
going to be part of the CIPSEC platform.
In particular, each stakeholder depending on its commitment has provided information like the theory framework
of the solution, its functionalities, input/output data, software architecture, use cases, and how the creator sees
their tools’ contribution to the overall CIPSEC platform.
This section is necessary in order to have a preliminary understanding of the individual tools, paving the way to
think about the platform’s design, and how they can be integrated and interplay withinin the CIPSEC framework.
A Solution could be an electronic device (hardware), ad-hoc firmware, or a piece of software (which can be
presented in the shape of a script, a service, an appliance, a complex packaged solution or others) that, by
interacting with other CIPSEC tools, contributes to the final goal of protecting Critical Infrastructures mainly by
detecting, analyzing, mitigating or preventing cybersecurity threats. The CIPSEC platform will be augmented with
the Expertise and Know-How of the rest of the partners on security fields like Privacy or Safety Process, leading
to the setup of the complete framework.
Some insights on these topics are included in next sections. In what follows of this section, the different solutions
will be described dividing the exposition for each solution into three different parts:


Solution overview: Solution's main concepts and foundations are introduced, in order to help understanding
the tool scope, and the approach presented in the following sections of this document.



Technical specifications: In the context of CIPSEC project, the aim of this framework is to ensure that the
tools contributing to the CIPSEC solution can be integrated in a consistent, secure and efficient manner. To
achieve this objective, this section will provide a set of technical details and specifications for facilitating both
the subsequent integration into a unified CIPSEC framework, and coping with the current technical
dependencies that exists in pilots and will bloom in WP3 tasks.



Solution details: To sum up, this section compiles a functional perspective of the security asset, the
particular architecture, data interchange, or uses cases and benefits for CIPSEC platform.

3.2 Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool
In any complex environment such as those supporting critical infrastructures, the operators are presented with
large amounts of information. In normal circumstances this is merely inconvenient, but in emergencies and other
situations where situational awareness is important, too much information may confuse the operators and lead
them to false conclusions and erroneous or ill-advised actions.
For example, on one occasion, an NFS server crashed causing processes on an application server that mounted
a filesystem from the failed server to end up with a huge number of processes (most of them stuck waiting to
access files from the failed server). When the process table of the second server overflowed, the operators
misinterpreted the process table overflow as a denial of service attack. Since they could not run commands over
existing connections or start new connections to the failed server (since the process table could not
accommodate new processes), they forced a hard reboot on the second server, losing work in progress and
forcing a recovery effort on a DBMS that was running on the second server. After the fact analysis showed that
their response was inappropriate as they rebooted the wrong server. Had they simply restarted the file server that
had crashed the application server would regain access to the imported filesystem and eventually return to
normal operation on its own. The operators missed the failure of the fileserver since they were entirely focused
on the problems with the application server. In other words they missed the big picture. A visualization system
that would on one hand alert the operators of failed servers while presenting an overall picture of the servers in
the computer room would probably have helped the operators to arrive at a correct diagnosis and effect proper
recovery.
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By presenting information graphically we aim to reduce operator load while not obscuring important data or
hindering the analysis. The AEGIS visualization toolkit is specifically designed to facilitate this analysis process,
by allowing various aspects or viewpoints of the collected data to be displayed in order to determine the course of
events/major incidents. The toolkit is capable of handling data representing network activities and interactions
and provides dynamic “viewpoints” of varying granularity for analysing data and identifying important pieces of
information.

3.2.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

The AEGIS Visualization Toolkit (AVT) allows the
visual presentation of various system parameters
such as load factors, communications, etc. in
order to assist the forensic analyst in the
determination of the causes of major incidents.

Main threats covered

Any threat can be accommodated by the AVT
provided suitable data is collected and
communicated to the tool. To carry out its task,
the tool relies on the data made available coming
from network or system logs, and on condition
that the amount of information can be handled
(raw data
will usually undergo some
preprocessing before going through the
analysis). Moreover the AVT is expandable so it
is able to be customized to deal with emerging
threats.

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

The visualization of important information that
must be processed by system operators will
improve situational awareness and enhance the
ability of the operators to understand and
respond effectively to security-related incidents.

Foundations



Visualization of data representing activities
and interactions in CIPSEC industrial use
cases



Dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity
easing an in depth forensic analysis in order
to identify and highlight the most relevant
information within the data.

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

The AVT is one of the components of the
CIPSEC visualization platform that offers a wide
variety of graphic data representations, while
remaining portable (a web-based application).
The front-end is designed to run on the same
machine where the data is stored (however
alternative configurations can be accommodated
by the tool). The large amount of data involved,
mandates the use of an asynchronous, eventdriven model for the front-end, where data is
fetched upon request. The front-end is built upon
AJAX requests using the jQuery framework for
data retrieval and manipulation.

Artifacts and tools supported

The AVT can gather data from variety of sources
and present graphically information about vital
computing elements such as operating system,
file systems and network activity.
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The AVT can receive data originating for many
types of network sensors, status databases,
alarms (e.g. honeypots) and so on. Assuming the
submitted data are in the format required by the
AVT, most common platforms can be supported.
Methodologies or good practices

Existing visualization tools for digital forensics
analysis usually focus on the depiction of graphrelated data. Nonetheless, various visualization
libraries exist, and can handle multiple types of
data. As such, we build upon existing libraries
and
orient
this
visualization
framework
specifically to the visualization of data
representing user activities and communication
services. Furthermore, the massive amount of
data necessitates the creation of dynamic
viewpoints of varying granularity, that facilitate
surveying aggregated statistics, as well as
focusing on specific interactions.

3.2.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Software solution

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 5 (demonstrating social forensics analysis)

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Final Product

Third Tools Integration Availability

AEGIS visualization toolkit is based on a
dynamic
visualization
framework
with
viewpoints of varying granularity. Thus, several
visualization tools are combined (open source
and/or implemented by AEGIS) according to
the requirements of the forensics investigator.

External interfaces

It depends on the visualization libraries/tools
that will be utilized. The end users will guide
AEGIS on this.

(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)

3.2.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Visualizing data is an important part of the forensic analysis process. Visualization tools tend to be vertically
integrated, and it is difficult to take information seen in one visualization tool and obtain a different perspective in
another tool. The AVT changes this by allowing multiple views of the same data to be realized.
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Figure 3-1 AEGIS Visualization toolkit: Multiple views of the same data
As it can be seen in the figure above, the same textual data (in table format for this example), can be displayed in
different ways by the visualization toolkit. This allows various relationships hidden in the data to be identified and
displayed for further investigation. For example, consider the temporal view where interactions between actors
are displayed over a time period (see figure below).

Figure 3-2 AEGIS Visualization toolkit: Correlations of data displayed over a time period

By looking at the time each separate communication compared to each other and the time of the event that we
are investigating (green vertical line in the time display) we can look at communications between multiple parties
(left-hand-picture) or specific actors (right-hand picture).
The tool allows other views as well, for example we can look at certain parameters of the communication
connections such as the number of connections or volume and so on. The following figure shows such a display:

CIPSEC. Enhancing Critical Infrastructure Protection with innovative Security framework
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Figure 3-3 AEGIS Visualization toolkit: The volume of the data in a simple view

Finally we can look at the connections on a map. In the following figure we use a geographical map, but the tool
supports any type of layout (e.g. a network topology map created by a Network Management System). In this
view we see the selected communicating actors located on a map at locations indicated by logs or defined by an
external configuration file. This allows for both static and dynamic positioning.
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Figure 3-4 AEGIS Visualization toolkit: Integration of an open source
If an interesting relationship is observed, needing to be explored in more depth, the process has to be reiterated
by manually generating a subset of the data, converting it into the correct format, and invoking the application.
Thus, AEGIS visualization toolkit consists of a set of interactive visualization tools developed to allow for a more
straightforward exploratory analysis. The selection of the tools, and the subsequently definition of the theoretic
framework, depend on the domain applied and on the investigator’s requirements.
The main functionality of the toolkit is to augment and facilitate the “after the fact” analysis of digital forensic
evidence, by providing different ways to visualize data collected by the forensics experts.
In addition, our experience from the use of the toolkit and its application in various forensics investigations (e.g.
the analysis of a shooting by a criminal gang which is now in trial) is that our tool can also significantly enhance
the analysis of data while the illegal activity is ongoing. Most intrusion detection systems, whether based on the
identification of patterns, log analysis, or observed behavior, suffer from an abundance of generated data that in
many cases obscure the root cause by identifying second-order effects and thus confusing the investigator. We
believe that by adapting our visualization toolkit so that it can be integrated into the real-time analysis proposed
by CIPSEC, we will contribute in meeting the goals of the CIPSEC project and also open the way for the
commercialization of a real-time forensics visualization product.
XML file formats are used, but a restful API or a file format converser could be further adapted.
Use cases and visualizations
1

AEGIS visualization toolkit has been applied in the ForToo project . ForToo, which was funded by the European
Union DG for Home Affairs, developed digital forensics tools that identify, analyze and visualize illegal activities
on the Internet.

1

http://www.fortoo.eu/
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The use of online social networks and other digital communication services has become a prevalent activity of
everyday life. As such, users’ social footprints contain a massive amount of data, including exchanged
messages, location information and photographic coverage of events. While digital forensics has been evolving
for several years with a focus on recovering and investigating data from digital devices, social forensics is a
relatively new field. Nonetheless, law enforcement agencies have realized the significance of employing online
user data for solving criminal investigations. However, collecting and analyzing large amounts of data scattered
across multiple services is a challenging task.

Figure 3-5 AEGIS Visualization toolkit: Architecture defined in a real-life scenario (social forensics analysis)
The AEGIS visualization toolkit, based on a modular framework, was designed to assist forensic investigators in
all aspects of these procedures. The data collection modules extract the data from a user’s social network
profiles and communication services, by taking advantage of stored credentials and session cookies. Next, the
correlation modules employ various techniques for mapping user profiles from different services to the same
user. The visualization component, specifically designed for handling data representing activities and interactions
in online social networks, provides dynamic “viewpoints” of varying granularity for analyzing data and identifying
important pieces of information.
Contribution to CIPSEC platform


Forensics analysis visual investigation



 Set of tools that allow large datasets to be viewed graphically
 For CIP, raw data and operations of each components and sub systems analysis
 Visualize the operation of an intrusion detection system
Visualization toolkit



 Augment and facilitate the “after the fact” analysis
Significantly enhance the analysis of data while the illegal activity is ongoing AEGIS visualization toolkit is
envisioned to interact with CIPSEC’s tools (e.g. honeypots, security event monitors, anomaly detection
system) in order to visualize its results/outcome and subsequently to improve the detection and response of
the CIPSEC platform to attacks.


Forensics analysis toolset working in association with SIEM system
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3.3 XL-SIEM
The rapidly increasing connectedness between control system and IT networks is driving concern over the
security of what had traditionally been closed systems. As these legacy islands of automation continue to
become connected to public networks they are joined by millions of new control systems which are intrinsically
connectable. The primary need for those who are responsible for the security of these systems is to maintain
situational awareness into the past and present status of them. Maintaining situational awareness is what a SIEM
is all about.
Owner/operators of OT networks face a common set of challenges: ensuring continuous and cost-effective
operations while addressing emerging regulatory standards. For large operations with complex infrastructures
scalability and interoperability can be key hurdles while in all cases the cost of implementing new technologies
faces the competitive pressure to control operating costs. A SIEM solution that worked out of the box in the type
of environment found in control system networks would provide options for large installations while a range of
cost options are needed to allow for a broad adoption.
Atos provides XL-SIEM in order to monitor the network and detect information system anomalies (many of them
caused by attempts of cyber-attacks), as a robust and cost effective solution to be seriously considered for critical
infrastructure protection.

3.3.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

Main threats covered

Impact on Critical Infrastructures



Detection of different attacks from several
checkpoints.



Risk avoidance.



Mitigation (actions can be taken depending
on pre-defined rules)



Discovery of patterns that do not conform to
expected behavior (anomalies, discordant
observations, exceptions, aberrations…)



Real time security event analysis



OT’s Network protection



Anomaly detection

XL-SIEM platform can manage information from a
large variety of heterogeneous systems and
solutions. This will allow CIPSEC framework to
improve its system, its detection capabilities and also
work on supporting additional data formats.
Furthermore it will be validated in the specific
requirements of OT environments and tested in terms
of interoperability and cooperation with other
monitoring facilities.
Check points watched

Foundations



Filtering and normalization of the data from
different sources



Mainly different kinds of log files related with
network traffic.



Security
information
management.



Event processing and analysis in an Apache
Storm cluster.



Correlation

rules

from
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perspective.

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

Artifacts and tools supported

Methodologies or good practices

1

http://www.espertech.com/index.php

2

http://storm.apache.org/



Raising security alert from a business
perspective.



Web-based visualization framework for
security monitoring and incident response



Set of XL-SIEM agents installed in
connected to the sensors or devices of
infrastructure under analysis for
collection of information relevant for
security monitoring.



These agents can work in passive
(Detectors) or active (Monitors) mode.



A XL-SIEM server where the data collected
is aggregated, stored and analyzed for the
detection of potential threats and cyberattacks.



Esper , real-time correlation engine, event
manager.



Apache
system.



Apache Zookeeper, a centralized service
for maintaining configuration information,
naming,
and
providing
distributed
synchronization.



ZeroMQ / RabbitMQ, both are highperformance
asynchronous
messaging
libraries, aimed at use in distributed or
concurrent
applications,
providing
a
message queue system.



The main advantages of the usage of this
solution are:

or
the
the
the

1

2

Storm ,

real-time

computation



Scalability



Efficient message passing



Robust process management.



Fault-tolerant



Atos XL-SIEM should be validated in the
context of the CI in the project pilots usecase scenarios, performing different kind of
types of tests, for example: clean state tests,
attack tests…



The quality and maturity level of the platform
has been assessed previously, and it is
endorsed by other FP7 and H2020 projects
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where has been used, having a TRL 8/9

3.3.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Software solution.

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 8/9

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Final Product

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)



XL-SIEM agents



Correlation engine



Incidents visualization

Third Tools Integration Availability

Yes. Customized plugins can be developed to
create new agents to retrieve different data
sources.

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc…)



Networks in general.



Honeypots.



Personal computers or servers where
sensors are installed.

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)

Transport Layer Security (TLS) will be used to
transfer information between the XL-SIEM
agents and the XL-SIEM server.

For Software Solutions: Deployment model



(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)



XL-SIEM Agent needs to be installed and
configured in each of the sensors
deployed to monitor the infrastructure.


The XL-SIEM Agent is deployed on a
machine with Ubuntu Server 12.04 LTS
operating system installed.



The integration on different OS must
be analyzed.



bash (Linux) commands
executed
to
ensure
dependencies are installed



Additionally, some of the most
common security monitoring tools,
could be installed with the XL-SIEM
agent as IT data sources, in order to
generate relevant information.

must be
all
the

XL-SIEM Server needs to be installed in a
specific server and we are assuming it will
be provided as a VM with all the software
and dependencies installed and running.
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External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)

The installation of the XL- SIEM requires:


Esper, correlation engine.



Java Virtual Machine, release 1.6 or
greater version installed.



MySQL database, v5.5



Apache Storm



Apache Zookeeper



ZeroMQ

To provide valuable information about incidents
to non-security expert users of OT
environments, different dashboards with highlevel charts and diagrams is included in the
visualization framework.
We can find:


An Executive dashboard




An Operational dashboard
A Situational awareness dashboard.

The visualization framework will show the list of
the alarms generated by the correlation engine.
For each alarm, the number of events involved
in the incident as well as its duration and a
value for the risk assessment will be shown.
Other raw events collected from different data
sources in the XL-SIEM will also be shown.
It will be possible to filter them using different
search criteria such as different time frames,
the XL-SIEM agents where they were collected,
the type of event, etc.
Documentation Available (Yes/No)

Yes

Benchmarking, Production Issues

All external imported libraries are updated to
avoid knowing vulnerabilities that could be
hacked with exploits in a future

3.3.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
XL-SIEM Cross-Level Cybersecurity Event and Information Management has the ability to integrate under the
same framework different kinds of security systems and can correlate/process events across multiple layers,
identify anomalies, provide improved detection capabilities like near real-time aggregation, disseminate events
etc., with small overhead upon CIs resilience.
The XL-SIEM server is the core engine of the Atos’ Security Information and Event Management system with the
following main functionalities:
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Gather all the data received from the XL-SIEM agents.



Prioritize and filter the events received.



Correlate events arising from different data sources.



Carry out the risk assessment by generation of alarms.



Store events data and alarms in a database.

The next Figure 3-6 shows the architecture of the XL-SIEM with the XL-SIEM Agent part collecting data from
different devices, the XL-SIEM Server (Storm Topology) side including the correlation engine for the processing
of the incoming events once they are normalized.
After the processing of the security events in the correlation engine running in the Storm topology, the alarms
generated are stored in the same database together with other alarms and information generated by the XLSIEM server. Finally, a visualization framework is provided with the XL-SIEM connected to the database to
recover the information to be shown to the user.

Figure 3-6 Atos XL-SIEM Architecture


XL-SIEM agent
An XL-SIEM agent will gather all the data received from sensors, prioritizing and filtering the events
received.



XL-SIEM Correlation engine.
Esper event correlator plays a key role in integrated XL-SIEM management, for only within it do events from
many disparate sources come together and allow for comparison across sources. For instance, this is where
the failure of a service can be ascribed to a specific failure in the underlying IT infrastructure, or where the
root cause of a potential security attack can be identified.
Event correlation can be decomposed into four steps: event filtering, event aggregation, event masking and
root cause analysis. A fifth step (action triggering) is often associated with event correlation and therefore
briefly mentioned here.
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Correlate events arising from different data sources, carrying out the risk assessment by generation of
alarms, and storing events data and alarms in a database.
Input / Output Data

Figure 3-7 How sensors’ information becomes into data insights in XL-SIEM

One of the first steps required in any SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) solution is the event
collection by agents installed in sensors throughout the infrastructure to be monitored. In the XL-SIEM context,
the concept of agent refers to a server that can receive data from different sources (sensors) with the activity to
be analyzed and registered [Figure 3-7].
Consequently, XL-SIEM agents are the components in charge of collecting data sent by different nodes or
devices existing in the network monitored in order to normalize them to security events in a standardized format
and subsequently send them to the XL-SIEM server for its analysis.
In most of the cases, these agents receive the data by means of reading data log files generated by different
sources. Some of the most common standard data sources used in the SIEMs are sniffing or monitoring tools
such as:


Snort (network based intrusion detection)



Arpwatch (ARP activity monitor)



Ntop (network usage monitor)



Kismet (wireless intrusion detection system)



OSSEC (host based intrusion detection system)



Fprobe (network traffic).



pads (Passive Asset Detection System)



tcptrack (Monitor TCP connections on the network)



openVAS-Client (the client part of the OpenVAS Security Scanner)
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nagios3 (Network/systems status monitoring daemon)



p0f (Identify remote systems passively)

The use of rsyslog can be also a good practice which makes possible to filter the collected logs based on
predefined tags into different log files instead of one generic and extensive file.
Depending on each pilot context, we could develop new plugins adapted to the information collected in systems
and required for the monitoring of each OT environment features.
1

The XL-SIEM Agents will generate timeline events and alarms in JSON format with security information collected
from the different nodes of the OT environment where they are installed.
Then, the XL-SIEM agent will read from that log file the JSON events received for its normalization and
transference to the XL-SIEM server
Visualizations
The visualization component will provide a multi-level visualization framework for security monitoring and incident
response for production networks adapted to the needs each pilot environment.
The visualization framework is connected to the database to recover the information to be shown in an integrated
Web Fronted.
Atos XL-SIEM provides different kinds of dashboard as output, such as:


Executive

Figure 3-8 Atos XL-SIEM Executive dashboard

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSON
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Operational

Figure 3-9 Atos XL-SIEM Operational dashboard


Situational awareness

Figure 3-10 Atos XL-SIEM Situational awareness
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Reports

Figure 3-11 Atos XL-SIEM Reports dashboard

Use cases
Using the appropriate sensors data and setting up the right security policy rules, these are some uses cases
where XL-SIEM could be useful:


Interruption in the communication.

Potential causes of an interruption in the communication could be the application of a Faraday cage around a
meter, jamming in the mobile signal or a mechanical interruption in the communication channel.


Manipulation in the communication

Detecting any manipulation in measured values or injection of commands to change configuration parameters or
reading values what could mean a hacking attempt. One particular case in this group is to preserve system
dataflow integrity.


Manipulation in system integrity

Detecting illegal modifications in the firmware to avoid intentionally wrong commands sent to devices, wrong
answers on commands received from its, or combination of both. Particular use cases in this group are to
preserve system integration by detecting physical intruder attempts in the field or in other words, potential
hacking attempts.
There are several events generated in this environment at different levels related to the firmware update that
could be used by the XL-SIEM in order to detect suspicious misbehavior and generate an alert.
To avoid false alarms in the attack detection, the XL-SIEM could use those events in conjunction with other
events that could mean that someone is trying to hack a device, or with other context information provided (for
example to know if there is a scheduled field intervention to apply a new firmware).


Network intrusion attacks

The objective is to detect attempts of forced entrance in the enterprise network through OT components
preserving integrity of the network and its components. XL-SIEM shall capture and analyze relevant log files of
OT components, IT infrastructure components to allow detection of known threats.


Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks

There are some events generated in the devices that could be used by the XL-SIEM to define rules that allow
identifying anomalous behavior in the CPU usage, load average or memory that could be considered as potential
DDoS attacks


Illegal use/access of/to security credentials
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For the detection of this type of attack, the log file of the master keys database should be available and securely
retrievable by the XL-SIEM. Besides, it would require the capability of monitoring on cells in the database what
could be out of the scope of the XL-SIEM features on CIPSEC project.


Log files modification

The objective of this use case is to detect modification of log files of OT/IT components to protect the integrity of
the XL-SIEM analysis. Some examples could be monitoring the creation of log files on OT/IT systems and flag
modifications on these log files if occurred.
Contribution to CIPSEC platform


Cyber security



Security information and event management



Anomaly detection



Compliance management products



Raising security alert from a business perspective



Event processing and analysis in a storm cluster



Real time security event analysis



Periodization, filtering and normalization of the data from different sources



Correlation rules from a business perspective



Web-based visualization framework for security monitoring and incident response

3.4 Total Defender / Gravity Zone
Nowadays is a must count with a robust Anti-Malware and Antivirus software to detect and remove sophisticated
malicious code from the Industrial Control Systems and Operational Technology environments with a single scan.
Viruses, spyware, keystroke loggers, Trojans, rootkits, and others sophisticated malware are identified using
signatures, behavior blockers, and heuristic analysis, and keeping OT infrastructure secure and free of threats.
Total Defender / Gravity Zone offers one of best-in-class Anti-Malware & Virus Management systems to be used
to protect industrial clients against known and emerging malware threats by correlating files, telemetry data, and
file behavior against baseline knowledge base to deliver proactive threat defense.
Bitdefender’s Gravity Zone provides onsite and/or remote monitoring support for clients to perform real time
surveillance and blockage of malware trying to enter client’s industrial network in. Bitdefender monitoring
technology includes advanced sandboxing capabilities to help our security team understand, prioritize, and block
sophisticated attacks.

3.4.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

Main threats covered



Detection of malicious files on access and
on demand.



Blocking malware sources like malicious
URLs.



Dynamic detection of unknown threats
based on their actions.

Malware and unwanted programs.
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Impact on Critical Infrastructures

All computer systems will be protected against
malware.

Foundations



Machine learning models (Support-Vector
Machine, Binary Decision Trees), trained to
identify malware samples.



Binary programs code analysis for detecting
malicious patterns.



Cloud-based detection



TotalSecurity can be deployed on individual
workstations and provide full protection
against malware attacks.



GravityZone can be deployed on a network
and provide protection for individual
workstations and also centralize the results
for event correlation and detecting advanced
threats.

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

Artifacts and tools supported

Supports a wide range of platforms and operating
systems.

Methodologies or good practices

All the security components must be kept up-to-date
in order to ensure detection for new malware.

3.4.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Software solution.

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 8/9

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Final Product

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)



Malware detection



Malware removal

Third Tools Integration Availability

Yes. SDK available.

Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

No.

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc…)



Desktop computers



Laptops



Servers



LAN



HTTP

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)
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For Software Solutions: Deployment model



(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)









Workstation operating systems


Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10



Windows Vista (SP1, SP2), Windows
XP (SP3)



Mac OS X Lion (10.7.x), Mountain Lion
(10.8.x), Mavericks (10.9.x), Yosemite
(10.10.x), El Capitan (10.11.x)

Tablet and embedded operating systems


Windows Embedded Standard,
POSReady, 2009, 7



Windows Embedded Enterprise 7



Windows XP Embedded (SP 2), Tablet
PC Edition

Server operating systems


Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2



Windows Small Business Server (SBS)
2008, 2011



Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2



Windows Small Business Server (SBS)
2003



Windows Server 2003 (SP 1), 2003 R2



Windows Home Server



Red Hat Enterprise Linux / CentOS 5.6
or higher, Ubuntu 10.04 LTS or higher,
SUSE



Linux Enterprise Server 11 or higher,
OpenSUSE 11 or higher, Fedora 15 or
higher,



Debian 5.0 or higher, Oracle Solaris
11, 10 (only in VMware vShield
environments)

Mobile operating systems


Apple iPhones and iPad tablets (iOS
5.1+)



Google Android smartphones and
tablets (2.2+)

Virtualization solutions


VMware vSphere 6.0. 5.5, 5.1, 5.0 P1
or 4.1 P3 ESXi 4.1, 5.0, 5.1, 5.5



VMware vCenter Server 6.0, 5.5, 5.1,
5.0 or 4.1



VMware vShield Manager 5.5, 5.1, 5.0



VMware vShield Endpoint



VMware vCNS 5.5
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External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)



VMware Tools 8.6.0 build 446312



VMware View 5.1, 5.0



Citrix XenDesktop 5.5, 5.0



Citrix XenServer 6.0, 5.6 or 5.5
including Citrix Xen Hypervisor



Citrix VDI-in-a-Box 5.x



Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2012, 2008
R2 including Microsoft Hyper-V
Hypervisor



Red Hat Enterprise 3.0 including Red
Hat KVM Hypervisor



Oracle VM 3.0

The SDK is available and can be used by
external tools in order to perform on-demand
scanning for malicious content.
The Bitdefender Control Center APIs are
exposed using JSON-RPC 2.0 protocol.

3.4.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Malicious software is a type of program created with the purpose of violating a system's security. Regardless of
form, this software is a threat for every user and must be detected before causing any harm. The current solution
for protecting against malware is to use anti-virus programs. Such programs usually detect if software is
malicious by checking it against a database of known malicious samples or by analyzing its static features and
behavior using heuristics.
Most malware detection systems have three components:


Source channel detection: the malware is blocked before it reaches the target system by blacklisting
known malware channels (like web sites that contain malware).



Static detection: the malware is detected after it gets downloaded into the system but before it has the
chance to run. At this point, the binary program is available but it is in a passive state (it doesn't run yet).



Dynamic detection: the malware is detected by the actions performed at run-time.

If the malware is detected in the first two phases, it cannot cause any harm to the user, as no malicious action
gets to be executed. In the third phase, the malware is already running and some of the malicious actions cannot
be undone. For example, if the malware sends the victim's passwords to the attacker, the malicious purpose has
already been achieved.
As the malware landscape is getting more crowded with new samples and more sophisticated with new
techniques, it is imperative to find new defense solutions.
Detection of malicious files
The Bitdefender antivirus component presents a pluggable and distributed architecture that is based on distinct
scanning engines for different types of files and malware. Its distinct plug-ins can be loaded on-the-fly, one for
each kind of malware, without reconfiguring the whole system or restarting it.
Each type of malware is dealt with by a plug-in which can detect and possibly disinfect/clean the given malware
type. Plugins function sequentially (i.e. they take turns at checking each file), to detect malware like viruses,
worms, trojans, exploits and also spyware. The plugin architecture is such that the plugins can pass messages
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between themselves. The modularized architecture used to build Bitdefender has contributed to its ability to be
used in a variety of environments ranging from embedded systems to workstations and high-end servers, in
desktop, dedicated or generic server solutions.
Cleaning up infected systems
The security solutions provided by Bitdefender are able to clean a compromised host by removing all malicious
components and restoring the system to a clean state. A malware may create new files, add registry keys and
even inject its code into clean processes. It is important for a security solution to clean all these components for
the proper functioning of the system.
Blocking unwanted connections
The firewall component in our security solutions automatically configures network permissions for known
programs and keeps an eye on the unknown ones. The systems will be protected against network attacks like
port scanning or exploit kits.
Input / Output Data
Bitdefender tools are used to scan the hard drive, the memory and the network shares for malicious activity. The
following scan modes are available:


Quick Scan is preconfigured to allow scanning only critical Windows and Linux system locations. Running a
Quick Scan usually takes less than a minute and uses a fraction of the system resources needed by a
regular virus scan. This mode only detects existing malware, without taking any action. If malware is found
during a Quick Scan, a Full System Scan task is required to remove detected malware.



Full Scan checks the entire system for all types of malware threatening its security, such as viruses,
spyware, adware, rootkits and others.



Memory Scan checks the programs running in the virtual machine's memory.



Network Scan is a type of custom scan, allowing scanning network drives using the Bitdefender security
agent installed on the target virtual machine. For the network scan task to work, one needs to assign the
task to one single endpoint in the network and needs to enter the credentials of a user account with
read/write permissions on the target network drives, for the security agent to be able to access and take
actions on these network drives. The required credentials can be configured in the Target tab of the tasks
window.



Custom Scan allows the user to choose the locations to be scanned and to configure the scan options.

Bitdefender Control Center APIs allow developers to automate business workflows. The APIs are exposed using
JSON-RPC 2.0 protocol. The API calls are performed as HTTP requests with JSON-RPC messages as payload.
HTTP POST method MUST be used for each API call. Also, it is required that each HTTP request have the
Content-Type header set to application (JSON).
Solution architecture
Figure 3-12 shows the architecture for a network protected by Bitdefender GravityZone. The central component is
GravityZone Control Center that controls the components deployed on


Endpoints



Mobile devices



Virtualized environments

The scanning results can be integrated with third party tools through the API or they can be visualized in the
Web-based user interface.
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Figure 3-12 Gravity Zone deployment

Use cases


Drive-by-download: an infection can be triggered by visiting an infected web site. Bitdefender anti-malware
solutions will block the URL, preventing the user from accessing such pages. Failing to do so, the static
detection component will scan the downloaded file and prevent the system from running it.



Exploits: infections can also be triggered by opening a specially crafted document or web page that takes
advantage of existing vulnerabilities. Our security software can detect exploits and also identify vulnerable
software.



Infected USB drives: malware can spread through infected USB drives and it is important that security
solutions scan any accessed files before they get to be executed.



Port Scanning: this may be the first step from an advanced attack. The firewall component blocks such
attacks, preventing the attackers from entering the secured perimeter.

Contribution to the CIPSEC platform


Malware detection



Malicious URLs blocking



Data Loss Prevention



Blocks Port Scanning



Vulnerability Assessment



Anti-phishing



Anti-spam
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3.5 Secocard
Cyber criminals are increasingly focusing on gaining control of legitimate credentials, especially those associated
with highly privileged accounts. Compromising these credentials allows adversaries to masquerade as legitimate
users, leaving less evidence than exploiting vulnerabilities or executing malware. In addition to reduce privileges
to only those needed for a user’s duties, multi-factor authentication intelligent devices are needed where
possible, giving a extra-level storing in a separate trust store credentials for corporate and control network
zones.
CIPSEC project has entrusted the job of authorizing access to the patented “Secocard” technology. A smartcard
device that also functions as a secure messaging system, Secocard will both secure access and allow individual
CI sites to communicate securely.

3.5.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

Prevention and Avoidance

Main threats covered



Prevention of unauthorized access to virtual
and physical resources by individuals or
entities through signing.



Secure messaging covered by encryption
and signing.



Providing
a
secure
communication channel.



Providing secure storage



Operation as Card reader



Operation as Card emulator

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

end

to

end

Foundations (functions, algorithms,
models, etc)

A JAVA hardware security element is embedded
in Secocard. So almost all state of the art crypto
algorithms can be supported. An external secure
element, through the insertion of an external ID-1
smart card, can be used to provide additional
smart card technologies (STARCOS, TCOS,
MULTOS etc.)
Apart from operating as a smart card reader or
smart card, Secocard can run diverse specific
applications (CIPSEC specific) as host. As a
result, by offloading external systems of security
components there is increased flexibility in
designing security topologies – models.

Methodologies or good practices

Access to virtual and physical Critical
Infrastructure Resources should be restricted
only to individuals or entities that have been
authorized to have such access.
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3.5.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Dedicated Hardware Solution with Firmware
Implementation

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 5

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Secocard has several diverse hardware
components and as a result several different
functionalities and configurations are possible.
So, the device is a final product in some
markets and simple module in others. As far as
the CIPSEC project is concerned the device is
in a level between simple module and final
product.

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)

Encryption and Signing (Authentication)

Third Tools Integration Availability

Since Secocard is a programmable platform
and implements standard interfaces so
integration may be possible with specific third
party tools. For example, every CA based on
standard interfaces could be used to enroll
certificates in Secocard’s secure storage.
Driver implementation may be necessary.

Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

No third application and library dependencies.
Source code from third parties is used in the
device with the applicable licenses.

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc.…)

Secocard can be connected in general to any
device providing host functionality. The
following classes are supported for windows
host: CDC, MSC, HID, CCID. Only class 1
CCID is supported. So as long as these
classes are supported by the host, there should
not be any difference between a computer and
a mobile device. Class PC/SC Drivers are not
implemented.

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)



USB and Wi-Fi are operational and
Bluetooth is under development. IoT
orientation is given (Wi-Fi Station). As far
as protocols are concerned:



Secocard can connect to any access point
(WPA/WPA2) provided that no captive
portal is necessary to actually access the
network. Wi-Fi direct for P2P connection
could be an option under certain
circumstances provided that it is supported
by both peers.



Security protocols supported –
WPA/WPA2 Personal, TLS, SSL



Network services – DHCP, DNS, TCP/IP
(IPv4), UDP, HTTP, HTTPS

Based on this protocol stacks SIP and RTP are
implemented. Due to the programmability of the
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device and of specific modules any new
request may be addressed.

For Hardware Solutions: Technical
specifications
(RAM, HDD, Screen, Interfaces (HDMI, USB,
…), Battery Life…)

For Software Solutions: Deployment model
(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)
External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)

Capacitive touch screen for combined input
and output through a TFT type LCD with a
3.5“diagonal display size and a 480 by 320
pixels RGB resolution. Two separate multicolor LEDs in blue/green and yellow/red as well
as a buzzer for acoustic signals. Multiple
microprocessors, one of which is a Cortex – M
processor. Wi-Fi modules, Bluetooth module,
NFC Reader, USB interface, at least 500mAh
battery, 32GB Micro SD card (today). The USB
interface can be used both for charging the
device as well as for communications at the
same time. The battery technology is lithiumion. Battery life during device operation
depends heavily on the interfaces and the
functions that are in use. With both the Wi-Fi
and the Display on the device will operate for
about 1 hour.
Since this is an embedded hardware solution
firmware and embedded applications can be
executed on the device.
A special web interface is available for firmware
download purposes.

Documentation Available (Yes/No)

General documentation is available for the
device. However, since Secocard will require
firmware changes in order to be incorporated
into CIPSEC no documentation is readily
available.

Benchmarking, Production Issues

No specific benchmark tests have been
conducted. There are no production issues
apart from the lead time of specific hardware
components.

3.5.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Secocard is an embedded device that can be used in a broad scope of applications and scenarios. More
specifically the combination of a secure execution environment, a secure memory, a distinct input and output for
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text, graphics and audio, a very compact form factor of 92 x 61,5 x 12 mm, and a huge variety of communication
interfaces enables uses for the Secocard platform that include but are not limited by the following applications:


On-line banking – managing an account



On-line ordering – identifying the user in a sale (account, payment)



On-line authentication – against a VPN, an administrative process, etc.



Credit card acceptance – includes mPOS



Time and attendance verification – using an enterprise or eID card



Building or site access – for enterprise or public sector employees



Closed-user group payments – for enterprise public sector employees



Secure email, text and voice communication

Secocard is a security specialized single board embedded computer. It can integrate all these applications only
with additional software and hardware components. For encryption/decryption of VoIP Data (voice or text) and
provided that a relevant application runs in the Secocard, the Wi-Fi Communication can be used via tethering or
a Wi-Fi Router. Other applications on the host can send strings to the Secocard for signing or
encryption/decryption. For example, although Secocard does not integrate a GSM/GPRS module, it can encrypt
SMS messages with an additional mobile application on the mobile device that communicate with the Secocard
and exchange an encrypted SMS text. For more security, the decrypted message can be visible only on the
Secocard display.
The device can contribute significantly to the protection of Critical Infrastructures by three distinct ways that will
be explained thoroughly in later sections. The device can operate as a class 1 smart card reader and prevent
unauthorized access to physical and virtual resources that are associated with Critical Infrastructures. Secondly
the device can operate itself as a security token that can be read by an external smart card reader. Thirdly the
device can provide a secure mobile messaging environment for the exchange of information between entities that
are responsible for operating Critical Infrastructure resources. This may be important in cases where other secure
communication means have already been compromised due to a cybersecurity attack.
Main functionalities
The Secocard tool has varied functionality due to the diverse possible hardware configurations of the device. So
only the functionalities that are relevant to the CIPSEC project will be reported here. The relevant characteristics
of the device are the following:


Secocard can operate as a secure contact and contactless card reader.



Secocard can operate as a secure messaging mobile device.



Secocard can operate as a smartcard, to the effect that an external card reader can access it. Here
Secocard is compatible with access control and payment systems compliant with ISO 14443A.



Simultaneously Secocard can operate as a secure mobile data storage device.

Given the operational characteristics described above, Secocard can enhance security levels in CIs
environments by providing the means to control the access to physical and virtual resources of Critical
Infrastructures.
It is important at this point to describe in detail the enhanced security level that can be offered by the Secocard
device. Chip-card readers are devices which control chip cards. Not only do they read data, but they also write
data, or run applications on the chip-card. They are therefore also referred to as chip-card terminals. There are
four security classes for chip-card readers specified by the German banking industry (DK). Security Classes 1
and 2 are not of interest for any serious degree of security. Chip-card readers of Security Class 3 have a display
and a keypad, as well as additional functions that enable bank-card payments over the internet. In addition to the
features of Security Class 3, chip-card readers of Security Class 4 also have their own tamper-proof identity. This
is possible by an additional chip card. If a chip-card reader is connected to a PC via a USB or serial interface, it is
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recognized by proprietary or standardized software interfaces and can communicate with an application. The
present standard for such interfaces is PC/SC and implementations are available for various operating systems.
A chip-card reader built according to this specification includes a firewall which protects against possible
tampering while the device interacts with the user via a display and keypad (e.g. for PIN input), or processes data
for the signing operation using a chip card.
For the protection of critical infrastructure a Security Class 3 card reader is considered adequate.

Input / Output Data - Interfaces
As already described Secocard is an electronic device which in relation to the CIPSEC project is focused on
preventing unauthorized access of individuals and entities to both physical and virtual Critical Infrastructure
Resources. So the input/output concept must take into consideration the fact that an electronic device has
different data I/O configuration as compared to a software system.
The device can accept both contact and contactless cards and has a touch display where a virtual keyboard has
been implemented and can be used for user input. The fact that the device has several communication interfaces
(Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB) and is fully programmable means that many file formats can be implemented.
Currently the device can be configured through an “.ini” configuration file and is capable of parsing JSON type
responses that are in use in specific banking applications.
Solution Architecture
The Secocard architecture is best described with the figure shown below, where all of the hardware components,
the features and the capabilities are shown in a high level:

Figure 3-13 Secorcard Architecture overview

The architecture (Figure 3-13) of the device makes it ideal for access control applications and secure messaging.
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Use cases
Secocard has been used successfully in the banking sector due to the fact that most major security and
transactional standards of the “Deutsche Kreditwirtschaft” (community of German banking institutions) have
already been implemented on Secocard, with more to come. Specifically, Secocard has been used successfully
in the following cases:


As a security token.



As a device for secure messaging.



As a device that can perform financial transactions with prepaid cards.

Contribution to the CIPSEC platform
The contribution of Secocard to the project can have a dual form, as described below.
Access both to physical and virtual resources of critical infrastructure should be limited only to authorized
individuals with the necessary security clearance. Secocard’s patent protected architecture can enable the device
to be both a smartcard and in parallel act as a smart card reader. So, through the device, access control to
specific physical and virtual resources can be achieved. The device can contribute to the authorization,
authentication and audit of the entity that is trying to gain access along with specific access control hardware in
case of physical access.
Additionally, the device can be used as a security (access) token that contains information about the identity and
privileges associated with a specific entity or user. The information contained in the Secocard can be updated in
a secure way through any of the communication interfaces available (Wi-Fi, NFC and Bluetooth and USB) in
order to provide additional privileges or remove existing.
License type
Secocard is an electronic device; so, a license type is not directly applicable. Secocard is made up of several
modules and programmable components and each one of them has each own source code in different
programming environments and programming languages. All of the source code comes under a proprietary
license and is tightly coupled to the device; as such the source code cannot be delivered.

3.6 Honeypot / Cloud security tool
Monitoring the critical infrastructure is a very important task as we cannot prevent every malicious attack. Using a
honeypot solution is a successfully and demonstrated innovative approach to implementing a situational
awareness capability in an operational industrial control system environment. The approach also contributes to
an organization’s potential forensics capability for ICS systems. Furthermore, CIPSEC will integrate a cloud
based remote access honeypot platform without disrupting operations, whilst preserving vital evidence. Forth's
honeypot solution has demonstrated new techniques to enhance monitoring of ICS systems, and it is one of the
main security assets within anomaly detection core in CIPSEC framework.

3.6.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle



Detection of DDoS attacks.



Prevention with the assistance of a firewall
that will apply ACLs produced by the
honeypot system.
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Main threats covered



Attacks
against
databases:
MySQL, ORACLE, POSTGRES.



Attacks against communication/transfer
protocols: FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS,
TELNET, DNS, SMTP, MS Windows RPC,
SMB

MSSQL,

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

The above services are almost present in every
critical infrastructure due to the basic functionality
that they offer to all computing systems.

Foundations

Hybrid honeypot solution based on low and
medium interaction honeypot services. Service
emulators are being used in order to detect any
DDoS attack on each of the above-mentioned
services that are being monitored by our system.

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

The system is also able to operate in cloud
environments (the solution is available as a
standalone virtual machine). It can be operated
through appropriate control panel.

Artifacts and tools supported



Support for IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.



Alerting mechanisms for custom
addresses or range of IP addresses.



LDAP user authentication



Each user can establish his/her own custom
periodic reports for specific IP addresses or
ranges of IP addresses.



Monitoring mechanisms have been enabled
so that the administrator of the honeypot
instance can have a clear view of the health
of the system.

Methodologies or good practices

IP

3.6.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

No specific HW. Linux system.

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL7

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

The system is already being used in production
mode by several organizations.

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)

Passive network monitoring sensors based on
low and medium interaction honeypot services.

Third Tools Integration Availability

SIEM systems can be easily integrated with the
solution provided. Logs can be easily
transformed in various formats.
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Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

Basic Linux libraries needed.

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc…)

Network enabled devices such as laptops,
PCs, servers

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)

LAN.
FTP, TFTP, HTTP, HTTPS, TELNET, DNS,
SMTP, MS Windows RPC, SMB

For Hardware Solutions: Technical
specifications

Minimum HW requirements depend on the
amount of the monitored IP addresses.
i.e. Monitoring 1500 IP addresses need 1.5TB
of storage per year.
RAM:>=4GB
NIC: 1x1Gbps (for monitoring purposes) and
1x100Mbps (for management purposes)

(RAM, HDD, Screen, Interfaces (HDMI, USB,
…), Battery Life…)

(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)

OS: Linux
No specific platform requirements.
No other hardware requirements.

External interfaces



System logs are kept in text format.

(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)



Attacks are kept in PostgreSQL or in
SQLite



Web based control panel



Web based visualization



Reports in text and/or PDF format



Information can be sent either via SMS or
email.

For Software Solutions: Deployment model

3.6.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Due to the increasing level of malicious activity, organizations are beginning to deploy mechanisms for detecting
and responding to new attacks or suspicious activity. Those tools are Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) which is
mainly based on rule-based intrusion detection systems (IDS), thus, making them capable to detect already
known attacks.
Honeypots are a mechanism that offer the possibility of detecting (and responding in a later stage) previously
unknown attacks. Some of those attacks, based on exploiting previously unknown vulnerabilities, are called zeroday attacks.
Our proposed solution is based on honeypots with various levels of interaction with the potential malicious users.
The honeypot infrastructure proposed includes low level interaction honeypots which are lightweight and are able
to monitor many IP addresses.
The solution also includes higher interaction honeypots (mostly medium level) which further interact with the
possible attackers and are able to identify new threats. Those kinds of honeypots are mostly able to monitor and
identify DDoS attacks.
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Targeted attacks to specific services can only be monitored / captured by shadow honeypots which are actually
running a real instance of the service that has to be protected. Those honeypot services are able to monitor the
provided IP dark space, produce appropriate logs, and then send those logs to a central database server able to
keep track of all the attack related information.
The central database can then be queried via appropriate interfaces (APIs) and extract valuable information for
network and system administrators. The system can be easily deployed and operated in cloud environments (the
solution is available as a standalone virtual machine). A control panel is used in order to control the honeypots
installed and visualize the attack related information.
Many CIs use cloud environments in order to provide their services. The CIs much like other computing systems
are connected to the Internet thus making them vulnerable to potential external attacks. Honeypot solution can
both capture external or internal attacks and help CIs to be accessible by their users at any time.
Solution Functionalities
Data collection and potential attack identification
The honeypot systems are able to capture an enormous amount of potential attacks depending on the IP dark
space that they monitor. Based on the captured attacks and on some predefined heuristics the honeypot systems
can extract information about malicious IPs. That kind of information can be used either in an automatic way
(directly by a firewall) or manually reviewed by a system administrator before applied in the IPS of an
organization. That way the attacks can be prevented or limited using rate limiting mechanisms for specific
1
suspicious IPs. Rules produced by the honeypots can be compatible with well-known IDS systems like i.e. Snort
2
3
Suricata and BRO .
The accuracy of the results produced is based on the number of honeypots deployed, the geographical
distribution of the honeypots and the size of the dark space (monitored IP addresses) used. The largest the
monitored dark space, the highest the accuracy achieved. In order to further improve the accuracy of the
produced results we have incorporated a rating mechanism. That way we try to eliminate any false positives. The
solution is simple and is based on custom (predefined) queries. Using the predefined queries the system
administrator can instruct the system to provide him with the top 10 attacker IPs captured. Moreover, the system
has the following extra rating mechanism. The user is able to check whether the identified IP addresses from the
honeypot services are also present in other online web blacklists or similar security systems. That way we try to
increase the level of confidence of the system before the administrator applies any rules to organization’s
IDS/IPS. SIEM systems can be easily integrated with the solution provided due to the fact that the logs kept can
be easily transformed in various formats and thus improve the CI’s overall security with one more source.

Control panel management
The honeypot instances are being managed through a web based control panel. There is a specific API that is
being used for the command and control of the honeypot VMs and their specific services. The control panel is
also used by the system administrator and other users to monitor the statistics produced by the system. Users
can view the status of each honeypot (e.g. uptime, processes, load, and disk usage) and also view information
about the attacks captured.

Input /Output Data
The control panel is responsible for storing a local database with the users (administrators or simple users) that
are authoritative to access and use the system although the authentication of the users is being performed by the
organizations’ LDAP service. The attack related information is being kept in PostgreSQL. The logs produced by

1

https://www.snort.org/

2

http://suricata-ids.org/

3

https://www.bro.org/
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the system are stored is simple text format as well as the configuration files that the system is using for
initialization and other operations.
The control panel is also the one that can communicate with the honeypot instances. The whole communication
process takes place over SSL using certificates. A REST API is used for the two components (the control panel
and the honeypots) to interact with each other. Each honeypot instance includes a web service that is
responsible to receive and serve the incoming REST requests from the control panel.
The REST API used for the communication of the two components uses the format below::
"https://" [honeypot]:[port] "/honeypot/actions?action=" [function] "&" [query]
Where:


honeypot is the IP address of the honeypot VM



port is the port where the HTServer is waiting for incoming connections



function is referring to the desired operation to be performed on the honeypot VM



query is a list with variables and

Available “functions” currently include the following:


aliveAction: checks whether the honeypot instance is alive and the HTServer is working properly.



startSensorAction: initiates the honeypot services. After that the honeypot is able to monitor and capture
potential attacks.


Cip: one or more CDIR IP addressed separated by the comma character. Those are the IPs that will be
used for monitoring by the respective honeypot instance.



stopSensorAction: terminated all honeypot services. The system will be no longer active.



initAction: provides the parameters needed in order to initiate the honeypot instance.





Cip: one or more CDIR IP addressed separated by the comma character. Those are the IPs that will be
used for monitoring by the respective honeypot instance.



psdn: FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) of the server where the central database is stored. The
central database server also hosts the XMPP service. XMPP service is responsible for the secure
transfer of the attack related information captured from honeypots to the central database server.



XMPPUser: the XMPP service username



XMPPPass: the XMPP service password



sensorID: the unique identifier of each honeypot instance. That UID is used in every communication
session used to send information to the XMPP service.

serviceStatusAction: Checks the status of the honeypot services.


who: check the status of each one of the following services:
♦ dionaea
♦ farpd
♦ restserver (HTServer)
♦ system (generic health statistics regarding the honeypot VM instance)

Solution Architecture
The solution (Figure 3-14) provides the system administrator the option to create an infrastructure of honeypot
VM instances. Those honeypot instances are able to monitor and capture potential DDoS attacks and transfer
that information in a central database in real time. The whole system is formed by two distinct components. The
honeypot VMs and the control panel used for management purposes. The control panel is responsible for the
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command and control of all the honeypot instances. Moreover, is the component which has access to the central
database where all the attack records are stored.

Internet

Honeypot VM

Database Storage

VM

VM

VM

Control Panel

Cloud Environment

Figure 3-14 Architecture diagram for the DDoS attack solution

Use cases
Variations of the proposed solution have been used in the following use cases:
1

1. The NoAH (Network of Affined Honeypots) project
2

2. The GN3 project (GÉANT pan-European network) and its JRA security related activity
3

3. GRNET (the Greek Research and Technology Network provider)
4

4. FORTHcert has also installed the honeypot solution in various national organizations
Contribution to the CIPSEC platform
Organizations are quite interested in deploying mechanisms for detecting and responding to new attacks or
suspicious activity. Honeypots is a mechanism that offers the possibility of detecting (and responding in a later
stage) previously unknown attacks (including zero-day). The proposed solution will provide insights to the CIs
and the CI administrators of what are the new trends in attacks and protect their services accordingly. Moreover,
the solution can be used to detect if legitimate services of a CI are participating in DDoS attacks and
communicate with honeypot instances. Thus, meaning that this service has been infected and appropriate
activities should take place to not affect the rest of the CI services.

1

https://www.fp6-noah.org/

2

http://www.geant.org/

3

http://www.grnet.gr

4

http://forthcert.gr/
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License type
The software developed can be provided with a GPL-2.0 license.

3.7 Secure Hardware and Safety Process know-how
Railway operators face a particular challenge of following resilient, robust and secure process control
implementations for increasingly complex and older process control systems that lack the processing capability
for improved security (either added explicit security protocols or more robust exception handling).
Railway operator users previously had limited visibility into the true product or network attack surface, security,
safety or robustness metrics of IP-based products they used in a control system.
Due to these reasons added to other security requirements detected on WP1 tasks,- in one of the pilots to be
developed (Deutsche Bahn)-, safety process and secure hardware will be supervised by TUD.
TUD, along with the invaluable inputs of Deutsche Bahn provides an unbiased safety process study for
customized measurement of any product’s security readiness, robustness, and resiliency before production
purchase, deployment or upgrade.
DB and other railway operators could use this assessment capability to hold vendors accountable for unsafe,
insecure or non-robust products, and to take preventive measures complying with current railway regulations.

3.7.1 Solution Overview
Main threats covered



The solutions define best practices to avoid
failures and human error or prevent and
mitigate the consequences.



Threats to safety expose the railway system
to material damage, injury or even fatalities.



Secondarily, high availability is required to
maintain an appropriate level of quality of
service.

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

Safety is the first priority in train operation. The
safety processes help to ensure and maintain a
high level of safety over the complete life-cycle of
the elements of signaling networks. IT security is
needed to maintain the high level of safety.

Check points watched



Complete life-cycle of signaling hard- and
software. This includes conceptual design,
risk analysis, requirements, validation and
operation.



The devices range from low-level object
controllers operating field elements to highlevel interlocking.



Open and closed transmission systems used
by safety-critical and non-safety critical
systems.
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Foundations



Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and
Safety (RAMS)



Software Safety Integrity Level (SSIL)



Safety Integrity Level (SIL)



V-Model for the system life-cycle



Proof of safety

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

The safety processes and requirements have
been established in German and European
standards.
Compliance is required to operate railway
infrastructure.
Important standards are EN 50126, EN 50128,
and EN 50129, EN 50159-1 and EN 50159-2.

Artifacts and tools supported

Documentation, Auditing, Risk Analysis

Methodologies or good practices

Fail-Safe
Modularity, Verification, Validation, tolerable
hazard rate (THR)
Systematic and structured processes of design
and production

3.7.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or
Software solution

F75P Safe Computer

D602 Safe Computer
https://www.men.de/produ
cts/cpu-boards-1/d602/

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware
removal, IDS, encryption,
IAM…)

Fail-safe
https://www.men.de/products/cp
u-boards-1/f75p/

Fail-safe, fault-tolerant, 2out-of-3 voting, errorcorrecting-codes,
radiation tolerant

Third Tools Integration
Availability

Operating system available. Install custom (certified) software)

Third Apps / Libraries
Dependencies

Linux, QNX, VxWorks, PikeOS

VxWorks, PikeOS

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones,
mainframes, etc…)

Rack

19” Rack

Communications
standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…)
and protocols (HTTP, FTP,

Ethernet
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SMTP…)

For Hardware Solutions:
Technical specifications
(RAM, HDD, Screen,
Interfaces (HDMI, USB, …),
Battery Life…)

External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web
Interfaces, APIs and
Integration Interfaces,
Reporting Interfaces)

2x Intel Atom E680T (Control
Processor)
1x Intel Atom E680T (I/O)
2x 512MB DDR2 DRAM
1x 1GB DDR2 DRAM

3x PowerPC 750 CL
3x 512MB DDR SDRAM
Redundant Power Supply

Logging,
SATA

RS232, PCI, PMC

VGA,

USB,

RJ45,

Documentation

https://www.men.de/products/cp
u-boards-1/f75p/

https://www.men.de/produ
cts/cpu-boards-1/d602/

Benchmarking,
Production Issues

SIL 4, EN50129,
IEC61508

SIL4,
IEC61508

EN50128,

EN50129,

3.7.3 Solution Details
TUD contributes in two areas of expertise:


Safety processes and requirements for critical railway systems



Hardware and specification for object controllers (OC) of field elements

The following sections will distinguish between these two areas

3.7.3.1

Safety processes and requirements for critical railway systems

Safety has a long history in railway signaling. They emerged over time when engineers learned from occurring
accidents. Nowadays the same level of safety is maintained in electronic interlocking systems as it is in
mechanical interlocking of which the development started over a hundred years ago.
Electronic systems can handle more complex infrastructure in terms of signals and points as mechanical and
electro-mechanical systems of previous generations. This comes with the cost of more difficult validation of the
high level of safety. The European Standards start at the beginning of the system life-cycle and aid the processes
of designing, manufacturing and operating signaling systems.
EN 50126
EN 50126 defines four requirements that are applicable to the complete railway system. The requirements are


Reliability,



Availability,



Maintainability, and
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Safety.

They are abbreviated with the term RAMS.
High reliability and maintainability of each component of a signaling network support a high availability of the
overall system. This in turn is balanced with the level of safety in the systems. The easiest way to achieve safety
is to run no trains at all, which would give poor availability. Therefore, a sophisticated RAMS concept is needed in
order to provide an adequate level of railway operation in terms of safety and availability.
The standard describes the life-cycle of a railway system from beginning to end and what steps are needed to
reach the necessary level of RAMS. The outcome of production steps of a component is validated against the
correspondent steps during the development phase.
The verification of RAMS is a prerequisite for the permission to operate a railway system.
EN 50128
EN 50128 describes processes and requirements for the development of software determined for railway
operation. The concept of Safety Integrity Levels (SIL) is translated to software (SSIL), including a SSIL 0 for
non-safety critical software. There are requirements for including COTS software in systems of a given SSIL.
The steps to undertake for safety-critical software of EN 50128 include:


Software Safety Integrity Level: A SSIL is determined according to the process in EN 50126.



Staff and responsibilities: The staff which is involved in the software life-cycle needs to be specially
educated, experienced and qualified. An independent auditor is needed for auditing the software of all
SSILs. For the development, a designer/developer, a verifier and a validator are needed. In SSIL 3/SSIL 4
they are not allowed to be the same person.



Life-cycle and documentation



Software requirements: The requirements for the software are defined in a special document.



Software architecture: Develop a software architecture that fulfills the previously defined requirements. It is
allowed to incorporate COTS software modules. But they need to be validated, possible malfunctions need
to be analyzed, a strategy to detect malfunctions needs to be established, errors must be logged and only
the simplest necessary functions of the module are allowed to be used.



Software design and implementation



Software verification and testing: The software is tested and verified in order to check whether it fulfils the
defined requirements and is has the defined architecture.



Software/hardware integration: The correct operation of the software on target hardware is shown.



Software validation: The integrated system is tested whether it provides the defined function.



Software audit: An independent auditor examines the whole development process and writes a software
report.



Software quality management



Software maintenance: It must be ensured that software maintenance does not change the Software
Safety Integrity Level of the software.

EN 50129
EN 50129 requires any safety-critical railway system to take and maintain a safety state in case of a failure. This
property is called Fail-Safe.
Safety requirements cover failures from human error to electromagnetic radiation. Countermeasures are fallbacklevels for the operation of trains. On the network layer, there is redundancy in terms of logic computation,
networks connections, and power supply. Also, there are measures like error-correcting-codes, hashes and
majority voting.
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Train operation can never be completely safe. The standard requires the risk to be analyzed by the train operator.
Together with the potential consequences of a threat, a tolerable hazard rate (THR) is determined. Up to this
threshold, the risk must be accepted, because countermeasures are economically or technically infeasible.
The system manufacturer analyses the causes of a threat and builds the system in a way that the causes can
only occur up to the threshold which is given by the THR. A typical requirement for signaling hardware is a MTBF
(meantime between failures) of greater than 30 years.
The standard defines a Proof of Safety. It includes the following sections:


Definition of the system



Report of quality management



Report of safety management



Report of technical safety

EN 50159
EN 50159 is separated into two parts that cover safety related communication in closed and open transmission
systems respectively. The transmission systems themselves are not safety related. Networks are categorized by
three properties:


Maximum number of participants (limited/unlimited)



physical characteristics (defined/undefined)



non-authorized access (precluded/not precluded)

Only a transmission system with limited number of participants, defined physical characteristics (e.g.
transmission medium) and precluded non-authorized access is considered a closed transmission system. Other
systems are open by definition. The standards aim to protect the integrity of safety related communication in the
transmission system. The compliance is needed for the proof of safety of EN 50129.

Application of the European Standards

Figure 3-15 Application of European Standards on the railway

Figure 3-15 shows the application of the European Standards on the railway domain. It gives an overview of the
standards that influence development, production and operation of railway systems. While RAMS is applicable for
the whole railway system, the other ENs only applies to signaling systems, their subsystems and their units.
Building safety covers the whole spectrum of granularity from units to systems.
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The current state of standardization only covers the safety of railway systems. There are efforts to use security by
means of IT security to protect the established processes and their safety against active manipulation and
attackers. But there is no implementation yet.
The given safety requirements need to be matched by any component (hard- or software) that is deployed in a
railway signaling network. The compliance is enforced by governmental agencies.
New components must not have retroactive effects on the system in order to keep the level of safety.

3.7.3.2

Hardware and specification for object controllers (OC) of field elements

It is important for a safety-critical system to take a safe state in presence of a failure. This behavior is called failsafe and is realized in a safe computer. It can be achieved in two steps. First, define how often a failure is
allowed to appear, which is called tolerable hazard rate (THR). In most cases a failure is infeasible to avoid
completely. Either it is technically impossible, or the effort is disproportional to the gained level of safety.
Therefore, in a second step, the system must be able to detect a failure and react accordingly. Most normal
computers do not possess the capability to always operate in a predictable manner for a given specification, so
the effort of a safe computer is needed.
The failures a safe computer needs to resist can occur due to various reasons. Electromagnetic radiation for
example can alter bits in all levels of memory (e.g. RAM) and the processor during calculation, which can cause
errors in the output. Also, the age of the hardware can be the reason for wrong output. Other environmental
influences also need to be taken into account, mainly the temperature range the hardware is able to correctly
operate in. A safe computer is more resilient to faults than conventional computers and it is fault-tolerant in a way
that it reacts in a predictable manner to the appearances. More robust computers are even able to maintain
correct operation under a certain level of influence due to failures.
A common method to encounter failures in electronic devices is redundancy in various shapes on the level of
hardware and software. The given hardware provides the needed redundancy on a single board with interfaces to
communicate with other subsystems of the signaling network. The redundancy is coordinated by a voting
mechanism that compares the output of the single units. Depending on the specification, the output of two units is
compared (2-out-of-2). 2-out-of-3 systems (like the D602) are able to maintain correct operation even if a single
processing unit fails and needs to be reset for example.
For a fail-safe system, it is also necessary to be reliable to achieve high availability, as the unavailability of the
system can itself pose a threat to safety.
Special hardware is needed to fulfill the safety requirements of the railway domain. The described hardware is
developed according to the European Standards that define these safety requirements. The hardware can be
used to operate field elements in railway signaling networks. Such computers are called Object Controllers (OC).
The field elements operated by them are mainly signals, point machines and train detection systems which are
required to ensure safe movement of a train and with that the safe transportation of passengers and goods.
Object controllers are connected to a central interlocking computer via a network. They manipulate the field
elements (switch a point, change a signal) according to commands received from the computer and report the
current state of the field element back to it.
A failure in the train operating system and especially in the object controllers can in the worst-case threat human
life and endanger the environment or the infrastructure. The risk that such an event occurs must be below an
acceptable threshold in order to operate a train system safely. One measure to reduce this risk are safe
computers that are robust against failures They are developed according to European Standards that describe
processes how to build such a system and define which failures it needs to be hardened against.
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Figure 3-16 Architecture of the F75P safe computer
Figure 3-16 shows how redundancy is implemented on the F75P safe computer for exemplification. The board
has two identical Control Processors with dedicated RAM. A third processor is responsible for communicating
with external devices (I/O Processor). Safety-critical software is executed on the CPs and is responsible for
comparing the output of the two processors. Ideally the results of both processors should be identical. If this is
not the case (e.g. due to a failure) the safe computer can detect the fact and act accordingly. A reaction can be
the shutdown of the whole board and the reboot into a defined system state to reestablish operation.
The redundancy concept can be extended to three processors computing a function and an according voting
scheme. This is done with the D602 safe computer.
The hardware is used as object controllers that fulfill a crucial part in the safe operation of trains. The solutions of
CIPSEC (e.g. anomaly detection) can be run on object controllers in order to enhance the safety concepts of the
railway domain with IT security.

3.8 Hardware Security Module / FPGA cryptography device
Elliptic curve cryptography is a public key cryptography technique based on the algebraic structure of elliptic
curves over finite fields. It provides the same level of security that other alternatives provide, but it performs its
process in less time, less memory, less computations and less power consumption. Thus it is suitable for
environments with constraints like computing power, memory and battery life. Typical examples of such
environments are: embedded devices, wireless devices and real time applications. On the other hand, FPGA is
considered as the modern-day technology for building prototypes where the chip can be configured by the end
user to realize different designs by programming logic blocks and interconnects. The hardware implementation of
elliptic curve cryptography using FPGA enhances the system performance since FPGA technology is faster by
nature and much more secure than software implementations.
All previous features are represented in University of Patras’ solution and it’s one of the reasons it will be part of
CIPSEC platform, being a very suitable approach for critical infrastructures protection.
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3.8.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle



Prevention



Avoidance

Main threats covered



Eavesdropping on communication channel



Man in the Middle Attacks



Phishing attacks (Masquerade Attacks)



Implementation attacks



Confidentiality



Authentication



Key generation/agreement



Secure Data storage



Secure Communication



Mostly CIS end nodes



Legacy CIS nodes



Cryptographic Primitives



End to End encryption protocols



Asymmetric Key Cryptography Algorithms



Authenticated Encryption Algorithms

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

Check points watched

Foundations

3.8.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Hardware/software

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL5

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Simple Module/Artifact

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)

Encryption
Authentication

Third Tools Integration Availability

Xilinx ISE suite (Under licence)

Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

Xilinx Embedded Development Kit library
(under license)

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc…)

Mainframes, PCs, embedded devices

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)

Communication interface:


Serial interface (UART)

Protocols:
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For Hardware Solutions: Technical
specifications

Custom API to host Device

Non-Volatile memory: at least 512MB
RAM: at least 128MB

(RAM, HDD, Screen, Interfaces (HDMI, USB,
…), Battery Life…)
For Software Solutions: Deployment model
(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)

External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)

No Platform Requirements
No OS requirement
Hardware Requirements: Appropriate
communication interface (serial UART),
Personal Computer for testing purposes
Application Environment: Python programming
language support, Java support (not
mandatory), C programming language support

Python based Host Graphical User Interface for
communication with Hardware Security Token

3.8.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Every transaction with a computer system can potentially lead to unauthorized security data leakage. In other
words, during operation, the computer system is considered untrusted. The associated risk with such system
usage is not always affordable, especially when it comes to transactions involving sensitive data. In such cases,
the user must be confident that his system can be trusted. As a result, trust is a very important and desirable
feature of modern computer systems and considerable effort has been invested in the development of trusted
systems. IT strong security can be achieved by enhancing existing applications or developing new ones with
appropriate built-in secure software or hardware fences. However, the vulnerability of software solutions on
malicious manipulation that can by-pass software security as well as the slow response of software solutions to
security requests, have convinced IT security experts that hardware solutions are more appropriate for highly
security demanding applications like those in financial, military, governmental or critical infrastructure
environments. This belief, led to the development of a wide range of special purpose hardware token devices that
act as security arbiters and/or user authentication tools (validating a user’s identity by providing a token that only
the user possesses). These tokens are based on dedicated hardware processing units consisting of physically
tamper-resistant embedded cryptographic processors which communicate with the conventional general purpose
system processor in order to offer a predefined set of cryptographic and security services.
The first commercial uses of cryptographic processors or Hardware Security Modules (HSM), were made for
financial transactions and then has been extended to various different application fields like military systems.
HSMs can enforce a policy on key usage along with a variety of key protection measures and can also perform
locally a series of cryptographic operations in a trusted environment (hard to be tampered with).
The use of HSM as trusted service providers is of prime importance to systems requiring strong security.
Furthermore, these services are of high importance to systems with limited performance capabilities. Such
systems are not capable of performing strong cryptographic operations like asymmetric key cryptography
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encryption, certificate creation and verification as well as relevant cryptographic and security primitives. By
migrating those operations to dedicated hardware tokens strong security can be supported to restricted hardware
resources devices. Typical such devices are cyber-physical systems/embedded systems like sensor nodes.
While HSMs are far more secure/protected than typical cybersecurity attacks (network attacks, computer
vulnerability attacks) and their functions are usually transparent (and untampered) by their user, they still suffer
from implementation attacks aiming mostly their hardware structure. The most common and easy to mount such
attack are side channel analysis attacks and fault injection attacks. So, a very important feature of a strongly
secure HSM is its protection against those type of implementation attacks.
The UoP provided HSM token addresses all the above issues by offering a secure, hardware based environment
capable of supporting asymmetric key cryptographic primitives as well symmetric key cryptographic primitives. It
is currently implemented in FPGA technology in various forms that may include Elliptic curve cryptography
algorithms, RSA, AES, ECDH or ECDSA schemes. All the above variations follow a system on chip approach
and are supported by 32-bit generic processor architecture and interconnection relying on the Xilinx ISE toolset.
The UoP HSM acts as an add-on module that can be paired to a host device and can provide data encryption/
decryption, key generation/agreement and sensitive information storage services. All sensitive data processing is
protected against side channel analysis and fault injection analysis attacks unifying attack countermeasures for
each cryptographic/ security primitive.
The UoP add-on HSM provides an open-source, experimental, software library providing support for the various
cryptography Hardware units within its SoC FPGA implementation. This library can be utilized to structure
advanced security protocols (mostly on asymmetric key cryptography). The realized code (adopting the UoP
HSM software library) can be executed in the UoP SoC HSM 32-bit processor which is considered a trusted
environment.
The UoP add-on HSM will provide a safe environment for executing advanced cryptographic primitive
functionality in a fast yet implementation attack resistant way. It can be directly associated to Critical
Infrastructure devices that are considered not secured (like legacy CIS devices existing within the CIS
infrastructure) and/or lack the hardware resources to handle strong security functions (like certificate
generation/verification, etc.). We envision UoP add-on HSM main focus to be on the CIS end node devices that
are exposed to implementation attacks and have restricted performance capabilities. Also, since UoP HSM is an
add-on token it can be associated with other CIPSEC infrastructure tools to assist in enhancing security and
provides beyond state-of-the-art cryptographic or security primitive services.

Solution functionalities
Currently, the UoP add-on HSM provide three main functionalities related to CIPSEC security features
requirement. Those services are Encryption/Decryption, Authentication/key management and Secure Storage.
Secure Storage: The UoP add-on HSM has a dedicated non-volatile memory space for storage of sensitive
information per each host device that can be associated with. Since the UoP HSM can function in various
operating mode, it supports a management mode where an HSM administrator (can be the HSM manufacturer)
stores the sensitive data for each host to be associated with the HSM. Once the sensitive data are uploaded in
the HSM memory, the associated hosts cannot view or alter these data. They may (under specific circumstances
dictated by the application) add new data to their dedicated space in the HSM memory. Storage data may include
Host identification number, timestamps, nonce, unique host configurations, master keys for each host and
secondary keys (deriving from the master key).
Encryption/Decryption: By supporting several existing, standardized asymmetric and symmetric cryptographic
primitives the UoP add-on HSM can perform encryption and decryption operations of inputs provided by a host
device or by its non-volatile memory. Thus, when connected to CIS host machine it offers a secure
encryption/decryption environment that can send encrypted data to the host for further use or can decrypt data
collected from the host for further use. Based on the requirements of the CIS infrastructure and associated tools,
the UoP HSM can use encryption and decryption keys that are stored within its flash memory and are not
released in any occasion. Through the encryption/ decryption functionality the UoP add-on token supports the
confidentiality security feature that is required by the CIPSEC pilot systems. Since, all the encryption/decryption
operations are executed within the UoP HSM, they are performed very fast. Therefore, this has a profound
impact on the CIS Host device response time (fast response).
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Authentication/Key management: The UoP add-on HSM using the stored information per host can support key
agreement/management schemes that can create unique security session keys for each host. Also, it is capable
of authenticating the host using keys that are stored inside its non-volatile memory. In that sense, the UoP addon HSM provides low level authentication and session creation services to a CIS host device and can support the
confidentiality and authentication/identification security feature required by the CIPSEC pilots.

Input / Output Data
Currently, the UoP add-on HSM can be connected to a host device through serial (UART, RS232) connection. It
provides input and output data through text based format that is generated/collected through the serial port of the
host machine. Also, commands to the HSM are provided in text form and transmitted through the RS232
interface. Those commands can be given manually (by typing the command through an off the shelf serial
communication program (ie. Windows Hyperterminal) or automatically through a developed Host Python based
Graphical User Interface (GUI) program (acting also as a verification and testing mechanism). The output and
input to this program is also given in text form and can be customized to match the specification of the CIPSEC
infrastructure end device hosts. In the following figure, we provide the currently developed Python based
Graphical User Interface (Figure 3-17) that provides support to a variant of the UoP HSM FPGA prototype for
RSA asymmetric cryptography algorithm.

Figure 3-17 The Host based UoP HSM communication platform use case (RSA based)
Solution architecture
The UoP add-on HSM is structured as a synchronous System on Chip (SoC) device. Its abstract hardware
structure can be determined by the functions that it must fulfill and includes an Asymmetric Key cryptography unit
or digital signatures certification and encryption, a control processor unit, a non-volatile memory unit for key
storage, a random generation unit, a hash function unit and a symmetric key encryption/decryption and key
generation unit (currently AES algorithm).
The generic hardware structure of the SDM chip is presented in the following figure. The system is structured
around a data bus (see Figure 3-18) where all the data values are transferred for reading by or writing to a
requesting unit of the UoP HSM. There is also an address bus connected to the memory unit for a successful
memory data reading and writing. An additional bus is also connected to all the units of the chip which is
responsible for passing all the control signals to those units. Signals of this bus are in general managed by the
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processor. In its current implementation, the interconnect bus follows the PLB standard and the adopted
processor is the 32 bit Microblaze softcore.

Internal
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UART 1

UART 2

GPIO

Processor
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RAM
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Figure 3-18 The UoP add-on HSM SoC abstract architecture

The processor unit is responsible for controlling the whole HSM system and realizing the HSM functionality by
enabling-controlling (chip select, CS, signal) HSM component units and performing operations that don't require
the involvement of other units (i.e. comparisons or memory search). For this task, the processor has stored in its
ROM memory a firmware program implementing the various SDM commands and a series of data required by
those commands.
In its current prototype form there are two memory modules included in the HSM hardware structure. The first
module is a RAM unit that is employed for temporary value storage during a single HSM to Host protocol session.
The second module is an NVRAM (flash memory) unit which constitutes the main storage area for all the
sensitive information involved in the HSM transactions.
The Asymmetric cryptography unit currently supports RSA 1024 bits or 2048 bits (depending on the FPGA
prototype) or/and some NIST standardized Elliptic Curve, In an HSM future version, within the CIPSEC lifecycle,
additional asymmetric cryptography algorithms will be provided to support identity based schemes and group
signatures.
The Symmetric key cryptography AES encryption/decryption unit is responsible for the key generation,
encryption and decryption of an established session's data that are transmitted to and from the HSM. It has
control signals that indicate an encryption, decryption and key generation operation. The AES generated session
key is only saved within the AES unit and is changed when is replaced by a newly generated session key. In an
HSM future version, within the CIPSEC lifecycle, authenticate encryption will be supported (eg. AES GCM) as
well as lightweight encryption schemes depicted from the outcome of the CEASAR competition.
The UoP HSM employs hardware side channel and fault injection analysis attack countermeasures. The
countermeasures are focused of Symmetric and Asymmetric key cryptography units. For example, in the
Asymmetric key cryptography unit, currently supporting Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and RSA, the
countermeasures in the red boxes are employed in the attacks and countermeasures overview depicted in the
following figure, Figure 3-19
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Figure 3-19 Side Channel Analysis and Fault Injection Analysis attacks for popular Asymmetric key
cryptography algorithm primitives overview and the UoP add-on HSM provided Countermeasures.

Use cases
The UoP HSM various implementations FPGA prototypes have been used as Hardware/software code sign
realization of various security protocols like ECDH and DTLS (for verifying the efficiency of asymmetric key
cryptography units). A diagram of the FPGA prototype connectivity is given in Figure 3-20 and a version of the
FPGA prototype connected to a Raspberry Pi 2 embedded system is given in Figure 3-21.
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Figure 3-20 Diagram of the UoP HSM prototype and its connection to possible Host devices.

RS232
serial
cable

serial to
usb
connector

Raspberry Pi 2 (Host Device)

FPGA Demo Board Featuring UoP HSM

Figure 3-21 Actual FPGA HSM prototype connected to a raspberry pi 2 embedded system

Furthermore, the UoP HSM has been used in a trusted computing case study scenario. In this case study the
UoP HSM is associated with a TPM enabled laptop device acting as a local attestation mechanism.
Characteristically, an authentication process is followed between the UoP HSM and Host device where the TPM
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collected data act as trust token to be verified by the UoP HSM. The HSM has sets of good (secure) trust
credentials (denoted as trust quotes) per host (imported to the HSM during manufacturing process by an
administration entity) and is capable of verifying that the provided by the host trusted quotes (collected through
the host’s TPM) are accurate. In this case study, the main UoP HSM functionalities that were used are
encryption/decryption/digital signature, identification/authentication but mostly secure storage. Also, the concept
of key management/key agreement is introduced in order to establish AES session keys between the host and
the UoP HSM. To achieve that we use the Needham Schroeder Lowe Protocol as described in the following
figure (Figure 3-22). In this figure we assume that the host has a unique ID (denoted as I H) and a host attestation
public/private key pair (HAK). Similarly, the UoP HSM has its own public/private key pair (SAK).

Figure 3-22 The Needham Schroeder Lowe Protocol for key establishment, used in the trusted computing
case study of the UoP add-on HSM

The host initiates the session by generating a random number N H. NH is paired with a host identity IH and
encrypted under the public part of the UoP HSM Attestation Key (SAK). The SAK is can be an ECC or RSA
public/private key pair unique to a specific HSM (to be compatible with the TPM 1.2 standard all asymmetric keys
must be 2048 bit RSA but in TPM 2.0 version ECC is also provided as an option). The HSM decrypts the
message with its private SAK and equally generates a random number N S. It uses the identity IH to select a
specific public Host Attestation Key (HAK) from its internal database (stored in its non-volatile memory) and
encrypts its response with this HAK. The response comprises the two random numbers N H, NS, and the HSM
identity IS. The host in turn decrypts the message with its private HAK and verifies the HSM identity IS and the
correctness of NH. The host is now assured of the identity of the HSM. For the HSM to complete the
authentication of the host, the host encrypts NS under the public SAK and sends it to the HSM. The HSM then
verifies NS and can thus authenticate the host. The HSM generates a random Initialization Vector (IV).
Furthermore, it derives an AES session key k by computing Hash function (NH||NS). In the final step of the
session establishment, the HSM encrypts the IV under the HAK and sends it to the host. The host also derives
the session key k using the same method as the HSM and initializes its AES with k and IV. N H, NS, and IV must
not be reused.
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In the above case study, the non-volatile memory of the UoP HSM has the structure described in the following
table, assuming that RSA is used as an asymmetric key cryptographic algorithm and SHA-1 the employed hash
function.

Table 1. Non-volatile memory structure of the UoP HSM in the trusted Computing case study.

Contribution to the CIPSEC platform
One of the problems of hardware security tokens is their lack of flexibility since they cannot easily be upgraded to
different, newer, more advanced security protocols/algorithms. As such, our goal within the CIPSEC project is to
upgrade the UoP HSM platform by establishing new, up-to-date cryptographic protocols and security
characteristics and associate them with related other CIPSEC tools provided by CIPSEC partners. This approach
will be based on the following focus points:


Establish authenticated encryption capabilities inside the UoP HSM so that out token is compliant with
upcoming demands from the security community for authenticated encryption mechanisms in security
standards (e.g. in TLS/DTLS standards).



Compliance of the UoP HSM with existing lightweight encryption algorithms so that the performance and
power footprint of the new UoP HSM will be small. This will enable the establishment of the UoP HSM to low
power devices.



Establish advanced asymmetric key cryptography based security protocols capable of providing intricate
security capabilities like identity based encryption, certificate based (or certificate less) encryption,
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distributed certificate authorities’ establishment. We will explore these capabilities and introduce in the UoP
HSM the most promising solutions.


Enhance side channel and fault injection analysis protection of the HSM so that a very high level of trust can
be established into it.

We are aiming on introducing the UoP HSM in the CIPSEC platform:


Directly on CIS platform nodes that cannot easily support strong security features (e.g embedded system
nodes, sensor nodes, legacy equipment)



Indirectly, as an add-on token on the Empelor’s Secocard tool in an effort of providing advanced
cryptography capabilities.

License type
Currently, the UoP add-on HSM hardware and software implementation can be provided as open source under
the Apache License 2.0. The source code can be made available by the end of the project.

3.9 Privacy Expertise / k-Anonymization tool
Consider a data holder, such as a hospital or a bank, which has a privately held collection of sensitive statistics,
field structured data. Suppose the data holder wants to share a version of the data with researchers, or must
transfer it to cloud analytics provider.
How can a data holder release a version of its private data with scientific guarantees that the individuals who are
the subjects of the data cannot be re-identified while the data remain practically useful?
The solution provided by UPC in CIPSEC project includes a formal protection model named k-anonymity and a
set of accompanying policies for deployment. A release provides k-anonymity protection if the information for
each person contained in the release cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose information also
appears in the release. This solution will be mainly used at The Hospital Clinic of Barcelona Pilot. The hospital is
managing thousands of devices, many different networks, with high real-time low-latency constraints, with
controls at different levels, with strong privacy requirements on the collected and processed data.

3.9.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

Prevention, Avoidance

Main threats covered

Protecting the privacy of personally identifiable
information (such as patient's private information
in the health pilot).

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

Personally identifiable information will be
anonymized before being shared by third parties.
The data-base will be protected against internal
and external attacks.
The process of data anonymization in a large
context consists of collection, processing and
release. From the point of view of anonymization
process, we assume that the collection and
release of the data are fully protected as well as
the computer where data will be processed. To
sum up, privatization process requires a stack of
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security services, however, our tool make those
assumptions and our work is confined within the
limit of privacy so we do not tackle the security
requirements which we assumed that they are
already given.
Foundations

Data anonymization, Statistical Disclosure
Control, k-Anonymous micro aggregation, MDAV
algorithm.

Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

Databases containing personally identifiable
information
have
to
be
preprocessed
(anonymized) before being released.

Methodologies or good practices

Personally identifiable information should be
protected
when
implementing
Critical
Infrastructure Protection Framework.
On the other hand, CIPSEC components should
be devised to reveal as less private information
as possible, although the main function of a
specific component is not to protect user privacy.
In other words, the CIPSEC framework should be
as friendly as possible with user privacy.

3.9.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Software solution

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 5

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Final product

Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)

Statistical disclosure control, IDS, protected
databases

Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

Current version requires MATLAB

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc…)

Mainframe, Laptops

For Software Solutions: Deployment model

PC with Windows
Disk and processor capabilities will determine
the performance of the algorithm.

(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)
External interfaces

Logs, Visualizations

(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)
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Benchmarking, Production Issues

The computational of the main algorithm
2
implemented to provide k-anonymity is O(n ),
being n the number of registers in the
database. However, we are implementing novel
techniques to efficiently process huge
databases.

3.9.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Our CIPSEC’s critical infrastructures (health, transportation and environment) are dependent on computerized
information systems and electronic data to carry out operations and to process, maintain, and report important
information. The security of these systems and data is fundamental to public confidence and the nation’s safety,
prosperity, and wellness. Protecting computer systems and the systems that support critical infrastructures
(referred to as cyber critical infrastructure protection) is a continuing concern. Due to that, protecting PII (i.e.,
information that is collected, maintained, and shared) is a must.
Unintentional and intentional threats can be the origin of all these risks related to cyber assets including insider
threats from disaffected/careless employees, emerging threats of the entire world, the ease of obtaining and
using hacking tools, the steady progress in the sophistication of attack technology, and the appearance of new
and more destructive attacks. The lack of protection of cyber assets can result in the loss or alteration of
information. As a consequence, this could result in substantial harm to individuals and to the whole nation.
Regarding PII, due to technological advances (i.e., new search technology, data analytics software for searching
and collecting information), individuals and organizations can easily correlate data and track it across large and
numerous databases. In addition, lower data storage costs have made it less expensive to store huge amounts of
data. Also, ubiquitous Internet and cellular connectivity facilitates the tracking of individuals by allowing easy
access to information identifying their location. All these advances, combined with the increasing number of
sophisticated hackers with malicious intent, have increased the risk of PII being exposed and compromised.
Furthermore, the number of reported security incidents involving PII has increased significantly in recent years.
Over the past 8 years, the number of information security incidents reported by federal agencies to the U.S.
Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) has increased from 5,503 in fiscal year 2006 to 67,168 in
fiscal year 2014, an increase of 1,121 percent [3-UPC-1].
We should hasten to point out that privacy technologies in this arena should be designed to protect sensitive
information of the parties involved while striving to ensure the perfectly adequate operation of those
infrastructures.
It is worth saying that the protection of the data involved is traditionally seen merely as a consequence of
adhering to legal and ethical considerations, but citizens may be more willing to give informed consent of the use
of their data knowing it is protected, resulting in a gain in data utility and overall system functionality that could not
be sustainably achieved otherwise, an aspect often overlooked.
The main objective of the Data Privacy Tool is to generate anonymized databases for Statistical Disclosure
Control (SDC).
In the SDC field, a microdata set is a database table whose records carry sensitive information concerning
individual respondents, either people or companies. Each database normally contains a set of attributes that
could be classified into identifiers, quasi-identifiers and confidential attributes. Identifiers are the ones who identify
unequivocally the individuals (e.g., full name or the medical record numbers) and they would be eliminated before
publishing the microdata set, aiming to keep the anonymity of the individuals. Quasi-identifiers, also called key
attributes, may reidentify the respondents if being linked with external, usually publicly available information.
Some examples of quasi-identifiers are age, height, weight, gender, or job. Confidential attributes contain
sensitive information on the respondent, such as salary, political affiliation, and health condition. A simple
example of microdata set is shown in Figure 3-23.
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Figure 3-23 Example of a dataset

Removing only the identifiers will not guarantee the anonymity of the individuals. According to 1990 census data,
87% of the population in the United States may be reidentified solely on the basis of their ZIP code, gender, and
date of birth. Due to that, the perturbation of numerical or categorical quasi-identifiers could be used as a solution
to ensure the preservation of the privacy of the individuals to a certain limit, at the cost of losing some of the data
utility. In Figure 3-24, a simple diagram of the micro aggregation process is depicted.

Figure 3-24 Diagram of Micro aggregation process

k-Anonymity is the requirement that each tuple of quasi-identifiers values be identically shared at least k records
in the dataset. This may be achieved through the micro aggregation approach illustrated by the simple
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Example depicted in Figure 3-25, where gender, age and ZIP code are considered as quasi-identifiers, whereas
family income and political affiliation as confidential attributes. Instead of publishing the original table as it is, we
publish a k-anonymous version containing aggregated records, in the sense that all quasi-identifying values
within each group are replaced by a common representative tuple. In this way, a privacy attacker cannot figure
out the identity of an individual for a given record in the micro aggregation database, which contains confidential
information [3-UPC-2, 3-UPC-3].
Regarding microdata anonymization, a good number of heuristic methods have been proposed in the literature.
These methods are designed to find a partition of the sequence of quasi-identifying tuples in k-anonymous cells,
while reducing as much as possible the distortion incurred when replacing each original tuple by the
representative value of the corresponding cell. Maximum Distance to Average Vector (MDAV) is considered one
of the most widely used and well- known algorithm due to its well performance in terms of distortion, for many
data distributions. MDAV is described as follows:
1. The centroid of the dataset is computed. The furthest point 𝑃 from the centroid and the furthest point 𝑄
from 𝑃 are also computed.
2. Group the 𝑘 − 1 nearest points to 𝑃 into a group, and then do the same with the 𝑘 − 1 nearest points to 𝑄.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 on the remaining points until there are less than 2𝑘 points.
4. If there are 𝑘 to 2𝑘 − 1 points left, form a group with those and finish. Else, if there are 1 to 𝑘 − 1 points,
adjoin them to the last (hopefully nearest) group.

Figure 3-25 Example of k-anonymous micro aggregation of published data with k=3, showing family
income and political affiliation as confidential attributes, in relation to demographic data, gender, age and
ZIP code, as quasi-identifiers.

Concisely, we can use SDC techniques to protect sensitive database (patient's private information for pilot 1)
against internal and external attacks. Furthermore, data anonymization could be also used by different
component of CIPSEC such as IDS (Intrusion Detection System) or DDoS, by using the anonymized data to train
their systems.

Solution functionality
The main functionality of the tool is protecting personally identifiable information through data anonymization.
This is a key issue in several CIs environments where sensitive personal information may be leaked (health,
smart grid). CIPSEC Health Pilot would be directly benefited by using this tool. Figure 3-26
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Figure 3-26 Generating anonymized databases to be used by different CIPSEC components CSV

Solution architecture
2

As mentioned before, the computational of the main algorithm implemented to provide k-anonymity is O(n ),
being n the number of registers in the database. Nevertheless, our solution is to implement novel techniques to
efficiently process huge databases with lower computational complexity, and this is exactly what we are working
on.
In addition, the “Data Privacy Tool” will use MATLAB R2015b to be implemented.
Until now, “Data Privacy Tool” has been tested for research purposes, evaluating the performance of different
micro aggregation algorithms and techniques. Currently, we are working on developing novel techniques to
further reduce the computational complexity produced by the main algorithm.

Contribution to the CIPSEC platform
We summarize the contribution to the CIPSEC platform through the “Data privacy tool” by protecting the
personally identifiable information. This issue is relevant for many CIs, and specially required in Pilot 1. After
anonymization, data should be shared with more relaxed access control policies, making it possible to perform
scientific and socio-economic studies.
Moreover, the design, training, testing, and general operation of the intelligent, decision-support systems of the
infrastructure at hand will in many cases rely on a wealth of application-specific data. This should be true for the
subsystems implementing the intended operation of the infrastructure, as well as for the subsystems aimed for its
maintenance and, most importantly for CIPSEC, its security, through the partial automation of proactive and
reactive protocols.
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3.10 Real-Time Detector for Jamming Attacks
Many industrial and manufacturing firms have started to integrate wireless networks for sensor data and
controller systems to improve internal processes. From power plants, to oil refineries, to manufacturing facilities
of all types, industrial control systems (ICS) are allowing more plants to operate at a higher efficiency.
There are several different types of wireless technologies that can be retrofitted to integrate with the plant
mechanisms, including wireless local area network (WLAN) technologies and sensor-and-control-type
technologies. Connecting sensors and controllers within a plant to the Internet of Things is known as industrial
IoT, or IIoT.
The main threat is that jamming WiFi, Bluetooth, or Zigbee networks is not difficult to perform but, most
importantly, also not as costly as one might think. With the mentioned networks being crucial to the functioning of
many IoT devices and industrial control systems networks, it should be obvious that the fact that these attacks
can be performed so easily and cheaply may lead to serious consequences.
Previous security challenges must be addressed in order to take advantage of all the benefits offered by the M2M
technology for OT. In CIPSEC, WOS will adapt a novel authentication scheme that is able to discard nonintended and/or non-legitimate packets just after the reception of the physical preamble. This proposal can yield
enormous energy saving with regard to both node exhaustion attacks and normal network operation (mitigation of
exhaustion attacks). Also to provide a complete and proactive solution against jamming attacks WOS will also try
to identify possible DoS threats in a short range of time.

3.10.1 Solution Overview
Solution status in the threat management
lifecycle

Detection of jamming attacks on Wi-Fi 2.4 Ghz.
Reporting different types of jamming attacks
identified on the wireless network. Proximity
estimation will be considered as an add-on for
this product so we can end up having detection
and mitigation products in the future.

Main threats covered

We can classify Jamming into 2 main groups:
 Jamming of signals
 Jamming of wireless networks
. Jamming signals can be classified into:
 Continuous Wave
 Frequency Modulated
 Wide band
 Pulsed signals
We are going to start at the lowest level of signal
detection so the first threats covered are:
Continuous Wave, Frequency Modulated,
Wide Band and Pulsed Signals.

Impact on Critical Infrastructures

Jamming makes use of intentional radio
interferences to harm wireless communications
by keeping communicating medium busy,
causing a transmitter to back-off whenever it
senses busy wireless medium, or corrupted
signal received at receivers. Jamming mostly
targets attacks at the physical layer but
sometimes cross-layer attacks are possible too.
Wireless networking plays an important role in
achieving ubiquitous computing where network
devices embedded in environments provide
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continuous connectivity and services,
improving human’s quality of life.

thus

However, due to the exposed nature of wireless
links, current wireless networks can be easily
attacked by jamming technology. Jamming can
cause Denial-of- Service (DoS) problem, which
may result in several other higher-layer security
problems, although these are often not
adequately addressed.
This may cause a total disruption of the service in
critical infrastructures as most of the production
and control systems are wireless-based because
of the nature of the facilities, where wired-based
systems are in most of the cases impossible to
deploy and/or maintain.
Check points watched

Jamming detection is the main objective so all
the initial efforts will be focus on it, we started
detecting different jamming attacks by analyzing
network packets, so we are able to detect attacks
based on MAC layer or TCP/IP exploitation but
not at the lowest level, the physical layer.
We started experimenting that the key point on
jamming detection is analyzing the lowest layer
behavior, as it is where most of the jamming
attacks start. So, if we are able to detect attacks
at the physical layer, then we can really innovate,
as there are not products in the market working
on jamming detection at the physical-layer level
on wireless connections.
Working with SDR, we have almost unlimited
options to analyzed physical layer behavior of
different bands so it’s a technology that is
bringing us the ability to work on jamming
detection on all the most common IoT and ICS
wireless inter communication protocols and
bands.
We start covering the Wi-Fi 2.4Ghz Band but we
will expand to some other bands in order to have
a product that covers most of the critical
infrastructure wireless connections (LoRa,
Zigbee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Cellular, Sigfox, etc.).
After having a good detection rate, we will start
working on proximity estimation of the jamming
source using different techniques and algorithms.

Foundations

Initially, we are detecting jamming attacks based
on MAC layer and TCP/IP analysis but this
detection is not offering a good solution for the
most common jamming attacks, which are based
on the lowest level of the wireless signals, the
physical layer.
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We started working on jamming detection at
MAC & TCP/IP layer on the Wi-Fi 2.4 Ghz band
by using devices on that specific Band in order to
complement the products we have.
After exploring all the possibilities and results in
WLAN connections we decided to start
experimenting with new technologies such as
SDR in order to be able to detect anomalies at
the physical layer and expand the jamming
detection to other radio bands so we can
consider a full-spectrum jamming detection
product in the future.
Functions, algorithms and models will be defined
based on the first experimentation results in the
laboratory and in field.
Deployment, delivery or operation
perspective

One or more jamming detectors could be used to
identify and classify a potential attack to the Wi-Fi
network by interfering the regular communication
in one or more of the already mentioned ways.
The detection shoots an alarm that allows an
administrator to approach the device looking for
the potential source of jamming in order to detect
cyber-attacks based on this technique. Our first
approach is to detect the problem, and then try to
detect the proximity of the source of jamming
from the detection node. Theoretically, the
detected signal strength could be used to roughly
estimate the proximity of the jamming source, so
we will research on trying to integrate this feature
in our product so the staff in charge of monitoring
the critical infrastructure could detect a jamming
attack and could determine where the device(s)
is/are placed.

Artifacts and tools supported

APs, Wi-Fi hosts, sensors and any wireless
device

Methodologies or good practices

We are going to start working on top of the
community work done with GNU software and
open source hardware.
We are going to follow GPL and open source
standards and practices in order to continue the
developments in the GNU Radio software.
Also we will look to follow OSSTMM standard in
order to test the final product in terms of security.

3.10.2 Technical Specifications
Hardware, Firmware, or Software solution

Alfa Antennas + HackRF One + GNU Radio +
Jamming detection software + Attack reporting
software (Possible integration with BitCarrier
device in the future)

Maturity/readiness level (Production Status)

TRL 5

Final Product or Simple Module / Artifact

Simple artifact
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Cybersecurity component
(Network sensor, malware removal, IDS,
encryption, IAM…)

Network monitor (spectrum analyzer) at
physical level, Anomaly and Jamming attack
detector.

Third Tools Integration Availability

GNU Radio

Third Apps / Libraries Dependencies

GNU Radio. Libraries will be determined during
the next stages.

Type of host coverage
(Laptops, smartphones, mainframes, etc.…)

Any device using Wi-Fi, such as laptops,
smartphones, etc.

Communications standards (LAN,
Bluetooth, WAN, GSM…) and protocols
(HTTP, FTP, SMTP…)

IEEE 802.11a-g initially

For Hardware Solutions: Technical
specifications

Hardware platform (researching and testing):
HackRF One: 1MHz to 6 GHz operating
frequency, open source hardware

(RAM, HDD, Screen, Interfaces (HDMI, USB,
…), Battery Life…)

For Software Solutions: Deployment model
(Platform Requirement, OS, Application
Environment, Hardware Requirements)

External interfaces
(Logs, Visualizations, Web Interfaces, APIs
and Integration Interfaces, Reporting
Interfaces)

Toolkit for Software Radio: GNU Radio (free
software development toolkit that provides the
signal processing runtime and processing
blocks to implement software radios)
Detection algorithms: jamming detection
algorithms running over GNU radio software
(C++)
Reporting application: visualization interface
that shows the type of attacks detected over
time

3.10.3 Solution Details
Solution Background
Signals and jammers
Wireless networking plays an important role in achieving ubiquitous computing where network devices embedded
in environments provide continuous connectivity and services, thus improving human’s quality of life. However,
due to the exposed nature of wireless links, current wireless networks can be easily attacked by jamming
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technology. Jamming can cause Denial-of-Service (DoS) problem that may result in several other higher-layer
security problems, although these are often not adequately addressed [3-WOS-1].
Jamming makes use of intentional radio interferences to harm wireless communications by keeping
communicating medium busy, causing a transmitter to back-off whenever it senses busy wireless medium, or
corrupted signal received at receivers. Jamming mostly targets attacks at the physical layer but sometimes crosslayer attacks are possible too. In this section, we elaborate on various types of jammers and the placement of
jammers to maximize the jammed area.
Jammers are malicious wireless nodes planted by an attacker to cause intentional interference in a wireless
network. Depending upon the attack strategy, a jammer can either have the same or different capabilities from
legitimate nodes in the network, which they are attacking. The jamming effect of a jammer depends on its radio
transmitter power, location and influence on the network or the targeted node.
We can classify Jamming into 2 main groups, based on its nature, Jamming of signals and Jamming of wireless
networks.
Jamming of signals: is an intentional radio interference signal overlapping the partially or totally the
communications service RF spectrum with the intention to produce a Denial of Service (DoS) attack. Jamming
signal classification: Jamming signals can be classified into:
Continuous Wave (CW) is an RF sinusoidal narrowband signal with constant amplitude and constant frequency.
Frequency Modulated (FM) is an RF sinusoidal signal with constant amplitude and variable frequency that
sweeps service band frequencies.
Pulsed signals is an intermittent RF signal that has several harmonic components split in the entire service
band, causing saturation in the frontend amplifiers, mixers and ADCs. Some of these types of jamming
techniques can be detected based on spectral analysis of the received signal, specifically in the HOC (Crossing
High Order) analysis.
Jamming in wireless networks is defined as the disruption of existing wireless communications by decreasing the
signal-to-noise ratio at receiver sides through the transmission of interfering wireless signals. Jamming is different
from regular network interferences because it describes the deliberate use of wireless signals in an attempt to
disrupt communications whereas interference refers to unintentional forms of disruptions. Unintentional
interference may be caused by the wireless communications among nodes within the same networks or other
devices (e.g. microwave and remote controller). On the other hand, an attacker who intends to interrupt or
prevent communications in networks usually conducts intentional interference. Jamming can be done at different
levels, from hindering transmission to distorting packets in legitimate communications.
Based on our experience dealing with wireless network packets, we started adding a solution for detecting
jamming attacks to our Bitcarrier product. This detection is at MAC and TCP/IP layer so we are able to detect
anomalies at those levels but we realized that 90% of jamming attacks start at the physical layer.
We’ve found that working with Software Defined Radio (SDR) allow us to analyzed signals and spectrums in
different frequencies so we can find anomalies and jamming attacks affecting any of the wireless communication
protocols commonly used in critical infrastructures.
We are going to start at the lowest level of signal detection so the first threats covered are: Continuous Wave,
Frequency Modulated, Wide Band and Pulsed Signals.
The final list and priority of jamming techniques detected will be determined by the experimentation in laboratory
and field so we can define which of them are going to be detected first and what will be the progression in the
next future.

Below is the analysis of jamming attacks affecting wireless connections:
Proactive jammer transmits jamming (interfering) signals whether or not there is data communication in a
network. It sends packets or random bits on the channel it is operating on, putting all the others nodes on that
channel in non-operating modes. However, it does not switch channels and operates on only one channel until its
energy is exhausted. There are three basic types of proactive jammers: constant, deceptive and random.
From here on, whenever we use proactive jammers it can mean all these three.
Constant jammer emits continuous, random bits without following the CSMA protocol [3-WOS-2]. According to
the CSMA mechanism, a legitimate node has to sense the status of the wireless medium before transmitting. If
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the medium is continuously idle for DCF Interframe Space (DIFS) duration, only then it is supposed to transmit a
frame. If the channel is found busy during the DIFS interval, the station should defer its transmission. A constant
jammer prevents legitimate nodes from communicating with each other by causing the wireless media to be
constantly busy. This type of attack is energy inefficient and easy to detect but is very easy to launch and can
damage network communications to the point that no one can communicate at any time.
Deceptive jammer continuously transmits regular packets [3-WOS-2] instead of emitting random bits (as in
constant jammer). It deceive other nodes to believe that a legitimate transmission is taking place so that they
remain in receiving states until the jammer is turned off or dies. Compared to a constant jammer, it is more
difficult to detect a deceptive jammer because it transmits legitimate packets instead of random bits. Similar to
the constant jammer, deceptive jammer is also energy inefficient due to the continuous transmission but is very
easily implemented.
Random jammer intermittently transmits either random bits or regular packets into networks [3-WOS-2].
Contrary to the above two jammers, it aims at saving energy. It continuously switches between two states: sleep
phase and jamming phase. It sleeps for a certain time of period and then becomes active for jamming before
returning back to a sleep state. The sleeping and jamming time periods are either fixed or random. There is a
trade-off between jamming effectiveness and energy saving because it cannot jam during its sleeping period. The
ratios between sleeping and jamming time can be manipulated to adjust this trade-off between efficiency and
effectiveness.
Reactive Jammer starts jamming only when it observes a network activity occurs on a certain channel [3-WOS2]. As a result, a reactive jammer targets on compromising the reception of a message. It can disrupt both small
and large sized packets. Since it has to constantly monitor the network, reactive jammer is less energy efficient
than random jammer. However, it is much more difficult to detect a reactive jammer than a proactive jammer
because the packet delivery ratio (PDR) cannot be determined accurately in practice. According to [3-WOS-4],
the following are two different ways to implement a reactive jammer.
Reactive RTS/CTS jammer jams the network when it senses a request-to-send (RTS) message is being
transmitted from a sender. It starts jamming the channel as soon as the RTS is sent. In this way, the receiver will
not send back clear-to-send (CTS) reply because the RTS packet sent from a sender is distorted. Then, the
sender will not send data because it believes the receiver is busy with another on-going transmission.
Alternatively, the jammer can wait after the RTS to be received and jams when the receiver sends the CTS. That
will also result in the sender not sending data and the receiver always waiting for the data packet [3-WOS-4].
Reactive Data/ACK jammer jams the network by corrupting the transmissions of data or acknowledgement
(ACK) packets. It does not react until a data transmission starts at the transmitter end. This type of
jammer can corrupt data packets, or it waits until the data packets reach the receiver and then corrupts the ACK
packets [3-WOS-4]. The corruptions of both data packets and ACK messages will lead to re-transmissions at the
sender end. In the first case, because the data packets are not received correctly at the receiver, they have to be
re-transmitted. In the second case, since the sender does not receive the ACKs, it believes something is wrong at
the receiver side, e.g. buffer overflow. Therefore, it will retransmit the data packets.
Function-specific jammers. Function-specific jamming is implemented by having a pre-determined function. In
addition to being either proactive or reactive, they can both work on a single channel to conserve energy or jam
multiple channels, and maximize the jamming throughput irrespective of the energy usage. Even when the
jammer is jamming a single channel at a time, they are not fixed to that channel and can change their channels
according to their specific functionality.
Follow-on jammer hops over all available channels very frequently (thousand times per second) and jams each
channel for a short period of time [3-WOS-3]. If a transmitter detects the jamming and switches its channel, the
follow-on jammer will scan the entire band and search for a new frequency to jam again. Or, it may follow a
pseudo-random frequency hopping sequence. This type of jammer conserves power by limiting its attack to a
single channel before hopping to another. Due to its high frequency hopping rate, the follow-on jammer is
particularly effective against some anti-jamming techniques, e.g. frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)
that uses a slow-hopping rate.
Channel-hopping jammer hops between different channels proactively [3-WOS-5, 3-WOS-6]. This type of
jammer has direct access to channels by overriding the CSMA algorithm provided by the MAC layer. Moreover, it
can jam multiple channels at the same time. During its discovery and vertex-coloring phases, the jammer is quiet
and is invisible to its neighbors. Then, it starts performing attacks on different channels at different times
according to a predetermined pseudo- random sequence.
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Pulsed-noise jammer can switch channels and jam on different bandwidths at different periods of time. Similar
to the random jammer, pulsed-noise jammer can also save energy by turning off and on according to the
schedule it is programmed for. Unlike the elementary proactive random jammer that attacks only one channel,
pulsed-noise jammer can attack multiple channels. Moreover, it can be implemented to simultaneously jam
multiple channels. [3-WOS-7].
Smart-hybrid Jammers. We call them smart because of their power efficient and effective jamming nature. The
main aim of these jammers is to magnify their jamming effect in the network they intend to jam. Moreover, they
also take care of themselves by conserving their energy. They place sufficient energy in the right place so as to
hinder the communication bandwidth for the entire network or a major part of the network, in very large networks.
Each of this type of jammer can be implemented as both proactive and reactive, hence hybrid.
Control channel jammers work in multi-channel networks by targeting the control channel, or the channel used
to coordinate network activity [3-WOS-8]. A random jammer that targets the control channel could cause a severe
degradation of network performance, while a continuous jammer targeting the control channel might deny access
to the network altogether. These attacks are usually accomplished by compromising a node in the network.
Furthermore, future control channel locations can be obtained from the compromised nodes.
Implicit jamming attacks are those that in addition to disabling the functionality of the intended target, cause
denial-of-service state at other nodes of the network too [3-WOS-9]. This attack exploits the rate adaptation
algorithm used in wireless networks, where the AP (Access Point) caters to the weak node by reducing its rate.
Due to this process, the AP spends more time communicating with this weak node than the other nodes.
Therefore, when the implicit attacker jams a node that is communicating with the AP, the rate adaptation effect
will increase the AP’s focus on the jammed node while causing other clients to suffer.
Flow-jamming attacks involve multiple jammers throughout the network, which jams packets to reduce traffic
flow. As implemented by [3-WOS-11], these attacks are launched by using information from the network layer.
This type of jamming attack is good for the resource-constrained attackers. If there is centralized control, then the
minimum power to jam a packet is computed and the jammer acts accordingly. In a non-centralized jammer
model, each jammer shares information with neighbor jammers to maximize efficiency.

There are some jamming strategies that combine two or more of these techniques [3-WOS-10]. For instance, [3WOS-12] implementing a single-tone reactive jamming to generate an optimal jamming strategy by combining the
various available forms, or [3-WOS-13] use the variations of jammers to analyzed the performance of the best
jamming strategy in their IEEE 802.11 networks. They experiment with periodic, memoryless jammers based on
Poisson processes, channel-aware jammers, and omniscient jammers to conclude that channel-aware jammers
are the most effective amongst the four types.
In a similar way, [3-WOS-1] use the variations and combination of reactive/random and multi-channel/pulsednoise jammers to form attacks such as interrupt jamming, scan jamming and pulse jamming. In the
interrupt jamming, the jammer stays in sleep states and begins jamming only when it is signaled by the hardware
on detection of radio activities. Scan jamming lets the attacker scan each channel first and start jamming if
activities are detected. Pulse jamming is the continuously/intermittently jamming on a single channel in which the
attacker transmits blindly in short bursts.
In addition to the attacker possessing the above qualities, placement of the jammer plays an important role in
effective jamming. Jammers can be placed randomly or can be placed based on a jamming technique which
locates the best position to accomplish its objective of jamming with as many nodes as possible.

Solution functionalities
The main functionality of this tool is to provide a device that is capable of detecting different types of radio
jammer signals at the physical layer and inform the users that a particular jammer is performing an attack. It will
visually provide the jammer type and estimated power over time for a particular frequency or Wi-Fi channel.
The users can then identify the threat and approach the area to find the jammer device. Having several devices
on that area will better help to identify and find the threat that will be pointed out by more than one detector.
Future versions of the tool will implement a localization algorithm that will allow us to find the jammer with a much
better precision as well as to identify other types of threats coming from the same source.
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Input / Output Data
The input of this solution will be the RF signal itself, as the spectrum is analyzed looking for potential jammers.
The frequency band that will be analyzed needs to be specified as an input parameter. For the first version, we
will focus on the 2.4 GHz frequency band.
Initially, the software will output in different data structured files such as log files and MySQL database to alert
about the detected threat information (detection timestamp, frequency, jammer signal type, jammer estimated
power). This is the first output that our solution will produce.
We are considering working with queue message systems such as svipc (System V inter-process
communication mechanisms) in order to start creating a standard and API for intercommunication and integration
with the rest of the solutions of the CIPSEC project.
In addition, the identified jammer information will be communicated to a web interface that will visually present
and report the information as it is processed.
Future versions will also output the estimate location of the jammer, so that it can be physically found to mitigate
the attack and eliminate the threat from the source itself.

Use cases
The use case for the tool is to visualize the monitoring tool so that we can identify whenever a jamming attack is
taking place. We can try to find the jammer in order to prevent it from interfering the network or just try to
communicate on other frequency if the type of attack allows it.
The first versions will allow us to detect jamming signals interfering with the regular network flow. Future versions
will also include more complex types of jammer detection and a localization feature that will detect the position of
the jammer so that it can be found and disabled more easily.

Contribution to CIPSEC platform
This tool will actively contribute to the CIPSEC platform by informing about RF jammers affecting regular network
communications. Furthermore, it will provide a way to help us locate the threats geographically so that they can
be mitigated, which we consider is a good approach to tackle wireless denial of service attacks. The next level
would be to analyzed packet content in more detail so that other types of attacks can also be detected and also
mitigated.

License type
The Software Defined Radio solution for jammer detection is released in the form of GPL v3 C++ source code,
the same as the GNU Radio software that is used to implement it.
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4 CIPSEC COVERAGE
4.1 Introduction
CIPSEC will create a robust security framework for CIs that will have the ability to orchestrate heterogeneous
products from different providers. Such a framework will be able to provide protection of the highest quality for all
the different components and departments of the CI. Any effort to organize and try to integrate security systems
of diverse technologies and purpose is extremely complicated, and CIPSEC project is well aware of that. Our
approach for a realistic framework is to start the orchestration of different products and compliance with the pilots’
security requirements that will be tested.
The next two subsections describe how each of the solutions presented above could be used on pilot scenarios
and how they can provide the security features required by pilots.

4.2 Solutions Coverage
According previous results on deliverable D1.2, where pilots’ security requirements and also considering
partners’ solutions definitions were described in Section 3, following tables try to clarify what is going to be
CIPSEC's security coverage.

4.2.1 Anomaly Detection & Antimalware
Pilot

Security
Requirement

Anomaly detection
for complete
network system.

Wi-Fi and whole
network system
protection against
DDoS
IT network
protection against
network attacks in
general

Assigned Security
Block

Anomaly detection and
SIEM

IT Network and DDoS
protection

Clinical sub OT
system
Surveillance
cameras
Voice over IP
Monitoring and

Operational
Technology (OT)
Network Protection

CIPSEC Coverage
ATOS XL-SIEM will orchestrate other partner’s solutions
collecting and processing reports and events, connecting
with different kinds of security systems and
correlate/process events across multiple layers,
identifying anomalies, and raising alarms etc. According
each pilot, XL-SIEM will deploy different kind of network
sensors on the monitored infrastructure and will set up a
specific policy-compliance management to monitor the
most adequate vulnerabilities in each scenario, providing
anomaly detection across layers making use of input
from diverse heterogeneous systems. Being able of
handling large volumes of data and raise security alerts
from a business perspective thanks to the analysis and
event processing in a real-time distributed framework.

WOS DoSSensing (Anti-jamming) solution will secure
the wireless connections of Critical Infrastructure assets
by detecting Denial of Service and reporting different
types of jamming attacks identified on the wireless
networks used by Critical Infrastructure devices.
WOS DoSSensing (Physical-layer authentication
preamble) solution will secure the wireless connections of
Critical Infrastructure assets by preventing exhaustion
attacks to the machine-to-machine (M2M) devices in CI
environments to avoid connections from rogue devices.

Bitdefender GravityZone provides firewalls with
Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems that are able to
analyze network traffic and signal any anomalous
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therapeutic
equipment

behaviour.
Bitdefender GravityZone and TotalSecurity are able to
scan network traffic in order to identify network-related
threats

Patient’s bedside
multimedia
monitors

GravityZone will protect any device (where it can be
installed) and monitor the entire OT network against
attacks and unauthorized access.

Nurse call system
for patients

Bitdefender Total Security and GravityZone will
protect from intrusions and denial of service at machine
level and also at the network level.

Access control
Temperature and
gas concentration
active RFID
sensors

Bitdefender Total Security will secure individual
computers while GravityZone can be deployed on entire
networks, regardless of size and heterogeneity of each
scenario. The anti-malware protection is done on three
layers, by blocking malware sources, by identifying
malicious files on any file system and by performing
behavioural analysis on the running programs.
Compromised systems can also be cleaned, as
Bitdefender can restore infected files to their original
state

Climate. Air
conditioning and
heating facilities
Station’s PC
security
OC server security
Monitoring station
security

FORTH’s solution based on Honeypot sensors is able
to provide information about potential DDoS attacks that
are happening in the Internet.

Power supply

FORTH’s cloud based security solution will monitor
the traffic that is exchanged through VMs (Virtual
machines) that reside in the same physical hosts. It is
able to identify possible attacks between co-located VMs

Control room
Object controller
Interlocking
network

System must be
protected against
viruses and
malware

Malware Resistance –
Antimalware protection

4.2.2 Cryptography & Identity Access Management
Pilot

Security
Requirement
All clinical and
non-clinical OT’s
devices
Station PC
OC server

Assigned Security
Block

CIPSEC Coverage
Empelor’s Secocard will support hardware security by
providing encryption and secure storage services.

Strong SecurityHardware Security

Empelor’s Secocard will provide a secure environment
that will allow confirming of user and device identification
through
mutual
authentication
protocols
and
contact/contactless smart cards.
Empelor’s Secocard will provide secure communication
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(messaging) by connecting to both medical and nonmedical devices (when it is possible) through its various
interfaces and provide secure exchange of information.

Interlocking,
maintenance
device, power
supply, track field
devices, etc.

Empelor’s Secocard will secure systems, components
and devices by operating as an access control device
along with external hardware in order to provide or
restrict physical access to critical places.

Access Control
(users, devices)
Air quality devices
must be
authenticated
(users, devices)

User and Device
Identification
Authentication
Authorization

The key
distribution and
management for
railway system

UOP add-on Hardware Security module will support
mutual authentication protocols by execution of security
protocol primitives in a secure environment and storage
of sensitive information

All medical and
non-medical
devices
communication
(Sensors, RF, WiFi, Voice over IP
and etc.)
Monitoring station
device
communication

UOP add-on Hardware Security module will support
embedded systems, cyber-physical systems or legacy
systems security by offering cryptography services
focusing on authenticated encryption and light-weight
cryptography schemes o be used in securing the
communication channel. Also, the UoP add-on HSM will
support the generation and storage of security keys in a
trusted environment

Secure
Communications

Interlocking,
control room and
track field devices,
maintenance
device

4.2.3 Forensics Analysis Support
Pilot

Security
Requirement

IT forensics
supported Analysis
of possible attacks
(identifications and
detection) for the
complete network

Assigned Security
Block

CIPSEC Coverage
AEGIS visualization toolkit is envisioned to interact with
CIPSEC’s anomaly detection system in order to visualize
its results/outcome and subsequently to improve the
detection and response of the CIPSEC platform to
attacks.

Forensics Analysis

AEGIS visualization toolkit has been designed to assist
forensics investigators in procedures that they will define
for each specific pilot according tis characteristics,
offering dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity for
support an in depth forensic analysis.
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4.2.4 Advanced Data Privacy
Pilot

Security
Requirement

Assigned Security
Block

Patient’s
confidential and
private information
must be kept
private

Data Anonymization
and Privacy

CIPSEC Coverage
UPC Data-Privacy Tool provides a statistical disclosure
control methodology endowed with a series of privacyenhancing algorithms.
Direct applications are closely related to pilot number 1
(Hospital Clinic de Barcelona (HCB)) where personally
identifiable information should be directly protected when
implementing critical infrastructure protection framework.

It must be noted that this coverage level is suggested based on CIPSEC partners’ descriptions in Section 3. The
final solutions and services, and how they will be deployed, might change during the actual implementation of the
CIPSEC security framework and its validation on the pilot’s infrastructures due to various reasons (e.g.
compliance policies on certificated devices). Moreover, compatibility issues might also affect the final solution or
directly, the level of coverage in each scenario. In such cases CIPSEC will try to be flexible with adjustments to
its current tools and services, or seek external, compatible and if possible open-source, additional security
systems and solutions.

4.3 Security Features Mapping
Each pilot needs to satisfy a series of security features. These security features were described and matched
against security blocks, and partners’ solutions on WP1 – D1.2.
The most important security features are presented below.

CIPSEC associated security
features


Alerting



Auditing



Availability



Confidentiality



Effectiveness



Ease of control and
administration



Integrity



Non-repudiation



Real-time response



Reliability



Response



Robustness



Scalability



Traceability



Usability
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Considering the above table, and previous section 2 tools assets capabilities, the following tables describe how
solution providers cover all main security aspects required in critical infrastructures, by leveraging the appropriate
tools’ behaviors and utility/security functionalities.

4.3.1 Alerting
Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

Event correlation
next capacities:

Esper is an open source
java-based Event Stream
Processing (ESP) and
event correlation engine
(CEP, Complex Event
Processing).

following



Capacity
to
define
correlation rules from a
business.



Capacity to express rich
event
conditions
or
patterns in the correlation
and time windows dealing
with high frequency timebased event data.

NIDS and HIDS Sensors

Multi-level
security
event
modelling will enable provision
of more holistic solutions to
protect
the
respective
infrastructures
Bitdefender Antimalware

Solution offers a unified view
over the entire network and
shows
all
alerts
in
a
comprehensive interface.

Gravity
Center

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The solution provides various
means of alerting the user. It
can either provide periodical
reports via email or SMS
(Simple Message Service)
alerts in case there is an SMS
gateway available.



Simple
Service



Email with reports in
PDF format

The product has an alert
system in different levels, first
of all, alerts in real time when
a Denial of Service on the
wireless
network
occurs,
secondly alerts are sent to the
command and control and
finally alerts to the authorities.

Front-end system, email
and SMS

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

XL-SIEM evaluates all data
from
sensors
generating
events and alarms

Esper Correlation Engine

The system is able to record

PostgreSQL database

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

Zone

Control

Message

4.3.2 Auditing

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
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Security

all the potentially malicious
traffic observed. The records
are being stored in a
database.

4.3.3 Availability
Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Empelor Secocard

Secure data
through
credentials.

are available
appropriate

See Confidentiality for
secure
storage
implementation details.

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The system provides near
real-time
information
to
network
and
system
administrators aiming to help
them
protect
their
infrastructures thus increase
the availability metric of their
systems.

Near real-time alerting
through email and SMS
services

UoP Cryptographic
Hardware

Sensitive information is been
kept in a secure environment
within the UoP HSM. They can
be accessible as long as the
host
device
provides
appropriate credentials.

FPGA technology is used
Hardware
based
cryptographic primitives
are employed within the
core of the HSM to
secure
sensitive
information.
Security protocols are
employed to provide them
to the host device

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Empelor Secocard

Sensitive information that is
short can be stored in a
special hardware device that is
located on the board. Keys for
encryption-decryption
purposes will be stored in the
SAM.

A secure access module
is used that can be
programmed to provide
secure
storage
and
secure communication. A
Cortex M microprocessor
with external SDcard can
be
used
for
implementation of various
encryption standards.

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

All
the
communications
performed by the solution are
highly encrypted in order to
avoid man in the middle
attacks that could forge the
results produced.

SSL

UPC Privacy tool

Enhancements of k-anonymity
against
similarity
and
skewness attacks

Enhanced
anonymity
criteria loosely based on
l-diversity and t-closeness

4.3.4 Confidentiality
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UoP Cryptographic
Hardware

Sensitive information is been
kept in a secure environment
within the UoP HSM. The HSM
is used for encryption and
decryption operations even if
the host is unable to support
such operations or it operates
in a hostile environment. All
communication between host
and HSM is also encrypted
and secure channel is created.
The secure channel can be
retained between host and
other remote entities as long
as the HSM can be connected
to the Host.

FPGA Technology is
used
Hardware
based
cryptographic primitives
are employed within the
core of the HSM to
establish common keys,
secure a communication
channel.
Standardized
security protocols are
used for end to end
encryption between host
device
and
remote
entities through the HSM
supported operations.
System on Chip based
approach using hardware
IP cores over a common
processor bus in FPGA
technology.
A
32-bit
Microblaze
softcore processor is
used
Side channel and fault
injection attack installed
countermeasures
for
leakage traces attack
resistance focused on
values randomization and
fault
detection
mechanisms.

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Aegis Forensic analysis
support visualization tool

The visualization toolkit will
assist forensics investigators
to process / analyze anomalies
and thus define the safest
procedures
in
terms
of
effectiveness in all CIPSEC
industrial use cases assets

AEGIS forensics visualization
toolkit is based on a modular
framework which has been
designed and implemented
with the following usage
model in mind: the authorities
(investigators) seize data from
several heterogeneous
sources (e.g. digital devices,
network, hardware
infrastructure) and as the tool
can be easily extended (by
adding new modules) and
customized can extract
valuable insights of the data.
AEGIS forensics visualization
toolkit presents three major
challenges: (i) acquiring as
much data as possible from
the system that is being
examined, (ii) after being

4.3.5 Effectiveness
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filtered by the data provider,
the data are correlated in a
semi-automated way, and (iii)
visualizing this extensive
collection of data.

Bitdefender Antimalware

Using advanced behaviorbased
technologies,
Bitdefender
anti-malware
solution detected 99% of
unknown
threats
in
independent trials run by
reputed independent testing
organization,
AVComparatives.

Bitdefender Total Security

4.3.6 Ease of control and administration
Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Aegis Forensic analysis
support visualization tool

The visualization toolkit will
assist forensics investigators
to
define
the
safest
administrative procedures of
CIPSEC industrial use cases

AEGIS forensics visualization
toolkit is offering detailed
insights of data and easy to
use dynamic “viewpoints” of
varying
granularity
for
analysing data and identifying
important
pieces
of
information. AEGIS forensics
visualization
toolkit
demonstrates
the
effectiveness and feasibility of
an innovative and extensive
toolset for assisting forensics
analysts and researchers in
this daunting task.

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The solution provides a userfriendly web interface to the
network operators and system
administrators. The interface
(also called control panel)
someone can manage all the
honeypot instances and check
for any alerts in real-time.

User friendly web-based
solution for administrative
and
management
purposes.

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

Through a user-friendly frontend

Web interface

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Empelor Secocard

Standard
hash-based
verification will be used to
provide integrity for messages

Both the 32 bit Cortex-M
microcontroller and the
Secure Access Module

4.3.7 Integrity
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UPC Privacy tool

UoP Cryptographic
Hardware

and information exchange.

can
implement
hash
based verification. The
SAM has fixed algorithms
while the microcontroller
is programmable. Micro
SDcard
along
with
internal flash memory can
provide storage.

Optimization of systematic
distortion criteria (minimization
of information loss)



Unified
criteria
for
measuring the distortion
of
categorical
and
numerical data in the
micro
aggregation
process



Optimization
of
the
privacy-utility
trade-off
with cost-efficient micro
aggregation algorithms
implemented in our data
privacy tool

Featuring
MACs
/Hash
functions for integrity check of
all exchanged information.

Standardized
security
protocols
for
Authentication
and
integrity checks.
Digital
signature
cryptographic primitives

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Empelor Secocard

Digital
Certificates
Signatures

and

Implementation in a 32-bit
Cortex M microprocessor.

UoP Cryptographic
Hardware

Credentials of host devices are
stored within the HSM and
cannot be altered by the Host
device (only by the HSM
issuer
during
deployment
phase). Host security actions
that employ the HSM are
logged
in
the
HSM
environment and remain out of
the user’s/host control.

Secure storage
Digital
Signature
schemes (ECC and/or
RSA based)
Protection
against
leakage trace attacks
through hardware means.

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

Event processing in near real
time.
XL-SIEM processes input data
at a high rate and provide
meaningful results with soft
real-time requirements.

Apache Storm is an open
source distributed real
time computation system
for
processing
large
volumes of data.

4.3.8 Non-repudiation

4.3.9 Real-time response
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ZeroMQ
is
an
asynchronous messaging
library to be used in
distributed or concurrent
applications.
Bitdefender Antimalware

On-access scanning assures
that a program is scanned
before it has the chance to
run.
Bitdefender Advanced Threat
Control (ATC) permanently
monitors running processes for
signs of malicious behavior
and offers real-time detection.

On-access scan
Active Threat Control

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The system provides near
real-time
information
to
network
and
system
administrators aiming to help
them
protect
their
infrastructures, thus increase
the availability metric of their
systems.

Near real-time alerting
through email and SMS
services

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

The solution detects the DoS
attacks in a timely way

SDR + Embedded device

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Aegis Forensic analysis
support visualization tool

The visualization toolkit will
assist forensics investigators
to process / analyze anomalies
and thus define the most
reliable procedures in all
CIPSEC industrial use cases
assets

AEGIS forensics visualization
toolkit is based on open
source visualization libraries
and has been used in the
social forensics area, aiming
to facilitate the discovery of
the so-called digital “trail of
breadcrumbs”, and extract
data that can guide criminal
investigations
towards
uncovering
crucial
information.

Atos XL-SIEM

The core allows processing
and
correlation
both
of
streams of events and stored
relations.
The XL-SIEM engine is able to
aggregate,
abstract
and
correlate
heterogeneous
events from multiple sources
at different levels of the
system stack

Apache ZooKeeper is an
open source project that
provides
centralized
service for maintaining
configuration information,
naming,
providing
distributed
synchronization
and
group services across a
cluster.

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The system is providing near
real-time
information
to

Near real-time alerting
through email and SMS

4.3.10 Reliability
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network
and
system
administrators aiming to help
them
protect
their
infrastructures, thus increase
the reliability metric of their
systems.

services

The algorithms test the DoS
discoveries several times to
reduce the false positives.

Proprietary algorithms

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Empelor Secocard

Although the exact response
time has not been measured it
is expected that response will
be quick especially in short
texts and/or information.

32-bit
Cortex
–
M
Microcontroller, Wi-Fi and
USB
for
external
communication.

UoP Cryptographic
Hardware

The HSM can provide security
functionality very fast since
most of its operations are
performed in hardware and
can be
transmitted
fast
through the host to HSM
connection. Currently, the
HSM is not designed to
provide real time response.

Hardware
implementations
for
cryptographic primitives
are used. Hardware IP
cores within the HSM
architecture
are
employed.
System on Chip based
approach using hardware
IP cores over a common
processor bus in FPGA
technology.
A 32 bit Microblaze
softcore processor is
used

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

The XL-SIEM core is capable
of handling high input rate and
should optimize the quantity of
resources required based on
the actual load. In other words,
the system monitors both input
loads and vital parameters,
such as CPU utilization, in
order to adjust the amount of
resources, i.e., provision more
resources during peak load
times and decommission them
during valley load periods.

Apache Zookeeper
Supervisor
is
a
client/server system that
allows its users to control
a number of processes on
UNIX-like
operating
systems.

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

4.3.11 Response

4.3.12 Robustness

The infrastructure should be
highly resilient under attack,
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concurrent component failures,
and unpredictable network
operation conditions
UPC Privacy tool

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

Optimization of systematic
distortion criteria (minimization
of information loss)



Unified
criteria
for
measuring the distortion
of
categorical
and
numerical data in the
micro
aggregation
process



Optimization
of
the
privacy-utility
trade-off
with cost-efficient micro
aggregation algorithms
implemented in our data
privacy tool

DoSensing has 2 specialized
units, one for the radio
frequency analysis and the
other
for
the
detection
processing

SDR
+
algorithms

proprietary

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

XL-SIEM offers flexible and
incremental solutions for node
resilience,
providing
for
seamless
deployment
of
necessary
functions
and
protocols. These mechanisms
take
into
consideration
particular aspects of the
infrastructure, such as edgeside and core-side node
implementations.

Apache Storm
Multiple ad-hoc sensors
could be implemented.

4.3.13 Scalability

XL-SIEM is shipped with a set
of predefined correlation rules
to identify well-known attacks.
However, it also supports easy
and intuitive creation of userdefined rules
Bitdefender Antimalware

With
over
500
million
machines
protected,
the
Bitdefender Global Protective
Network performs 11 Billion
queries per day and uses
machine learning and event
correlation to detect threats
without slowing down users.

Bitdefender
Global
Protective Network

Forth Honeypot /Cloud
Security

The accuracy of the solution is
based on the number of
honeypot sensors installed
and the amount of IP

VM based solution. The
VMs can be initiated and
terminated though the
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UPC Privacy tool

addresses that are being
monitored. The more the
available IPs monitored the
more accurate the results
produced.
Moreover,
the
solution can be operated in
cloud environments where the
more sensors can be easily
deployed thus load balancing
the amount of traffic that
should be monitored.

web based interface.

Computational improvements
to micro aggregation methods



Computational
and
memory savings
via
dimensionality reduction
methods



Optimized serial and
parallel pre-partitioning
on CPU and GPU



Incremental
aggregation



Other
algebraic
and
algorithmic
improvements in our data
privacy tool

micro

4.3.14 Traceability
Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

All data from sensors are
stored in logs and text files
Alarms and events are saved
both
in
database
and
information retrieval engine

MySQL
Elastic Search

Bitdefender Antimalware

All scanning and activity logs
are stored in order to allow
further
analysis
and
comprehensive reports.

Gravity
Center

Worldsensing Jamming
detector

Log system

Logs, Queue system

Solution

How does solution reach it

Technology

Atos XL-SIEM

Different
types
of
visualizations
Easy
friendly
XL-SIEM
configuration
with
web
application.

Dashboards
Reports

Aegis Forensic analysis
support visualization tool

The massive amount of data
necessitates the creation of

AEGIS
visualization

Zone

Control

4.3.15 Usability
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UPC Privacy tool

dynamic viewpoints of varying
granularity focusing on specific
interactions
of
CIPSEC
industrial use cases. In that
sense, visualization toolkit can
present all the usability details
to the forensics investigators

provides easy to use,
web-based and dynamic
visualizations based on
open source libraries

Several released versions of
the same data, with different
levels of perturbation, that is,
protection along the privacyutility trade-off, corresponding
to different access restrictions
and uses. Unperturbed data
required for accurate medical
diagnosis,
with
access
restricted
to
authorized
physicians.



Different
parametrizations of the
micro
aggregation
algorithms employed in
our data privacy tool



In particular, for the
anonymity parameter k,
and
the
distortion
measure. This continues
the
evolution
of
traditional
privacy
policies, which
were
originally conceived to
either completely forbid
or to grant full access to
sensitive data, and later
made more flexible and
granular, allowing partial
data access
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5 CIPSEC Innovation Roadmap
5.1 Introduction
The CIPSEC project, based on the collaboration between industry and academic partners, uses a common
language to address and manage cybersecurity risk in a cost-effective way based on business needs without
placing additional regulatory requirements on businesses.
The framework focuses on using business drivers to guide cybersecurity activities and considering cybersecurity
risks as part of the organization’s risk management processes.
This Innovation Roadmap for improving critical infrastructure cybersecurity discusses CIPSEC’s next steps with
the framework and identifies key areas of development and alignment for each of the assets identified earlier in
this deliverable.
These plans are based on input and feedback received from pilot stakeholders through the project development
process, particularly on the “Security Requirements” section of the deliverable D 1.2.

5.2 Forensics Support Analysis Visualization Tool
AEGIS will shape the visualization toolkit to the scenarios considered in the CIPSEC project in order to ease the
job of the forensics analysts. On condition that the data samples used have a manageable size, any threat may
be addressed. This visualization toolkit is envisioned to offer a wide variety of graphic data representations and
dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity for an in depth forensic analysis for activities and interactions of
CIPSEC industrial use cases.
The AEGIS visualization toolkit is one of the several components (e.g. honeypots, security event monitors) that
will implement the CIPSEC Forensics and Visualization Service. This service will address the requirements of the
Forensics Analysis security block as they were presented in deliverable D1.2 “Report on functionality building
blocks”. Based on this report, detection of possible attacks (“identify the source of the attack, analyse its
behaviour-functionality to prohibit possible repetition of the attack in the future”) is extremely critical. The AEGIS
visualization toolkit can be adapted to CIPSEC needs taking as a starting point an existing research prototype
(ForToo project) to display the results of first and foremost real-life industrial cases and secondly in a way that is
meaningful to the system operators and security personnel (forensics investigators). The AEGIS visualization
component will be specifically configured / customized to handle the collection of data and metadata from the
various subsystems representing activities and interactions in networks and systems related to CIPSEC
scenarios. AEGIS visualization toolkit will serve as a mechanism that provides dynamic “viewpoints” of varying
granularity of this information and will include an easy-to-use control and administration toolset. Forensics
analysis and in sequence CIPSEC Forensics and Visualization Service will be closely related to abnormal CI
system behaviour and should be associated directly to the anomaly detection and SIEM block. The following
challenges will be addressed:


Forensics “best practices” dictate that forensics investigators should collect everything. This can result in
huge datasets which would be easy to miss the important details. AEGIS visualization toolkit will consider
different perspectives on how to view the same data. This may give support to the analyst in order to find the
relevant pieces of information. Moreover, the forensics investigator would be able to have a detailed view at
graphs and not at the data itself and thus would be likely to understand the information hidden in the data.



Most of the time data collected by the stakeholders collected either during or after the attack are in raw
format making them extremely difficult to be presented to the end user. This makes necessary to perform
effective data reduction/filtering and present the visualization service with manageable datasets.



Existing visualization tools for digital forensics analysis usually focus on the depiction of related data.
Nonetheless, various visualization libraries exist and can handle multiple types of data. As such, AEGIS
visualization toolkit will build upon existing libraries in order to enable the visualization of data representing
user activities and communication services, with focus on CIPSEC industrial cases. Furthermore, the
massive amount of data necessitates the creation of dynamic viewpoints of varying granularity, which
facilitate surveying aggregated statistics.
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Even though the technology is there and can be applied to serve the needs of forensics investigators, it is
evident that visualization toolkits have to be shaped in accordance to the needs of the specific application
scenario. The dynamic viewpoints of network activity (investigate various hypotheses as to the course of
events to arrive at the scenario that is closest to the facts) are available in order to select the appropriate
visualizations for each case, and leverage the corresponding libraries. Moreover, the toolkit will be integrated
into the “investigative” regime defined by the end users according to the data collected (i. e. establish
procedures, train investigators and monitor use and learn lessons.

The visualization technology applied to digital forensics analysis is not mature yet. In such sense, there is a need
to benefit from other areas where visualization is used extensively (e.g. oil exploration, medical, fluid dynamics).
CIPSEC visualization toolkit will built on top of existing libraries that have been utilized in more mature than
forensics areas of interest.

5.3 XL-SIEM
The sharing of threat intelligence
Conventional network defense tools such as intrusion detection systems and anti-virus focus on the vulnerability
component of risk, and traditional incident response methodology presupposes a successful intrusion.
The evolution of advanced persistent threats requires an intelligence-based model because in this model the
defenders mitigate not just vulnerability, but the threat component of risk, too.
This is necessarily a continuous process, leveraging indicators to discover new activity with yet more indicators to
leverage.
IOC (Indicator of compromise) is the description of a cybersecurity incident, activity and / or malicious device
using patterns to be identified on a network or endpoint can improve capabilities to incident management.
In this way, the intelligence gathered from several IOC of an incident may be used to protect and prevent
compromise of the entire environment.
The threat intelligence sharing, it’s a crowd sourced initiative that allows getting visibility on who the attackers are
out on the Internet, and allows to really assess the security of an environment based on whether or not hosts
have systems actively communicating with these attackers, if they’re actually finding their way into the network.
The evolution of cyber threat intelligence sharing is culminating in the development of platforms and standards
that help organizations gather, organize, share and identify sources of threat intelligence. Collaboration between
CIPSEC deployments peers can help improve the relevance and quality of the shared intelligence, because
threats and attacks are often distributed and allocated along all complex system. This way, CI operator can better
understand the threat landscape and gain insights into practices deployed by others in a similar scenario to better
safeguard their own organizations.
ATOS is planning to enhance XL-SIEM following this philosophy in mind, by using this IOC open data
where has been identified a potential attack on another point of the same CI network and sharing
correlating rules. This will allow assessing with a relative degree of certainty that there is an issue in the CI
environment.
Technologies and frameworks that would be taking into account for this information exchange are
1
2
OpenIOC , TAXII or MISP . A set of free, available specifications that have standardized threat information and
help with the automated exchange of indicators of compromise (IOC) and other relevant data without leaking
personally identifiable information (PII).

1

http://www.openioc.org/

2

https://taxiiproject.github.io/ , http://www.misp-project.org/index.html
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Old fashioned systems
Many operating system versions, programming libraries or database drivers are still pervasive in factories, energy
facilities and many critical infrastructure systems around the world.
Leaving this software unsupported exposed systems to growing risks as the number and severity of security
exploits increases. CI were exposed to an evolving threat landscape, and the more vulnerabilities that exist in an
operating system, the more opportunity there had been for an attacker to take advantage of that system and use
it for whatever wicked feats they’re intending to carry out.
There are literally hundreds of thousands of machines deployed on CI around the world suffering this matter– it’s
probably in the millions by now, and the lack of support only has made the situation gets worse.
So there’s really a lot of risk about hundreds of products from several hardware/software vendors that has a
massive footprint on the industry, especially in the majority of companies in the CI space that have to touch every
embedded system that should need to be upgraded. So, the implications were and are pretty significant.

Figure 5-1 Example: Windows XP OS also was showed up in another form called “Windows XP
Embedded.”
In many cases, the affected devices are not “computers” in the traditional sense of the word. Many times people
may not even be aware what type of software is running inside them and that they present the same security risk
as a desktop or laptop computer. Figure 5-1
Even if OT staff is aware that CI has devices that use old fashioned software, there is typically no practical way to
upgrade or patch them without completely replacing them, and there’s a significant amount of attention that has
to be applied to making sure that CI are operating within a compliance state, otherwise companies get slammed
with penalties and fines and all kinds of issues that crop up from non-compliance.
Given the fact that service packs and security patches are not going to be easily available, the path forward really
just comes down to have a special monitoring plan for these systems from the CI environment.
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This is an ongoing challenge, and the way XL-SIEM will hope dealing with it is by having a special over
monitoring to the devices that include well-known vulnerabilities but they cannot be patch because of different
reasons. To address these needs, Atos will study to leverage a selected group of sensors and rules that
are highly relevant cases to watch over outdated systems where appropriate. Also HIDS/HIPS sensors for
old fashioned OS could be deployed where the compliance policies would allow it, being able to correlate against
vulnerability data and some other information like an intrusion detection alert indicating that an attack occurred on
a particular old system host is valuable.
Using a positive security model by putting a trust rules policy on XL-SIEM in place, it could be easier to control
servers and endpoints, to identify the critical outdated events that are important to CI, and to stay knowing at any
given time what type of traffic and authorized protocols are travelling on every in-scope system across the
organization. Whitelisting is one of the safest, fastest, most cost-effective options for protecting old fashioned
systems in CI environments. Once again, the big challenge for this CIP approach, it’s to have the granted right
permissions to install and set up new software components in host or end points, where they usually are
subscribed to compliance policies.

Behavior Analytics Engine
When organizations suffer a security incident, their natural reaction is to focus on getting back to normal as fast
as possible. They see the incident as a sign of failure or an embarrassment and everything they do is focused on
minimizing the impact and putting the event behind them. In that environment, they often overlook one important
task and miss the silver lining.
The reported activity triggers an alert by the company’s intrusion detection system, but the event many times was
lost in the noise of all the false positives generated by different security systems. Such alerts are often
overwhelmed by the level of noise produced by security products, and only 4% of the events were eventually
investigated by a human analyst. Reducing a key measure, the number of analyst-events per hour, can help, but
the best solution is to create better analysis techniques and incorporate them into the product so as to make the
analyst smarter.
All security data is relevant in critical infrastructure protection, so systems need to look at as many systems as
possible, because we never know what system attackers will touch and what will lead to detection. The goal is to
use data to offer simpler views into information, so critical incidents are not missed.
With such analytics insights, SIEMs generally could generate less false positive alerts or miss an attacker’s use
of a credential on a system from which the victim never works. Such analytical systems are not Boolean,
designating an activity bad or good. Systems that look for five failed logins, for example, will not detect an
attacker with a stolen credential. Instead, a system focused on the user will see strange behavior -- the worker
logging into systems that they normally do not use, for example.
XL-SIEM events and alarms would be inspected in depth to elevate some indicators to patterns of compromise
that describe—in behavioral terms—tactics observed in unexpected users/systems behavior. So, new security
rules would be defined through human-mediated machine-assisted learning. The advantage supporting anomaly
detection is the same as that in default-deny security and application whitelisting: the set of known stuff and
expected behaviors is smaller than the set of unknown stuff and unexpected behaviors.
ATOS expects to use security data that has been imported into XL-SIEM in order to identify what are the
normal behavior patterns, and tackle the challenging task of discovering and alerting anomalies. The goal
in collecting and analyzing breach data is to support the decision-making process and define new correlation
rules more accurate and effective.
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5.4 Total Security / Gravity Zone
Anomaly detection system
Recent attacks like Advanced Persistent Threats have showed that traditional security solutions are not enough
to stop a determined attacker. A good security solution will have a high proactivity, meaning it will be able to
detect previously unseen threats.
One way to achieve high proactivity is to detect anomalies in a system behavior. Our security solution will receive
events from various sensors and will learn a model specific to the infrastructure it protects. Examples of useful
events are:


user activity: login/logout time



network communication graph (what pairs of nodes communicate)



amount of network traffic per hour / day / week



access of non-standard network ports



installed programs

An anomaly detection system may learn the working hours based on user activity and may flag even a successful
login at an inappropriate hour or an abnormal amount of traffic for a specific weekday.
Such anomalies are more or less prone to false positives. The challenge faced by security products having this
feature is to flag security incidents while keeping the false positives rate to a minimum.
Bitdefender will perform research in the machine learning area in order to tackle these challenges.

Proactive malware detection
Bitdefender already provides state of the art malware detection and will improve this area even further by
innovating the detection mechanism. Nowadays malware brings new challenges as they are more numerous and
more sophisticated.
To address the increasing amount of new samples, big data techniques will be developed for analyzing massive
datasets. We plan to build new models based on machine learning that are able to find patterns in existing
malware and predict the characteristics of new malware before they appear. This way, the anti-malware solution
will not be limited to signatures-based detection and will be able to identify 0-day attacks, performed with fresh
malware.
A multi-layer detection engine will address the sophistication issue, as redundant models will assure a malware
will not evade detection by simple changes to the binary content.
Our research will also focus on attacks specific to critical infrastructures, addressing the potential attack vectors
targeted to them. The security needs of our three pilots will provide a starting point for innovating our malware
detection algorithms.

Next generation network security
“Packets don’t lie” is a universal truth in network security that enables us to build powerful security solutions
based only on automatic packet inspection. A solution security able to capture all network traffic will be able to
reconstruct the communication between all hosts and look for malicious activities like:


network scanning



network infiltration



lateral movements



passwords brute forcing
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accessing unauthorized ports



bots activity



exploits



transfer of malicious samples

The innovation factor will consist in improved reconstruction of the network semantics and applying big data and
machine learning techniques for training models able to detect these types of attacks.

5.5 Secocard
Introduction
Secocard in its current version represents the first ready-for-production stage in the development of a universal,
scalable and cost-efficient security device (single board microcontroller) which not only provides singular
functions like serving as a token but also incorporates a comprehensive computing and programming framework
for multi-functional applications, setting no boundaries to programmers‘ creativity in the process of producing
security solutions.
Secocard is a cost-efficient security device, which supports a wide scope of applications, avoids dependencies
from the technologies and product lifecycles of mobile communication device manufacturers and provides very
effective protection against the growing threats to information and data privacy and to civil rights.
Apart from a central powerful microcontroller (Figure 5-2) with several internal peripherals, Secocard has also a
variety of external peripherals that are focused on both communication and security. The multitude of peripherals
in combination with the programmability and the capabilities of the microcontroller make possible the
implementation of various diverse application/functionalities that are focused on security and/or communication
with external devices, computers and systems.

Figure 5-2 Secocard. The single board microcontroller for security applications.

Each application runs in an autonomous fashion and uses one or more peripherals. The focus on security makes
Secocard ideal for Critical Infrastructure Protection and an attempt is made to describe specific
implementations/applications that can be used to advance the goals of the CIPSEC project.
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Features and functions
It is a common characteristic of platforms to allow for the development and integration of applications facilitating a
broader scope and potential of use cases. As a prerequisite in the case of Secocard, a large variety of
technological areas must be supported, affecting the aspects of communication, chip cards and readers.
Digital currency, digital certificates and digital identities need to be protected against unauthorized parties. The
more valuable or sensitive in nature any given information or content of data will be, the higher its requirement for
effective protection.
Unlike other single board computational systems, with Secocard the main focus was put on diligently selecting
the attributes of the integrated chip card, the card reader, communication security elements, and trustworthy user
information input and output mechanisms.
Chip cards are meant to provide secure identification and authentication in the digital world, securing electronic
money in transfers and wallet-related processes. Secure use of chip cards calls for a reader, which will work
securely, even in the mobile world with smartphones und tablets. A reader’s acceptance is not only subject to
questions of design and user experience, but to its capability of building trust in the secure storage, handling and
exchange of related data in this environment.

Input / Output
Secocard provides a capacitive touch screen [5-EMP-12] for combined input and output. The screen is a glass
cover multi-touch surface similar to the one users have long become familiarized by their smartphones. The LCD
is TFT type with a 3.5” diagonal display size and a 480 by 320 pixels RGB resolution.
There are good reasons why capacitive displays are generally waived for today’s card reader devices. One is,
they only provide a very small number of functions: For a secure user PIN input a numerical key pad is sufficient,
fingerprint identification just requires a sensor, to confirm an information you need just a few lines of display, and
for the evidence of user presence like in a FIDO application [5-EMP-5] it takes no more than one button. Another
reason is, this will significantly reduce design and production cost.

Signaling technology (LEDs and Buzzer)
User alerting and attention-getting communication is provided by the multi-color display which is complemented
by two separate multi-color LEDs in blue/green and yellow/red as well as a buzzer for acoustic signals.

Communication interfaces
The device supports a broad spectrum of interfaces for data communication. Its network protocol and feature
capabilities include the operation of TCP/IP, UDP, DHCP, ARP, HTTP, SSL and DNS, allowing internal
applications a secure end-to-end communication with external systems and remote hosts.
This is governed by the objective to have a large number of security applications available without compromising
either the required end-to-end protection or the desired user convenience when using these applications.
It could not be neglected in the developing process that executing effective control is much easier done and
security is achieved much faster if credentials are stored in the most simple and plain environment. Then again
the price one has to pay for simplicity is almost unaffordable: having to carry a huge suitcase packed with the
wealth of different devices and equipment required to fulfill the high standards of security in the mobile world of
chip cards and readers is something totally out of range when aiming at a broader user acceptance.
Consequentially it was on the task list for the development of Secocard to combine multiple security applications
in one device as long as – reigned by resource availability – multiple functions could be implemented without
adding risk to any one of them.
USB: For wire-connection, the device comes with a micro-USB hardware connector compatible with the USB
2.0 specification [5-EMP-13], [5-EMP-9]. It provides the power supply functions and can transfer data with
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rates up to 480 Mbit/s in Hi-Speed-Mode. Combined with the integrated flash memory, the USB connection
allows transfer and encryption/decryption of large volumes of data to and from the device.
Bluetooth Smart Technology: At present Bluetooth 4.1 is supported. Via a dual-mode module both
technologies are made available: BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy, better known as Bluetooth Smart) and
Bluetooth “classic” (Bluetooth Smart Ready). These device-coupling technologies can be used separately
to comply with an application’s demand, its bandwidth requirements and with available coupling
capabilities of a host or access device [5-EMP-3].
Wi-Fi: Thanks to an integrated network controller with high-energy efficiency, Secocard can be operated
independently from an access device. An application can access the internet directly through a WLAN
router. The Wi-Fi communication supports this set of functions [5-EMP-6], [5-EMP-1]:


IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 20MHz (1x1) Solution



IEEE 802.11 WEP, WPA, WPA2 Security



Wi-Fi Direct and Soft-AP Support



Network features: TCP, UDP, DHCP, ARP, HTTP, SSL and DNS

NFC: In NFC Peer-to-Peer operating mode (P2P) according to NFCIP-1 (ISO 18092), data exchange between
two NFC capable devices is supported. NFCIP-1 defines three transmission speed classes: 106 kbit/s
(MIFARE based), 212 kbit/s and 424 kbit/s (each based on FeliCa) [5-EMP-18].
These communication features are regularly activated on smartphones – which are definitely not overly secure
devices - to support the transmission and exchange of electronic business cards, URLs, links etc.

Card reader function
Secocard’s integrated card reader function provides a very high level of security, conforming with Class 4 of the
DK specification [5-EMP-10], the „Komfortleser/CAT-K“ standard of the German BSI specifications[5-EMP-2],
„Secoder 2.2/3G“ according to DK [5-EMP-17]) and supports the „Qualified Electronic Signature” standard (QES),
both the eID and eSign functions of the German new ID card „neuer Personalausweis” (nPA), can read the
German health insurance ID card „elektronische Gesundheitskarte” (eGK) and other sovereign or legal
documents [5-EMP-4], [5-EMP-11].
Contact Reader: Secocard can be registered with an access device (PC, Smartphone) as a CCID or PC/SC
card reader using USB, BT, BLE or NFC. Then, any read smart card can be used for cryptographic
operations as needed by the internal applications of Secocard [5-EMP-14].
External smartcards in the ID-1 form factor (credit card format) can be inserted completely in a reader slot
for reading. The physical interface of this slot supports smart cards of the ISO 7816 Class A, B, C (5 V, 3
V, 1.8 V) specification and can handle card protocols T = 1, T = 0. It is fully EMV compliant [5-EMP-15].
The interface detects insertion and removal of the card.
Contactless Reader: In addition to active communicating via NFCIP-1, Secocard can service as a fully-fledged
contactless NFC reader with support for ISO14443 A, B and FeliCa standards.
Related software and library loading provided, the device can also serve as a EMVCo card reader
(payment acceptance terminal or POS and mobile POS terminal), as a reader for access control, for
ticketing, or in other NFC infrastructures.

Smartcard function
Secocard is not just a card reader for external smartcards. It can be used as a smartcard itself [5-EMP-4]. This
function can be made available through a variety of technologies.
ISO 7816 Secure Element (Embedded Java Card): For storage and use of keys, certificates and cardlets
(applets) 80 kB EEPROM are present [5-EMP-8]. The smartcard chip is integrated on the mainboard and
complies with these specifications:


Java Card 2.2.2, Global Platform 2.1.1
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Smartcard Controller: NXP P5CD081



Common Criteria EAL5+ Certified, EMVCo Hardware Approval



Smartcard Operating System: JCOP 2.4.1 R3



Common Criteria level EAL4+ Certified, EMVCo Platform Approval



MIFARE Option: MIFARE 4k



Hash Algorithms: SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256



Random Number Generation



ECC over GF(p)



Symmetric Encryption: DES/ 3DES 56/112/168 Bit und AES 256 Bit



Asymmetric Encryption: RSA 2048 bit

ISO 14443 (Dual Interface – Embedded): This function is provided by an embedded component on Secocard,
ensuring the smartcard slot is kept clear for external smartcards and the use of their respective applications.
Figure 5-3 below depicts a combination of a contact smartcard and a contactless smartcard, shown as an
embedded dual interface smartcard.

Figure 5-3 Smartcard functions of Secocard
ISO 14443 (Dual Use Smartcard – External): This functionality requires a dual interface smartcard, which
integrates contact and contactless (RFID-based) smartcard technology using contacts C4 and C8 of the
ISO7816-Module [5-EMP-7]. These smartcards are being used contactless via Secocard’s integrated antenna.
ISO 14443 (Card Emulation – NFC Mode): “Card Emulation” is an NFC operating mode [5-EMP-18]. In this case,
Secocard emulates a contactless smartcard, to the effect that an external card reader can access it. Here
Secocard is compatible with access control and payment systems compliant with ISO 14443A.

Flash memory
Secocard’s flash memory is integrated in the way of a non-detachable (fixed) microSD card. The card supports
SD Specification 2.00, allowing SD bus throughput rates of up to 25 Mbyte/s.
Data stored on the flash memory can be encrypted with AES 256 Bit. Encryption is done inside Secocard and
thus provides a very high level of protection against theft, tampering or manipulation, and misuse. For encryption
methods other than AES-256, a large variety of procedures and algorithms can be applied which are stored on
the embedded controller (MCU or smart-card) of the device or on an external smartcard which a user may insert
into Secocard’s reader slot.
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The integration of additional software is supported in a combination with encrypted user data. This provides an
optional integration of use cases such as password or passphrase protection, centralized security policies,
managed services, device usage surveillance including statistics and location services, a password manager, an
identity manager and many more protective use cases.

Audio Interface
Secocard includes an integrated audio sub-system complete with voice and digital audio functionality, a class D
speaker amplifier, a headphones amplifier for high power output, a voice waveband Codec, and more
performance features [5-EMP-16]. For voice communication, a headphone/microphone combo can be connected
via an audio plug integrated in the housing.
One objective for integrating audio capabilities is to be able to add applications for encrypted IP telephony.
Another is the idea to use the interface with audio guides to all applications on the device for visually impaired
users.

Characteristics and availability
It is important to note at this point that some of the characteristics and features that are described above are not
available. More information is provided below.

Potential Use Scenarios
General use
The combination of a secure execution environment, a secure memory, a distinct input and output for text,
graphics and audio, a very compact form factor of 92 x 61,5 x 12 mm, and a huge variety of communication
interfaces enables uses for the Secocard platform in a broad scope of applications and scenarios. In these
scenarios, Secocard can serve as a secure contact and contactless card reader and an NFC token, as well as be
an autonomous end device, which communicates through a coupled smartphone or tablet. Security levels of
applications run on Secocard are not affected by the security mechanisms associated with GSM, UMTS and LTE
networks, and more so are independent from security levels present in the coupled smartphone, its operating
system, or apps.
Below, selected usage scenarios are listed more or less arbitrarily and without explanatory descriptions of how
Secocard is handled and used in greater detail. This is owed to the fact that Secocard will, in every one of these
use cases, which are not exhaustive, mainly assume one of the roles outlined above.




Secure identification, authentication, and protection of data communication in areas such as


Banking



Payment



Public Administration



E-Government

Secure communication, i.e. end-to-end security including user authentication in an encrypted transmission of
voice and/or data communication, such as


Secure Messaging, Secure Chat and



Secure IP-based Telephony



Electronic Ticketing (Public Transport, Mass Events)



Secure Mobile Data Storage, e.g.


Password or Passphrase Safe
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Personal Healthcare Data

Security Dongle or Token


Copy Protection (HASP)



Software Licensing



Boot Process Protection

As stated before, the above list can be complemented almost arbitrarily. Its mere intention is to demonstrate
Secocard’s versatility to the reader, and at the same time help the reader determine and identify those use cases
which would best help future users in their various business and private environments.
A specific implementation with a particular housing, display, antenna and firmware is shown in the picture below.
An electronic digital caliper is shown along the device so that a general idea of the size of the device can be
given (Figure 5-4)

Figure 5-4 Secocard. A compact form factor
The white cable shown at the left of the device is a standard micro usb cable that is connected to a PC.

Figure 5-5 micro USB cable

As far as banking applications are concerned an activity diagram is shown below Figure 5-6, which describes the
process that is used for electronic banking transaction confirmation (EBICS – Transaction) by the user (card
holder) using his smartcard and his card PIN (strong two factor authentication). EBICS: Transaction, Electronic
Banking Internet Communication Standard).
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Figure 5-6 Activity diagram for an “EBICS Transaction”

Cipsec specific use
Secocard has an operational an operational WiFi module and an operational USB port that can act both as a
serial port host and guest. The device is capable of both charging and communicating with the PC through this
USB cable. A serial port is created as soon as the device is connected to a PC (BOSSA Program Port COM8) as
shown below, Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7 Serial communication
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So the main scenario as far as CIPSEC is concerned is to use Secocard as a main device that will be located
between the pilots (medical devices, air quality sensors etc) and the server with whom it will exchange
information.

Figure 5-8 Secocard positioning in the CIPSEC Topology

Secocard will be able to perform the following tasks:


Encryption of short length texts
One of the applications that can be executed in Secocard is the encryption of short length text or binary
information. Secocard contains a Wi-Fi module and a usb that can act as a serial port host (under certain
circumstances) or as a device. So, it can act as a gateway between Wi-Fi and serial port. Due to the fact
that Secocard contains a Cortex M4 microcontroller with various encryption capabilities Secocard can
receive a text or binary information in serial port and encrypt it. Secocard can be simultaneously
connected to a Wi-Fi Access Point and then deliver the encrypted information to a remote machine
through Wi-Fi. The real-time operation of the device depends on the amount of information that must
pass through the device.
In relation to the pilots, that kind of operation can be used to retrieve some information from a medical
device or an air quality measuring device through serial port and deliver it encrypted to a remote
computer through Wi-Fi.



Authentication and message integrity
Another application, apart from encryption has to do with authentication and message integrity. When
Secocard receives a piece of information (e.g. from a medical device or an air pollution measuring
device) it can also attach a digital signature to the incoming message. This addition can ensure that it is
possible to detect tampering of the message when it is delivered to the remote end. Through the digital
signature, it can be verified that the message is intact.
Authentication can be achieved through the addition of a secret key to a Secocard device. This way it
can be verified that a certain message originates from a particular Secocard which in turn is physically
connected through a serial port to a pilot device.



Secure storage
The device contains an internal storage where sensitive information can be stored.



Smart card reader
This operation has been described extensively in previous section but two pictures are given below to
display the functionality. In the pictures below, Figure 5-9, a smart card is used to gain access to the
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internal settings of the device. Please note the NFC sign that is active next to the battery symbol in the
second picture. A smart card can be seen at the back of the device.

Figure 5-9 User authorization check

5.6 Honeypot / Cloud based security tool
As presented in the previous tables, the solutions that are provided by FORTH are participating in the following
two security blocks. The “Anomaly Detection & SIEM” block and the “IT Network and DDoS protection” block.
Honeypot
In the first case FORTH is planning to use the already existing solution of a cloud based honeypot
implementation (The DDoS attacks detection system). FORTH’s solution is already able to provide information
about potential DDoS attacks that are active in the Internet. The results produced can be used by system and
network administrators. The accuracy of the produced results are proportional to the amount of the dark IP
address space monitored and the amount of honeypot VM instances deployed. Within the CIPSEC project we
plan to further increase the level of accuracy of the results produced by the honeypot infrastructure and
consequently increase the trustworthiness of the service as a whole. Towards that target we could correlate and
combine information provided by other security related online sources (i.e. blacklists) or data produced by other
partners’ solutions.
Our solution enables the user to remotely install and configure a new honeypot virtual machine and thus to easily
create and maintain a distributed infrastructure of DDoS detection systems (sensors). Our cloud based honeypot
implementation comprises of two subsystems. The first subsystem comprises of the virtual machines which
contain the detection software which is a combination of low and medium interaction honeypots specialized for
the detection of specific protocol attacks and DDoS attacks. Every sensor uses a log engine to gather information
about the detected attacks and runs appropriate services to securely transfer the results to a centralized
database. The second subsystem is the control panel which provides a graphical interface for the administration
and visualization of the results and is interconnected with the centralized database.
There are two user roles provided in the system, analysts and administrators. Analysts have access to the
aggregated results provided by the sensors and are able to generate statistics on the attacks of their interest by
using predefined or custom rules for filtering out records. For instance, the time window of the attacks is an
important search criterion. Additionally, an analyst can easily create personalized notifications for a specific
attack and select the way of delivery. The system automatically generates notifications based on the criteria of
the analyst and periodically delivers them for instance via email. Administrator is provided with all functionalities
described above along with the administration of the remote sensors. Administrator can install and configure a
new sensor in a remote network, monitor all services for each sensor and create and manage system users by
using the screens of the graphical interface.
The system provides the following core functionality:
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1. Sensor registration: a newly installed sensor is given a unique id and a range of IP addresses to monitor.
Each sensor is also given the FQDN of the control panel where the centralized database resides.
2. Sensor management: the administrator can view details about the sensors and can start, stop or remove
a registered sensor by pressing the corresponding button.
3. User registration: In the same manner, the administrator able to register a new user in the system either
manually or via LDAP and also a screen to get information about registered users and the ability to
remove a user.
4. Services monitoring: the administrator is able to monitor all running services per sensor, local services
running in the control panel server and the CPU, memory, network and storage performance of each
sensor. Finally, the administrator can download log files directly from sensors in order to analyze further a
security event and is given graphical screens to set up the e-mail and LDAP servers’ configuration.
Both security analysts and the administrator, are able to view statistics on the aggregated attack results. The user
can look up and get information about a specific IP address or a specific protocol by using predefined or custom
search rules. Statistics are also provided about the top attack destinations and the activity of the top attackers.

Cloud based security solution
In the latter case of “IT Network and DDoS protection” block FORTH will use a cloud based security solution. The
solution is able to monitor the traffic that is exchanged through VMs (Virtual machines) that reside in the same
physical hosts. The solution is based on Single Root I/O Virtualization technology and is able to identify possible
attacks between co-located VMs. The amount of traffic exchanged within a machine with many VM instances
could be enormous and in really high speeds. The challenge for the solution is to be able to monitor all that traffic
produced and try to identify potential incoming and/or outgoing DDoS attacks. The solution is based on SR-IOV
(Single-root input/output virtualization).

5.7 Railway Safety Process
TUD wants to innovate the cooperation of safety and security in the railway domain. In this area a rather static
and lengthy process of accrediting the safety of a system has been established. Safety is considered a property
that is once granted for a system under defined conditions and will not expire in the future nor dissolve over time.
However, security is not static. It is a process ranging over the whole life-cycle of a system; because new threats
arise that need to be mitigated by installing or adapting countermeasures into the system. Ensuring the
compatibility of the CIPSEC Security Framework with the safety regulations enforced by the National Safety
Authority is a challenging task, because of the difference in the philosophy each discipline of safety and security
works with. The need to protect the well-established safety regulations of the railway domain arises from the
increasing utilization of commercial off-the-shelf products especially in signaling networks. Hence, also the known
security flaws are introduced in the systems, including the flaws that have not been discovered yet. The safety
systems in railway signaling need to be protected from attackers of the security like any other communication
network that requires this kind of protection. But the measures of security must not influence the safety at all. For
this reason, the protection does not appear as simple as applying common security solutions to the network.
They need to be carefully engineered and adapted in order to be proven not only secure but also safe to the
National Safety Authority. This is applicable to the German railway industry and extends to the critical
infrastructures of Europe due to the European Standards required to comply with. Failing to provide appropriate
security measures that do not influence the safety of the signaling systems can pose a threat to human life.
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5.8 Hardware cryptography Security Module / FPGA cryptography
device
Introduction
There exist various ways of enhancing security in computer systems. Security is provided by implementing
standardized security protocols as they are defined by standardization bodies like IETF, IEEE, NIST etc. All such
protocols rely on appropriate cryptographic primitives that can be implemented in various ways. Typically,
security primitives and protocols are implemented in software and are highly vulnerable to a wide range of
software security attacks including code injection, memory deduplication, cache attacks etc. Those attacks
cannot be thwarted through software means even if strong cybersecurity countermeasures are included in a CI
system. This highlights the need of another security approach, one that relies not only on software but also on
hardware. Hardware security tokens constitute a strong security solution that can mitigate the software security
problems by migrating security critical operations like encryption, authentication in a hardware protected
environment. However, even in such an environment, there exist attacks that can compromise sensitive security
information (i.e. cryptographic keys). Such attacks, falling in the general category of white box attacks, are known
as side channel analysis attacks and/or fault injection analysis attacks. So, when realizing cryptographic and
security primitives in hardware, special countermeasures must be implemented in order to protect the systems
from those attacks.
Critical Infrastructure systems consist of a wide variety of COTS devices as well as dedicated purpose devices
that are combined in a highly heterogeneous unity. As such, the security capabilities of each CIS device can be
very different. Furthermore, the update of these capabilities in some devices may not be possible either due to
lack of the required computer power (embedded system device, sensor motes) since some cryptographic
operations can be performance intensive or due to in device proprietary software (that can’t be updated at all).
Taking into account the above facts, as well as the need for strong security (provided by hardware) including
device authentication/high level of trust, and also the fact that traditional cryptographic solutions (i.e. Encryption
algorithms, digital signature schemes etc.) needed to achieve this goals may not apply well to the CI domain
some hardware based, yet innovative approach on addressing the problem.
Current commercial hardware security token approaches heavily rely on well-know, established, yet sometimes
monolithic solutions on cryptography that very reluctantly adopt more modern security-cryptographic solutions.
For example, Trusted Platform Module (TPM) (one of the most highly secure hardware security module) even in
its most recent, standardized, version (TPM 2) still supports only RSA scheme and some Elliptic Curve
Cryptography schemes (on NIST Elliptic Curves) in terms of public key cryptography and no authenticated
encryption scheme (in the process to be standardized by NIST). Such solutions are left for future HSM updates.
However, in the CIS domain, hardware (and even software) updates are made very infrequently. These systems
are meant to be used unchanged and with minimal interference for long time periods before an update is
decided. This means that when using HSMs in CIS devices, their security is also not updated frequently.
Hardware is not upgraded as software but is rather replaced (thus increasing the upgrade budget).

Innovation approach
Within the CIPSEC project, UoP provides to the CIS environment the UoP Hardware Security Module (HSM)
add-on, a dedicated FPGA based hardware device built for security functionality that realizes a series of popular
cryptographic primitives in order to provide security services to an associated to the HSM host platform.
The UoP HSM add-on can be setup by a trusted authority (in an off grid way) to by associated with several host
devices (that are registered to the trusteed authority). To achieve that, host device credentials are stored during
manufacturing stage in the HSM secure memory. In that way, when a host provides such credentials he can be
associated in a secure way to the UoP HSM add-on and use its services.
The UoP HSM add-on is an open source platform that can instill trust to a host device by performing security
critical operations that the host system is not capable or not trusted to perform.
Also, the UoP HSM add-on, acts as a local security/trust attestation mechanism. To achieve this functionality, the
UoP HSM must be able to provided its services in an efficient yet side channel analysis attack resistant way,
achieving a trade-off between the above two directives. The innovation assets that are realized in the UoP HSM
add-on module are presented in the following subsections.
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Strong Security-Hardware Security Innovations
In the UoP HSM, various cryptographic services are provided by implementing dedicated algorithms and
establishing support for these services as efficient hardware cryptographic primitives. In CIPSEC a wide
cryptographic toolbox will be realized in order to extend the security lifetime of the UoP HSM add-on (and
therefore any COTS host device associated with it) focusing on extending the security features of current state of
the art hardware root of trust modules (e.g. TPMs).
These cryptographic primitive tools are implemented in the UoP HSM add-on in an efficient manner thus lifting
the burden of the performance intensive and resource consuming cryptographic operations from the host device.
Critical Infrastructure specificities like high message traffic and small communication bandwidth will be taken into
account on the security infrastructure realization to provide a small security footprint.
In parallel, research on side-channel analysis and fault attack protection in a holistic manner has led to an
innovative approach on structuring Side channel and fault injection attack countermeasures that complement its
other and are applicable in all hardware and software components. Such measures involve latest developments
on combined attacks, which merge fault and power-analysis electromagnetic analysis techniques, and, e.g.,
horizontal, cross-correlation analysis attacks. This additional security dimension makes the UoP HSM add-on
hardware structure and crypto-library ready for future security capabilities. The protection methodology
encompasses all UoP HSM add-on components thus providing a security-by-design approach.

Innovative UoP HSM Hardware Secure Asymmetric Key Cryptographic primitives co-processor
There are a wide range of cryptographic primitives that can be implemented as independent IP cores within the
UoP HSM. All of them are interconnected under a PLB bus to a softcore Microblaze processor where appropriate
drivers are constructed in order to use these IP cores. One of the key innovations in the UoP HSM hardware
design is its Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor IP core that is responsible for all asymmetric key
cryptographic primitive operations. This core is necessary in order to retain high overall performance and high
level of security in the HSM add-on. For this reason, focusing on the 2 most popular asymmetric key
cryptosystems (RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography schemes) UoP has proposed over the years several
algorithmic variations for hardware and software that enhance asymmetric key cryptography operations
computation speed, without introducing side channel analysis and fault injection analysis vulnerabilities but rather
enhance the computation process with relevant attacks’ countermeasures [5-UOP-[5-UOP-1]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-3]]
[5-UOP-[5-UOP-4]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-5]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-6]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-7]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-11]] [5-UOP-[5UOP-14]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-15]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-16]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-18]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-20]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP21]]. Focus points of these innovations is the Number theory arithmetic operations needed in RSA and ECC
schemes i.e. Modular exponentiation (ME) and Scalar Multiplication (SM) respectively.
The mathematical backbone of RSA, El-Gamal and ECC is the integer factorization problem (IFP), the Discrete
Logarithm (DLP) and Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm problem (ECDLP) respectively [5-UOP-[5-UOP-9]]. Those
problems rely on the arithmetic operations of modular exponentiation (ME) and scalar multiplication (SM) that
from number theoretic perspective are very closely related. RSA and El-Gamal are structured around Zn∗
multiplicative and additive cyclic group i.e. where addition and multiplication operations are deﬁned. Modular
e
exponentiation in Z∗n for RSA is deﬁned as c mod n where c is an RSA message, e is the exponent (public or
private RSA key) and n is the public modulus. To reduce high bit length of involved numbers needed to keep the
IFP or DLP hard, we can replace Z∗n with a diﬀ erent abelian group where these problems are harder. Such group
is the Elliptic Curve group E(F) where F is a ﬁnite ﬁeld. However, since this group is additive, all Z ∗n multiplication
operations are replaced by their additive equivalent. Thus, in ECC schemes, all Elliptic Curve points P: (x, y) are
deﬁned over the additive group E(F) where F is a ﬁnite ﬁeld in which each EC point’s coordinates (x, y) belong to
F and instead of Z∗n multiplication, addition between EC points is performed while instead of Z ∗n squaring, EC
doubling (as a special case of addition) is performed. Z ∗n ME can be realized as series of modular multiplications
and squaring operations. Similarly, due to the equivalence of Z* n multiplication to E(F) EC point addition, E(F)
scalar multiplication (SM), deﬁned as e•P where P ∈ E(F ) (P is denoted also as base point) and e ∈ F from
engineering perspective, is equivalent to Z∗n ME and can be realized as a series of E(F) EC point addition and
E(F ) point doubling operations [5-UOP-[5-UOP-10]].
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Regardless of the fact that Z∗n operations and F operations (i.e. operation between EC point coordinates) can
have signiﬁcant diﬀ erences (i.e. when F is a binary extension ﬁeld), the Z∗n multiplication to EC (F) addition
equivalence hints that the two public key cryptographic primitives design (ME and SM) follow similar principles for
achieving eﬃciency in hardware terms (chip covered area, resources, computation time, power consumption).
Traditional ME and SM algorithms like multiply and square or double and add algorithms respectively are very
close in concept.
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Taking into account the above remarks, in the HSM, several optimizations have been researched and installed to
optimize the Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor (accelerator) unit. Currently, these optimizations are
focused on RSA and ECC crypto modules and their underlined ME and SM units. All those optimizations have
been established to several variations (over the years) of the Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor module
and led to a flexible HSM computer architecture that provides enough flexibility to incorporate each variation in a
seamless, to the rest of the architecture, manner. To enhance this flexibility, FPGA technology is employed as
the hardware construction substrate of our solution, thus enabling hardware reconfiguration and fast prototyping.
In the following Figure 5-10, the most promising Asymmetric key cryptography hardware accelerator architecture
approaches for RSA (ME) and ECC (SM) are presented.
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Figure 5-10 Architectural view of RSA (ME) and ECC (SM) accelerators realized in the UoP HSM
Asymmetric key Cryptography co-processor
As seen in the figure, the ME approach that is followed relies on parallelism of 2 Modular operations that produce
in each algorithmic round of the ME algorithm, two results S0 and S1 [5-UOP-[5-UOP-14]]. This parallelism
enhances performance but also provides side channel attack resistance (the operations are unrelated to the key
values thus leakage is also unrelated to the key) [5-UOP-[5-UOP-9]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-10]]. All intermediate S0 and
S1 values as well as the final S0 and S1 have a mathematical association that is evaluated in the end of the
computations to determine possible fault injection (to be used as attack).
Regarding the SM architecture presented in the above figure, the approach that is followed also relies on reuse of
Finite Field operation modules that are implemented in the Finite Field Arithmetic unit (FF AU). All intermediate
values of the FF AU are stored in appropriate register file and Input and Output to the FF AU are provided
through appropriate Coder (multiplexer) and Decoder unit. Since a single SM needs a big number of Finite Field
operations, all those operations have been grouped in parallelism stages to be performed concurrently by the FF
AU thus concluding in the minimum amount of time for a SM operation. The overall architectural view of the SM
hardware module resamples the one in Figure 5-10a (for RSA) if the Modular multiplication and squaring
operations in the Figure are replaced with the architecture of Figure 5-10b and the Fault check becomes S1=S0+P
(where P is the base point described earlier in this section) [5-UOP-[5-UOP-1]].
The above approach has been evaluated with different functional and non-functional parameters including
Chinese Reminder Theorem (CRT) and non CRT based RSA [5-UOP-[5-UOP-14]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-15]] [5-UOP[5-UOP-16]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-18]], various types of Elliptic Curves (NIST Wierstrass elliptic Curves [5-UOP-[5UOP-1]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-20]] and Edwards Curves [5-UOP-[5-UOP-4]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-6]]) defined over Prime
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Finite Fields (using alternative arithmetic systems) [5-UOP-[5-UOP-3]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-11]] and binary extension
Fields [5-UOP-[5-UOP-1]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-6]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-7]] etc.

Key Innovation Assets


Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor with high speed, flexible and side channel/fault injection
analysis attack resistant RSA and ECC cryptographic primitives.



The Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor is expandable to offer further cryptography operations
relying on ME and SM operations

Side Channel Analysis Attack (SCA) and Fault Injection Analysis (FA) Countermeasures Innovation in
HSM the Asymmetric key Cryptographic Primitive Co processor
The broad variety and heterogeneity of SCA and FA attacks implies that it is hard to design countermeasures
capable of providing wide scale protection. This is further supported by the fact that SCA and FA combinations
apart from eliminating vulnerabilities may introduce new ones. Apart from speciﬁc design oriented
countermeasures like dual rail logic and power balancing [5-UOP-[5-UOP-22]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-23]] that must be
ﬁne-tuned to a single implementation in order to be eﬀ ective, algorithmic based countermeasures may oﬀ er a
more generic protection approach that can be applied to a wide range of RSA/ECC implementations regardless
of the architecture those implementations follow. In the Asymmetric key Cryptography co-processor, algorithmic
countermeasures on the RSA/ECC implementations were installed so as to provide SCA and FA resistance. This
approach combines effectively different SCA and FA countermeasures and oﬀ ers long-term SCA-FA resistance
against known attacks. The followed research approach focus point is on well-established SCA-FA resistance
principles rather than speciﬁc resistance countermeasures on ME and SM accelerator units.
As a basis of the proposed algorithmic approach on SCA-FA resistant ME/SM, the Montgomery Powering Ladder
(MPL) algorithm was adopted [5-UOP-[5-UOP-27]]. The MPL algorithm is resistant against many attacks both of
horizontal and vertical nature [5-UOP-[5-UOP-10]], it does not rely on dummy operations in order to hide the
computation ﬂow during ME/SM execution (modular multiplication or squaring for ME or point addition and
doubling for SM) and also favors operation parallelism thus leading to fast implementations. The original MPL
algorithm oﬀ ers Simple SCA resistance and under some restrictions is horizontal attack resistant. To further
enhance the MPL with Advanced SCA resistance we have introduced blinding techniques through additive or
multiplicative randomization. Such countermeasure follows the protection technique of message/base point
blinding, since it constitutes an approach that under careful application in the MPL algorithm cannot be bypassed
or introduce considerable performance overhead to a ME/SM implementation. Other techniques like
exponent/scalar blinding are not very efﬁciently implemented and are found to have vulnerabilities [5-UOP-[5UOP-24]] [5-UOP-[5-UOP-25]]. However, message/base point blinding must be realized in such a way that it
should not suﬀ er from vulnerabilities similar to the Binary Randomization Initial Point (BRIP) method [5-UOP-[5UOP-26]].
Assuming that all operations in the proposed algorithm are deﬁned in a group G, where G is either the
multiplicative group Z∗n (for RSA) or the additive group E(F) (for ECC), we introduce a random element B ∈ G
−1
and its inverse B ∈ G into the MPL computation ﬂow that can blind the message multiplicatively (B · c mod n i.e.
message blinding for RSA) or the base point P additively (B + P i.e. base point blinding). In contrast to similar
approaches, where in each ME/SM round the round’s computed values are blinded with the same random
element, in the proposed adopted approach; a round’s values are randomized with a different number in each
round (a multiple of the random element B).
Concerning FA resistance, our approach adopts a combination of the infective computation and fault detection
resistance principles, following the intermediate values mathematical coherence characteristic of the MPL
algorithm. As observed in [5-UOP-[5-UOP-27]] and by Giraud in [5-UOP-[5-UOP-28]], the T0 and T1 value in an
MPL round always satisfy the equation T 0 = c·T1 mod n or T0 = P +T1 for ME or SM respectively. Injecting a fault
during computation in a T 1 or T0 variable will ruin this coherence and by introducing an MPL coherence detection
mechanism in the end of the MPL algorithm, this fault will always be detected. Finally, efficiency of the proposed
approach is achieved by employing Montgomery modular multiplication for ME and by exploiting the intrinsic
parallelism that exist in the MPL algorithm. The adopted, innovative SCA-FA resistant algorithm included in the
Asymmetric key cryptography co-processor is presented below in two formulations, ME for RSA and SM for ECC
schemes [5-UOP-[5-UOP-10]].
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The above algorithm can be used for non CRT RSA or as a building block for CRT RSA primitive. It employs as
−1
inputs the message c, the random number B and its multiplicative inverse B , the public modulus n and the
i
exponent e. Note that e corresponds to the i−th bit of e and that j is the bit length of the modulus n. We assume
that the multiplicative inverse of B exists, meaning that gcd(B, n) = 1 (B and n are relatively prime). Possible
−1
−1
fault injection attack can be detected by checking if s0 · s1 · R mod n= s2 · R mod n (Z∗n MPL coherency
check). If no fault is injected, the above equation is always true. The exponentiation result can be found after fault
e
e
−e
e
detection by performing s0 ·s4 mod n = B · c · B mod n = c mod n. All modular multiplications are performed
-1
with Montgomery Modular Multiplication algorithm (that uses the normalization with R )
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The above algorithm can be applied to any EC type (Wierstrass, Hessian, Montgomery, Edwards curves,
etc.) under any coordinate system (aﬃne, projective, mixed). It employs as inputs the base point P , a random
−1
point B and its additive inverse B = −B, along with the scalar e. Note that ei corresponds to the i − th bit
of e and that j is the bit length of all involved Finite ﬁeld elements. Similar to its ME version, possible fault
?
injection attack can be detected by evaluating the E(F) MPL coherence check S + S = S. If no fault is
injected, the above equation is always true and only then can the exponentiation result be released (after
fault detection) by performing S0 + S4 calculation
Key Innovation Assets


Researched and security proven side channel analysis and fault injection analysis countermeasures
focusing on the Asymmetric key Cryptography co-processor



Countermeasures are of algorithmic nature and do not rely on a specific implementation. They can be
applied to any ME-SM implementation.



Countermeasures that complement its other. When combined, they enhance the attack resistance of the
HSM and do not introduce new vulnerabilities.



The countermeasures enhance the trust level of the UoP HSM.

Device/User Authentication/Attestation through hardware means
The UoP HSM is a hardware token that is physically attached to a host machine and upon request from its host,
releases CIPSEC sensitive information (keys, authentication data) related to this host only if the host provides
sufficient credential that can be trusted. The keys for each host along with the host’s ID and public key are stored
in the UoP HSM secure memory. The HSM has a unique ID number and a set of asymmetric cryptographic keys
(public, private key pair) that should not be transmitted in any way through the communication channel. Apart
from the above, the HSM holds a series of valid Host certification states, denoted as trust quotes, associated with
CIPSEC credential and keys in an effort to verify the host security state before releasing any sensitive data
(keys). In a way, the HSM plays the role of a local Trusted Third party. The process of verifying the host’s
trustworthiness is called local attestation [5-UOP-[5-UOP-13]].
Based on the above concept, the HSM is capable of arbitrating the Host platform security capabilities based on
the provision or not of sufficient credentials. The UoP HSM add-on structure on the user’s communication device
is associated to a specific user through a password mechanism and therefore can bind a user along with the
device to the CIPSEC communication system. As such, user non- repudiation is retained since the user is
uniquely bonded to the HSM and cannot deny his actions. The HSM-Host approach offers ease-of-use since its
functionality is transparent to the user (requires only a password) and can be applied as add-on feature to
existing Critical infrastructure equipment thus reducing the overall cost overhead.
The UoP HSM can operate in three different states. Originally, the device is initialized with a unique identity
including an endorsement public-private key pair that remains always hidden and is used for generation of the
UoP HSM functional asymmetric cryptography key pair, denoted as Attestation Identity Key (AIK) to be used for
encryption/decryption and digital signatures. The UoP HSM then moves to the programmable state where an
administrator host is specified along with its known good value trust quotes, associated keys and protection
mechanisms. The HSM then reaches the ready state where the administrator host can inject user host entries to
the UoP secure storage for trust local attestation. Each host entry includes the host identity, series of keys or
credentials along with identifiers and the host’s known valid trust quotes for each such key. We can specify
administration sessions where new host entries are stored or revoked and user sessions where sensitive data
resources (keys or credentials) are requested and released after trust quote validation. Each session
communication channel is encrypted with a session key negotiated between host and the HSM following the
Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol [5-UOP-[5-UOP-30]]. Local Attestation follows the approach described in [5UOP-[5-UOP-31]], [5-UOP-[5-UOP-32]], [5-UOP-[5-UOP-33]], and presented briefly in the following Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-11 The Device/User Authentication and Resource request protocol of the UoP HSM add-on

Key Innovation Assets


Storage of trust credential within the HSM non-volatile memory for authenticating the host device to the
HSM



Security protocol for authenticating the Host device and its user to the HSM (local authentication).



Trusted storage: Storage of security resources (credentials, certificates, keys) in the HSM on a secure
environment, to be released only after authentication



Use of HSM credential as an authentication token of the Device to other CI system device entities (local
attestation)

5.9 k-Anonymization tool
Just as the necessity for traditional cybersecurity services has been increasingly recognized in the past, to finally
acquire an unquestionable status in present information systems, beyond any initial controversy, the relevance of
enforcing privacy measures in critical infrastructures is undoubtedly gaining momentum. Although recent
literature on cybersecurity [5-UPC-5-UPC-1] makes a good case in favor of protecting privacy in critical
infrastructures, we should hasten to point out that privacy technologies in this arena should be designed to
protect sensitive information of the parties involved while striving to ensure the perfectly adequate, critical
operation of those critical infrastructures. In every conceivable way, this poses a compromise between the
privacy and the utility of the data employed.
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Fundamental Innovative Contribution
The Information Security Group (ISG) at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) participates in the CIPSEC
project as a research group with ample expertise on privacy technologies. The main contribution of our group to
the project at hand is the provision of a series of innovative data-privacy functionalities, available in the form of a
sophisticated tool, adapted to and developed for its specific privacy requirements.


More technically, our fundamental contribution consists in endowing CIPSEC with a variety of statistical
disclosure control and microdata anonymization functionalities for the protection of the data involved,
through a series of functionally and computationally innovative privacy-enhancing methods, metrics and
algorithms.



Most crucially, these advanced privacy-enhancing measures seek to maximize the usefulness and
availability of said data, for any pre-established, measurable levels of privacy, with the smallest impact
on the design and operation of the underlying critical infrastructure.

Acknowledging the conception of privacy as a requirement, the argument can be made that privacy can in fact
help, rather than (just) affect, functionality. Concisely, ethical and legal considerations aside, formally established
privacy guarantees might encourage the submission of data, otherwise unavailable, as a simple consequence of
fact that user consent may be further encouraged by offering various levels of privacy protection tailored to the
preferences of the individuals involved in said infrastructures. This means that in the practical design of modern
information systems for critical infrastructures, privacy is not only becoming increasingly necessary, but also
extremely convenient.
More precisely, the design, training, testing, and general operation of the intelligent, decision-support systems of
the infrastructure at hand will rely in many cases on a wealth of application-specific data, from users and
operators. This should be true not only for the subsystems implementing the intended operation of the
infrastructure, and in particular the health pilot involving sensitive medical data, but also for the subsystems
aimed for its maintenance and, most importantly for CIPSEC, its security. All in all, any intelligent subsystem,
partially automates proactive and reactive protocols. We have mentioned that the protection of sensitive data is
traditionally seen merely as a necessity for adhering to legal and ethical considerations. However, citizens may
be more willing to give informed consent of the use of their data knowing it is protected, resulting in a gain in data
utility and overall system functionality that could not be sustainably achieved otherwise. This gain in data utility
from enforcing privacy is often overlooked, although in general there is a trade-off between both contrasting
aspects that must be carefully optimized.
The applications of the data privacy methodology developed by UPC to CIPSEC’s critical infrastructures can be
classified into direct and indirect. Direct applications are closely related to the health pilot, for the Hospital Clínic
de Barcelona, where personally identifiable, sensitive information should be anonymized, as needed. We address
this direct application first.

Statistical Disclosure Control Methods for Privacy Protection in the Health Pilot
A strategic innovation asset is the provision of privacy-enhancing mechanisms for the sensitive medical data
involved in the health pilot, for the Hospital Clínic of Barcelona.
The most extensively studied aspects of privacy for any information system deal with unauthorized access to
sensitive data, by means of authentication, policies for data-access control and confidentiality, implemented as
cryptographic protocols. However, the provision of confidentiality against unintended observers fails to address
the practical dilemma when the intended recipient of the information is not fully trusted. Even more so when the
database collected is to be made accessible to external parties, or openly published for scientific correlating
sensitive information with demographics.
It was famously shown in [5-UPC-5-UPC-18] that 87% of the population in the United States might be
unequivocally identified solely on the basis of the triple consisting of their date of birth, gender and 5-digit ZIP
code, according to 1990 census data. This is in spite of the fact that in that year, the U.S. had a population of over
248 million. This notorious fact illustrates the discriminative potential of the simultaneous combination of a few
demographic attributes, which, considered individually, would hardly pose a real anonymity risk. Ultimately, this
simple observation means that the mere elimination of identifiers such as first and last name, or social security
number (SSN), is grossly insufficient when it comes to effectively protecting the anonymity of the participants of
published statistical studies containing confidential data linked to demographic information.
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Statistical disclosure control (SDC) concerns the post processing of the demographic portion of the statistical
results of surveys containing sensitive personal information, in order to effectively safeguard the anonymity of the
participating respondents. In the SDC terminology, a microdata set is a database table whose records carry
information concerning individual respondents, either people or companies. This database commonly contains a
set of attributes that may be classified into identifiers, quasi-identifiers and confidential attributes.


Firstly, identifiers allow the unequivocal identification of individuals. This is the case of full names, SSNs
or medical record numbers, which would be removed before the publication of the microdata set, in order
to preserve the anonymity of its respondents.



Secondly, quasi-identifiers are those attributes that, in combination, may be linked with external, usually
publicly available information to reidentify the respondents to whom the records in the microdata set
refer. Examples include age, address, gender, job, and physical features such as height and weight.



Finally, the dataset contains confidential attributes with sensitive information on the respondent, such as
salary, political affiliation, religion, and health condition. The classification of attributes as key or
confidential may ultimately rely on the specific application and the privacy requirements the microdata set
is intended for.

The primary target of application of SDC in CIPSEC, in which confidential information linkable to demographic
variables may provide enormous data utility and at the same time require special privacy measures, is the
collection and disclosure of patient data. We illustrate the main idea with a hypothetical example of vital signs of a
1
few patients in an operating room , shown in Figure 5-12. In this example, sex, age, weight (in pounds) and body
mass index (BMI) are quasi-identifiers. The confidential attributes included in the data records are heart rate (in
beats per minute), blood pressure (BP, in mmHg), peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO 2, as a percent), and an
electrocardiogram (EKG).
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Figure 5-12 Hypothetical example of vital signs collected for a few patients in an operating room,
containing sex, age, weight (in pounds) and body mass index (BMI) as quasi-identifiers, and heart
The figure also illustrates how the analysis of those measurements constitutes a privacy risk, as the combination
of demographic and confidential attributes recorded may reveal a number of sensitive health conditions and
specific behavioral patterns. For instance, the low BMI and high heart rate of patient B might be consistent with
untreated hyperthyroidism. The respiratory insufficiency evidenced by the high heart rate and low oxygen
saturation of patient C, taking also into consideration her age, might be indicative of an asthmatic crisis. The
amplitude and frequency of the EKG of patient D reveal the patient’s unusual fondness for sports. The BMI, high
heart rate, and low oxygen saturation of patient E indicate obesity, hypertension and obesity hypoventilation
syndrome.
Intuitively, the perturbation of numerical or categorical quasi-identifiers enables us to preserve privacy to a certain
extent, at the cost of losing some of the data utility, in the sense of accuracy with respect to the unperturbed
version. k-Anonymity is the requirement that each tuple of key-attribute values be identically shared by at least k
records in the dataset. This may be achieved through the micro aggregation approach illustrated by the synthetic
example depicted in Figure 5-13. Rather than making the original table available, we publish a k-anonymous

1

We gratefully acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Irene Carrión Barberà, M.D., in the preparation of the medical example illustrated in
these figures.
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version containing aggregated records, in the sense that all quasi-identifying values within each group are
replaced by a common representative tuple. As a result, a record cannot be unambiguously linked to the
corresponding record in any external sources assigning identifiers to quasi-identifiers. In principle, this prevents a
privacy attacker from ascertaining the identity of a patient for a given record in the micro aggregated database,
which contains confidential information.
Removed
Ident ifiers

Microaggregat ed
Quasi-Ident ifiers

Confident ial At t ribut es

Sex Age Wgt
BMI ♥ / min
lb
3-Anonymized
Records

Pat ient

BP
mmHg

SpO2
%

♀
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♂
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♂
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Figure 5-13 Conceptual example of k-anonymous micro aggregation of medical data with k=3.
In previous figure (Figure 5-13), rather than making the original table available, we publish a k-anonymous
version without identifiers and containing aggregated records, in the sense that all quasi-identifying values within
each group are replaced by a common representative tuple. As a result, a record cannot be unambiguously
linked to the corresponding record in any external sources assigning identifiers to quasi-identifiers.
Ideally, micro aggregation algorithms strive to introduce the smallest perturbation possible in the quasi-identifiers,
in order to preserve the statistical quality of the published data. More technically speaking, these algorithms are
designed to find a partition of the sequence of quasi-identifying tuples in k-anonymous cells, while reducing as
much as possible the distortion incurred when replacing each original tuple by the representative value of the
corresponding cell. For numerical key attributes representable as points in the Euclidean space, the meansquared error (MSE) is the usual criterion to quantify said distortion. Data utility is measured inversely as the
distortion resulting from the perturbation of quasi-identifiers.
Clearly, a complete version of the patients’ electronic records must be kept, with stringent access permissions.
But this is not mutually exclusive with the compilation of anonymized versions with perturbed quasi-identifiers,
which could be accessed more widely or even shared across hospitals for a variety of medical and
pharmacological studies. In general, SDC would allow keeping several versions of the same data, with different
levels of perturbation, that is, protection along the privacy-utility trade-off, with concordantly different access
restrictions and uses. More precisely, increasing degrees of k-anonymity, corresponding to decreasing degrees of
data utility, could be concurrently employed, and the resulting data made available to a hierarchy of health
professionals with appropriate access level. The original, unperturbed data could be available to physicians for
accurate diagnosis, while perturbed versions could be released under mild access restrictions for more general
medical and statistical studies, with privacy guarantees that would facilitate the patients’ consent and would
conform to legal directives and ethical standards.
SDC and k-anonymous micro aggregation thus constitutes a strategic innovation asset, beyond the traditional
privacy mechanisms based on cryptographic protocols for access control and confidentiality, which are limited to
the dual, traditional approach of either completely forbidding or granting full access to sensitive data.
Sophisticated data perturbation methods in the field of SDC, such as k-anonymous micro aggregation, are the
natural evolution of more flexible privacy policies allowing partial data access.
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Innovative Perturbative Privacy Technologies beyond Traditional Cybersecurity
In order to emphasize further the innovative aspects of the solutions proposed, we accentuate the difference
between the perturbative privacy-enhancing mechanisms developed and adapted by UPC for CIPSEC, and the
more traditional cybersecurity methods.
Modern data-perturbative privacy-enhancing technologies are often used in a synergy with traditional accesscontrol policies, particularly when the intended recipient of sensitive information cannot be fully trusted, within or
outside the organization managing the critical infrastructure in question. Particularly in microdata anonymization,
mere removal of identifiers has been proven once and again to be notoriously insufficient, as the presence of
quasi-identifiers, essentially demographic attributes (e.g., gender, age, zip code or BMI), can be exploited to
cross-reference the identity of the respondents involved.
Such perturbative strategies exhibit the inherent trade-off between privacy and data utility in advanced
information systems. Clearly, this compromise between privacy and data utility is heavily weighted towards utility
in critical infrastructures. Considering it has been observed that such advanced privacy technologies, can be
employed on the utility end of the trade-off, with hardly a measurable impact in functionality, while providing a
great improvement of a qualitative nature in privacy, over the alternative of doing nothing about it.
Faced with the inescapable compromise between utility and privacy, perturbative privacy technologies address
fundamental challenges related to the risk of statistical disclosure of sensitive information, as outlined in the
previous subsection on the health pilot. The magnitude of the potential impact of these innovative contributions
for CIPSEC emanates from its broad applicability for the collection, analysis or dissemination of potentially
sensitive data.
A few important clarifications are in order:


Broadly speaking, traditional privacy services consist in access-control policies defined in terms of roles
and objects with the appropriate granularity, which in turn require authentication, data confidentiality and
data integrity services, archetypically implemented on the basis of cryptographic protocols. Concisely,
confidentiality either completely allows or completely impedes the accessibility to a specific data object.



While these traditional technologies are unquestionably necessary, they do not suffice to provide an
adequate level of privacy when the intended recipient of sensitive in-formation is untrusted. In this case,
they must be synergically combined with more recent privacy-enhancing technologies, based on smart
data perturbation.



Modern, data-perturbative privacy-enhancing technologies offer a continuum between full disclosure and
complete obfuscation, via sophisticated formalisms that effectively select, generalize, transform, or
perturb carefully chosen portions of the data, in order to control the level of disclosure in a statistical
sense, to ultimately attain an adequate measure of privacy, for a desired level of data utility, and overall
system functionality.

We must hasten to point out that the innovative assets outlined here are tightly circumscribed within the limits of
the data-perturbative privacy-enhancing technologies just described. Concordantly, traditional privacy measures
implemented via access-control policies are left to other security experts in the CIPSEC consortium. In fact, our
SDC methods assume that adequate facilities for access control, authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and
reliable computation are provided.

General Innovative Potential of Statistical Disclosure Control in CIPSEC and Applicability to Critical
Infrastructures
In terms of functionality, we have stressed that the innovative privacy-enhancing measures proposed for CIPSEC
seek to maximize the usefulness and availability of said data, for any pre-established, measurable levels of
privacy, with the smallest impact on the design and operation of the underlying critical infrastructure.
In terms of implementation, the very nature of our data privacy tool enables us to readily integrate with the
remainder of CIPSEC’s subsystems, as an additional layer of privacy protection, in synergy with access control,
confidentiality and other security services, with mild coupling restrictions on then and consequently little impact
on the joint architectural design.
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In terms of applicability, have explored the innovative potential of SDC for the health pilot, in which we outline a
direct application to the protection of personally identifiable, sensitive information, which should be anonymized,
as needed, with strong quasi-identifier micro aggregation methods beyond the naïve removal of identifiers.
Last but not least, in addition to the direct application to the health pilot, we would like to list other, more indirect
applications of SDC to CIPSEC. We have postulated that the design, training, validation, stress testing, and
general operation of the intelligent, decision-support systems of the critical infrastructure at hand will rely in many
cases on a wealth of application-specific data. And this should be true not only for the subsystems implementing
the intended operation of the infrastructure but also for the subsystems aimed for its maintenance and, most
importantly for CIPSEC, its security.
Concisely, we contend that any intelligent subsystem partially automating proactive and reactive protocols would
require abundant data from both users and operators. Therefore, even though we advocate in favor of the
application of SDC in CIPSEC to the health pilot, involving sensitive medical data, the potential of SDC extends
far beyond to general critical infrastructures, particularly for security subsystems such as automated detection of
intruders and anomalous misuse. Even if the application of SDC is limited to the health pilot, it should be
illustrative of this wider potential. The functionality, integration and applicability of SDC in CIPSEC is summarized
by the diagram in Figure 5-14.

Advanced Data Privacy Protection via Statistical Disclosure Control in CIPSEC

Systematic Measure of
Privacy Risks and
Optimized Protection
of Data

Easy Integration as an
Additional Layer of
Privacy Protection

Maximizes Overall
System Functionality
and Data Usability

Encourages User
Consent through
Privacy Guarantees
Synergy with Access
Control,
Confidentiality, and
other Security Services

Direct Protection of
Sensitive User Data

Sensitive Data in
Subsystems
Connected to Health
Pilot

Design & Validation
Applicability to
Proactive and Reactive
Decision-Support
Systems and Protocols

Sensitive Data Used in
Functional
Components

Indirect Application to
Data from Users and
Operators

Integration & Stress
Testing

Operation &
Maintenance

Sensitive Data Used in
Security Subsystems

Intrusion & Anomaly
Detection

Figure 5-14 Advanced data privacy protection via statistical disclosure control as a fundamental
innovative asset in CIPSEC, and general applicability to critical infrastructures.
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Within the context of SDC aforementioned, we would like to stress that sharing no sensitive portions of carefully
anonymized microdata regarding the use, misuse and operation of the systems involved may prove quite
valuable to researchers, engineers and other professionals, in the advancement of the information systems for
the intended function of the critical infrastructure, as well as for its safety mechanisms, platform-agnostic and
otherwise. We may thus conclude that SDC is a fundamental innovative asset in critical infrastructures.

Technical Note on Shortcomings and Refinements of k-Anonymity
We have mentioned that a specific piece of data on a particular group of respondents is said to satisfy the kanonymity requirement if the origin of any of its components cannot be ascertained beyond a subgroup of at least
k-individuals. We also said that the concept of k-anonymity, originally proposed by the SDC community, is a
widely popular privacy criterion, partly due to its mathematical and algorithmic tractability.
Despite the popularity of k-anonymity as a measure of privacy, it is not without shortcomings. Indeed, while this
criterion prevents identity disclosure, it may fail against the full disclosure of the confidential attribute. Strictly
speaking, the criterion is defined exclusively on the basis of the quasi-identifiers, completely disregarding the
specific values that the confidential attributes take on, consequently neglecting the possibility of groups where the
confidential values are accidentally repeated. Even if such repetition could be discarded, several deficiencies
remain.
More specifically, the homogeneity or similarity attack exploits the possibility that values of a confidential attribute
within a group may turn out to be quantitatively or qualitatively similar. From a more general, probabilistic
perspective, the skewness attack exploits the difference between the prior distribution of confidential data in the
entire population, and the posterior conditional distribution of the confidential data within a group given the
observed, perturbed key attributes in the table. Further, the background-knowledge attack resorts to any
deterministic or statistical background knowledge or side information available to the attacker, in addition to the
published records.
The vulnerabilities of k-anonymity already explained motivated the proposal of enhanced privacy criteria, some of
which we proceed to sketch briefly, along with modifications in algorithms based on these criteria. In CIPSEC, we
plan to explore metric and mechanistic improvements to k-anonymity loosely based on the l-diversity and 𝑡closeness criteria, which are described, as criteria, below.
A restriction of 𝑘-anonymity called 𝑝-sensitive 𝑘-anonymity was presented in [5-UPC-5-UPC-19, 5-UPC-5-UPC17]. In addition to the 𝑘-anonymity requirement, it is required that there be at least 𝑝 different values for each
confidential attribute within the group of records sharing the same tuple of perturbed key attributes. Clearly, large
values of 𝑝 may lead to huge data utility loss. A slight generalization of this concept, called 𝑙-diversity [5-UPC-5UPC-10, 5-UPC-5-UPC-6], requires at least 𝑙 “well-represented” confidential attributes. Depending on the
definition of well represented, 𝑙-diversity can be reduced to 𝑝-sensitive or be more restrictive. A further twist [5UPC-5-UPC-7, 5-UPC-5-UPC-11] imposes the requirement that the entropy of the values of the confidential
attributes within the group be at least log l, thus establishing a connection with the concept of diversity index
employed in various scientific fields.
We would like to stress that neither of these enhancements succeeds in completely removing the vulnerability of
𝑘-anonymity against skewness attacks. Furthermore, they are still susceptible to similarity attacks, in the sense
that while confidential attribute values within a cluster of aggregated records might be 𝑝-sensitive or 𝑙-diverse,
they might also very well be semantically similar for the practical purposes of the attacker. Consider for example
confidential attributes indicating similar salaries, political affiliations or diseases. This realization has prompted a
plethora of ongoing variations of measures and methods to strengthen the semantic diversity of the values of the
confidential attributes in 𝑘-anonymous microaggregation, often advocating for the use of different levels of
protection according to the sensitivity of different attribute values. For example, [5-UPC-5-UPC-20] divides the
values of the confidential attributes into semantically similar groups before anonymizing the table. Additional
approaches are reviewed in [5-UPC-5-UPC-21], where it’s defined the leakage probability of a sensitive value
within a 𝑘-anonymous micro-cell, as the relative frequency of that value, and proposes to constrain both the
between-cell average of such leakage probability, and the deviations with respect to it.
An alternative privacy criterion aimed at overcoming similarity and skewness attacks is 𝑡-closeness [5-UPC-5UPC-9]. An aggregated microdata set satisfies 𝑡-closeness if for each group, a predefined measure of
discrepancy between the posterior distribution of the confidential attributes within the group, and the prior
distribution of the overall population, does not exceed a threshold𝑡. This effectively measures the maximum of the
discrepancies for each aggregated group. A particularly useful, information-theoretic metric of discrepancy
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between probability distributions is the Kullback-Leibler divergence, also called relative entropy for its relationship
with Shannon's entropy. Both Shannon's entropy and KL divergence are also tightly related to the informationtheoretic quantity known as mutual information, a measure of the uncertainty in one random event unveiled by
the outcome of a second, related event [5-UPC-5-UPC-3].
As argued in [5-UPC-5-UPC-4], to the extent to which the within-group distribution of confidential attributes
resembles the distribution of those attributes for the entire dataset, skewness attacks will be thwarted. In addition,
since the within-group distribution of confidential attributes mimics the distribution of those attributes over the
entire dataset, no semantic similarity can occur within a group that does not occur in the entire dataset. The main
limitation of the original 𝑡-closeness work [5-UPC-5-UPC-9] is that no general computational procedure to reach
𝑡-closeness was specified, with the exceptions of its ready applicability to the Incognito algorithm [5-UPC-5-UPC8], and the very recent micro aggregation procedure proposed in [5-UPC-5-UPC-16].
An information-theoretic privacy criterion, inspired by 𝑡-closeness, was proposed in [5-UPC-5-UPC-12, 5-UPC-5UPC-13]. In the latter work, privacy risk is defined as the conditional KL divergence between the aforementioned
posterior and prior distributions, and shown to be equivalent to the mutual information between the confidential
attributes and the perturbed quasi-identifiers. This criterion is also tightly related to the concept of equivocation
introduced by Shannon in 1949 [5-UPC-5-UPC-15], namely the conditional entropy of a private message given
an observed cryptogram. Conceptually, the privacy risk thus defined may be regarded as an averaged version of
the 𝑡-closeness requirement, over all aggregated groups. It is important to notice as well that this average privacy
risk, in spite of its convenient mathematical tractability, as any criterion based on averages, may not be adequate
in all applications [5-UPC-5-UPC-5]. A related albeit more conservative criterion, named 𝛿-disclosure, is proposed
in [5-UPC-5-UPC-2], and measures the maximum discrepancy between the prior and the posterior distributions.
These three criteria, namely average privacy risk, 𝑡-closeness, and 𝛿 -disclosure, may all be formally defined in
terms of averages and maxima of KL divergences, as explained in [5-UPC-5-UPC-14]. Simply put, the average
privacy risk in [5-UPC-5-UPC-12, 5-UPC-5-UPC-13] is a between-group average of within-group averages (thus
an average), 𝑡-closeness is a between-group maximum of within-group averages, and 𝛿 -disclosure is a betweengroup maximum of within-group maxima (thus a maximum). Hence, these measures range from modeling the
average-case to the worst-case scenario, as far as statistical disclosure of confidential data is concerned.

5.10 Real-Time Detector for Jamming Attacks
Innovative Approach
DoSSensing solution aims to respond to one of the most critical and impactful threats in critical infrastructures’
wireless networks, the Denial of Service, which is commonly seen in the form of jamming at the lowest level, the
physical layer.
Nowadays the jamming detection solutions are based on specific software that has to be added to specific
hardware (Access Points) and are able to detect potential jamming based on the analysis of higher layers,
missing attacks when they are based on the physical layer.
DoSSensing is a stand-alone solution that monitors the whole wireless spectrum to detect anomalies that could
result in a Denial of Service attack, leaving all the wireless devices useless. This approach is made without
needing to be integrated internally in the wireless network, representing a great advantage from the competitors
offering a wide and an easy-to-deploy solution for the most heterogeneous and challenging critical infrastructure
wireless environments, as shown below, Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-15 Differences between normal activity and with interferences on wireless signal

For any system that is to be deployed in the instrumentation and automation of critical infrastructures and be
dependent on, the protection of the communications link against jamming, denial-of-service and exhaustion
attacks have to be properly addressed. This is of paramount importance if any M2M devices that are to be
commercialized in the critical infrastructure and asset protection sector.
In WorldSensing we address a particularly insidious type of denial of service attack for battery-powered devices
from the ones mentioned above, the exhaustion attacks. Unlike other type of common attacks on communication
infrastructure, like jamming or standard denial of service attacks, these are harder to detect and the adversary or
the device used in the attack does not have to be in the vicinity once the attack has been successful and takes
full effect.
The table below, Figure 5-16, shows our token exchange authentication method.
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Figure 5-16 Token Exchange Authentication Method

Radio frequency spectrum analysis
DoSSensing understands and visualize the wireless band in a low level way so bases its approach from the
physical layer perspective, being able to detect anomalies from the bottom up, which is something totally
innovative.
DoSSensing uses Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology to monitor the wireless physical layer, making
possible to monitor different bands, adding flexibility to the diverse-connectivity wireless protocols commonly
used this days in critical infrastructure environments.
The SDR unit is separate from the processing unit, which makes the whole solution more robust because one
unit is specialized on monitoring the wireless band spectrum and the other unit is specialized on processing the
data coming in order to detect the anomalies based on our proprietary algorithms, which are able to detect up to
four different jamming techniques.

Anomaly detection
Anomaly detection occurs in the processing unit using our tailor-made proprietary algorithms based on wireless
network behavior analysis to detect variations that can cause Denial of Service on the wireless devices in a given
area where DoSSensing is deployed.
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Anomalies in wireless networks are difficult to handle because air is a very challenging and variable medium so
anomalies could come from different sources, representing difficulties when detecting real anomalies coming
from jamming devices.
We have tested our anomaly detection algorithms in very complex wireless environments so they have been fine
tuned in order to avoid false positives and increase the success rate when detecting real Denial of Service
attacks.

Wireless network protection
DoSSensing protects the wireless networks in critical infrastructure environments by externally detecting jamming
devices and locating them.
Denial of Service based on exploiting physical layer features is the most important and impactful base line
techniques used by attackers to not only deny the devices’ service but also to push those to pair to rouge access
points and gateways in order to have full control of them.
The solutions that WorldSensing works on are based on the wireless network spectrum monitoring at physical
layer and also a new authentication model at physical layer as well to protect the critical infrastructure wireless
networks.
Fixing the two most critical aspects that attackers exploit on wireless physical layer solve most of the typical
wireless attacks, making the right security plan from the ground up in critical infrastructure environments.

DoS Protection
There are different ways of performing a Denial of Service attack against wireless networks, but the most
common ones are making noise on the frequency where the devices are transmitting and compromising the
authentication method by stealing the key from one of the wireless devices.
DoSSensing works on the first issue as described above.
WorldSensing also has a solution for the second issue by making a physical layer authentication method.
If the network key is compromised, an attacker could forge authenticated messages to the gateway, which would
then be forwarded to the server. This, however, would not pose a threat of a denial of service by flooding the
server with forged messages, because for such attack to be successful a coordinated effort would be needed on
a huge amount of gateways since the available data rate on the wireless link is very low. The server would easily
have enough capacity to process and discard messages that fail the per device application key from a message
flood from a dozen gateways. Upon detecting a compromised network key, rekeying the gateway and devices
could be done remotely and securely since the per device application key is safe.

Device authentication
In order to provide a solution for the presented issue (protection against node exhaustion attacks and avoiding
unnecessary waste of resources due to complete reception of non-intended packets), we propose an
authentication/verification method at the PHY-layer that is able to challenge exhaustion problems and attacks in
any long range M2M networks, but also extensible to any wireless protocol. The presented method is able to
reject non-intended non-malicious and/or malicious packets after the reception of just an authentication preamble
(AP) at the physical layer, saving energy and therefore increasing the system lifetime, that is to say guaranteeing
its long-term availability.
For all subsequent discussions, we will be using the LoRa technology and LoRaWAN protocol in particular as the
basis for the solution. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the same solution can be ported to other technologies
with very low data rates like Sigfox, with little or no modification. It is even possible to implement this technique in
any M2M wireless protocol. However, the gains will vary greatly depending on the specific application and a
deeper analysis on whether the technique is cost effective will be needed.
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The solution is also applicable only to battery-powered devices or otherwise energy constrained devices. This is
because exhaustion attacks, like the one described in the previous section, seek to drain the battery in order to
disable the device completely. In a critical infrastructure setting this represents a huge threat, because if such an
attack could be successful, either availability or robustness of the system could not be guaranteed, and any IoT
solution would then be unviable.
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6 CIPSEC Services Overview
6.1 Introduction
The main aim of CIPSEC is to create a unified security framework that orchestrates state-of-the-art
heterogeneous security products to offer high levels of protection in IT (information technology) and OT
(operational technology) departments of Critical Infrastructures. As part of this framework CIPSEC will offer a
complete security ecosystem of additional services that can support the proposed technical solutions to work
reliably and at professional quality. These services include vulnerability tests and recommendations, CI
technicians training courses, public-private partnerships (PPPs) for advanced contingency plan, forensic analysis,
preliminary certification, and protection against cascading effects. All solutions and services will be validated in
three pilots performed in three different CI environments (application domain: transportation, health and
environment monitoring).

6.2 Vulnerability analysis and recommendations including studies for
cascading effect attacks

Figure 6-1 The different layers and approaches of vulnerability assessment

General description

ICS systems can affect the life of millions. Once an ICS is damages, electric
power, gas, water and other vital services can break. This makes ICS system a
perfect target for cyber-attacks that can affect millions with the click of a button.
The unsecured nature of ICS systems that uses obsolete software and
operating systems that contains multiple known vulnerabilities (Windows XP for
example), non-secured protocols that implement no encryption nor access
control and authentication by default (Modbus for example) and the tendency to
neglect security in general due to the assumption – in many cases a false one –
that the system is totally disconnected from the public and therefore cannot be
hacked, makes it very easy for an attacker to hack into an ICS system once
access is achieved.
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ICS Penetration and vulnerability test, tests this exact scenario of an attacker
with communication access to the ICS network.
How it will be implemented

The test focus on perimeter defense of the system including remote access
testing, configuration of network devices and servers, and the presence of
compensating controls that make up for the lack of security in ICS architecture.
Usually ICS vulnerability tests are not focused on the applicative level and does
not involve automated noisy scanners due to the nature of ICS systems to only
have a live production environment without any look-alike environment to
perform tests without causing any damage, and due to the fragile nature of ICS
system that can be easily brought down by something as minor as port or ping
scan.
ICS testing is done using the gray-box approach, meaning the testers receive
partial information about the system, its design and different components,
users’ credentials and other useful information that can help with the test. Graybox tests does not include any source code nor any operation that may cause
the system to crash or malfunction.
The test includes the following:

Target audience



Brief architecture design review



Port scanning



Banner grabbing and server enumeration



Network communication inspection and monitor (Sniffing, MiTM
attacks)



Vulnerability scanning (OS, application etc. – for non-production
environment usually)



Configuration and access control validation



Patch management
environment)



Antivirus check (White-box approach for live production environment)



Hardening (White-box approach for live production environment)

(White-box

approach

for

live

production

Any ICS, SCADA or other CI system should be tested due to the ever growing
cyber threat against these systems.

6.3 Ad-hoc contingency plan definition in partnership between public
and private entities.
General description

A contingency plan, also known as “Plan B”, is a group of
actions established in order to respond to events or situations
that are not expected to happen.

How it will be implemented

Three basic principles must rule the process of a good Plan B:


Address critical operations



Identify risks



Categorize risks in order of severity and probability of
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occurrence. It could be overwhelming to prepare a
plan for every risk.
Guidelines to prepare the contingency plan

Target audience

:



Main goal is to maintain business operations –
Decide what will be the essential to get business
operational. Find out actions needed to deliver a
minimum level of service and functionality.



Create a timeline of operation and who is in charge
of what and when – What must be done during the
first hour of the plan being implemented? The first
day? The first week?



Identify the possible risks – What, specifically, will
cause you to implement the contingency plan?



Keep the plan simple – You don't know who will read
and implement the plan when it's needed, so use
clear, plain language.



Consider “plan B” restrictions – Will your
organization be able to function the same way if you
have to implement Plan B, or will Plan B necessarily
reduce capabilities?



Define procedures and processes to mitigate any
capability loss - (i.e key personnel leaving or even
partners leaving the consortium),



Define 'fully operational' – What will you need to do
to return to 'business as usual'?



Include contingency plans in standard operating
procedures – Initial training on the plan must be
provided, and everyone must be informed about
changes.



Include information about laws – e.g Partners may
have to act under national laws while operating on
user data or other kind of data.



Test contingency plan



Find ways to reduce risk – This may help you reduce,
or even eliminate, the need for full contingency plans
in certain areas.



Identify operational inefficiencies – Provide a
standard to document your planning process, and find
opportunities for performance improvement.



Review the plan regularly– Things could have
change.



Create a list with organization names (public and
private bodies or/and contact points – So that all
partners should be aware about external bodies that
may need to be contacted throughout the duration of
the project in order to fulfil all the defined targets.

IT employees, Consortium partners
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6.4 Ad-hoc security recommendation and staff training
CIPSEC’s training service will offer specialized training courses with a generalist view on the field of
cybersecurity and a special focus on critical infrastructures. Also, tailored versions adjusted to the operational
environments of the various Critical Infrastructure Providers (e.g. health sector, transportation etc.) could be
offered. These courses are an important part of the CIPSEC security ecosystem, because the critical
infrastructures do not only rely on technology and services but they are operated by experts with a sophisticated
know-how of their domain. The CIPSEC Platform, as it becomes available, will be an important subject in these
courses, as it will be leveraged to protect critical infrastructures including their interdependencies. These courses
have a direct relationship to stakeholder engagement and community building, since they are envisioned to
engage the experts and awake their interest in the CIPSEC platform, which may ease a smooth adoption and
subsequent daily use in the management of critical infrastructure security.

6.4.1 Courses
CIPSEC will create a series of courses focused on various security issues, with focus on Critical infrastructures.
Some examples of the courses are presented below, with brief descriptions:
Generalist Cybersecurity Course (Certification could be valuable)
Topic

Description

Network Monitoring

Efficient methods and techniques to identify cyber-attacks and combat
them in network level.

Honeypots

Various matters related to honeypots (e.g. deployment use and
operation, use for anomaly detection, honeypots for Health CIs etc.).

DoS identification

DoS identification methods and mitigation techniques and defenses in
various levels.

Antivirus/Antimalware

Antivirus-antimalware and general good practices for cyber-protection.

Target audience: Technicians and Engineers of CIs, Employees of CI with previous technical background or
interest in cybersecurity.

Generalist Critical Infrastructures Course (Certification could be valuable)
Topic

Description

System integrity for ICS

Analyzing main threats to industrial control systems (e.g. the exploitation
of applications, protocols and communication interfaces).

Network Protection

Protecting the networks against attacks (like Denial-of-Service, network
infiltration and communication modification) and ensuring the timeliness
of transmitted messages are essential assets for sustaining operation of
the CI.

Hardware security

Vulnerabilities introduced in critical infrastructure system devices by
inappropriate hardware or software implementations of security
algorithms.

Privacy

Various privacy issues related to Critical Infrastructures.
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Social engineering

Raise awareness about all social engineering techniques used
nowadays, and how human factor is exploited in various combinations to
create attacks.

Best Practices

Promote good security policies and industrial practices to foster common
understanding

Target audience: Technicians, Engineers, Management and any other Employees of Cis.

Training on the CIPSEC Platform (Certification could be valuable)
Course on the functionality of CIPSEC platform, explaining the different menus available to configure platform
and to set the way data related to security is shown. This course might also include instructions about platform
installation and specific guides of the various specific tools the platform is composed of.
Target audience: CIPSEC platform admins, end users.

6.4.2 Storing and Publishing courses online
Provision of CIPSEC training courses to the public is one of CIPSEC’s main objectives. To achieve this, we will
host all our courses in a public repository and allow free access to everyone. In addition to this, CIPSEC will
make use of an innovative e-learning platform designed and operated by one of its partners (UoP) to publish
some of its courses there as well. This platform is called FORGEBox. (Figure 6-2)
FORGEBox gives the opportunity to its users to create and host "interactive" online courses using real testbeds
(servers, computers, networks etc.) located across Europe. These courses can be executed directly in this
platform or exported in various formats to be inserted in other LMS (e.g. Moodle). More information about
FORGEBox can be found on http://www.forgebox.eu/fb/. FORGEBox makes use of FORGEStore, an online
marketplace for software tools, widgets and services that someone can use to create the interactive courses.
Such widgets for example offer webssh tools, visual log reports, automated resource allocation of real servers
etc. More information about FORGEStore can be found on http://forgestore.eu/

Figure 6-2 FORGEBox
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6.5 Continuous solutions patching

Figure 6-3 The architecture of the update module within the CIPSEC framework and data flows

General description

How it will be implemented

When designing the updating procedure for CIPSEC framework
the following factors need to be considered:


The frequency of the updating process – some
modules may have a very frequent update-push;



The validation of the latest update – before pushing an
update to all available clients, that update should be
validated at first on a small number of clients;



The revert capability – in the case of a problematic
update (false positives, crashes, etc.) there should be
a possibility to revert to a previous version.

We propose two different update procedures:
1.
Updates that can be handled by a module. This is
something that needs to be taken in consideration in case of
updates that improve the detection rate (e.g. updates that only
contains detection signatures). There is a strong requirement in
this case that the module that handles this type of update will
not drop the detection / will not stop the protection during the
update (e.g. close the current module, launch the new one).
Instead, it is recommended that both modules (the old one and
the new one) are within the memory at the same time, and only
after the old one is discarded.
2.
Updates that are handled by the CIPSEC framework. In
this case the procedure consists of discarding the old module
(remove from memory, delete, etc.), and install the new one.
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These updates will also include the possibility of system reboot.
Let’s also consider the following acronyms that will be used in
the following sections:


LUC  Local update component (a component that
manages the update for all other CIPSEC modules that
are used in that system)



CLC  CIPSEC cloud (a location where information
about new updates is available).

LUC will have information input related to each module that will
include:


A list of hashes of all files that belong to a module (this
list can be check from time to time and see if any of
the file was corrupted). In this case, even if there is no
update available, an update procedure will be
triggered to restore the corrupted file;



An updated version of the module (a string / strings
such as “1.4.205” that represents the update version).
LUC does not need to understand what that string
means – that string is required to check if a different
update is available;



Each module can have its update procedure divided
into several parts (for example a module can have a
product / module update that is perform every 7 days
and a detection update that is performed every hour).
As these two are different, each module can specify
LUC what kind of updates are available to perform;



LUC also knows if a module has self-update
capabilities;



LUC computes a unique number that identify the
current machine (machine-ID).

STEPS
1. Step A (Installation)
First time the CIPSEC framework is installed on a machine the
following steps are performed:
1.1. LUC module is installed and configured (CLC location,
after what period of time a check for an update should
be done, etc.);
1.2. Connection to CLC is check;
1.3. LUC computes the machine ID for the current machine
ID;
1.4. LUC connects to CLC and receives a list of modules
that need to be installed into the local computer;
1.5. LUC downloads each module and install them;
1.6. LUC connects to each module and gathers information
required for future updates (module version/versions,
file hashes, module update capabilities, etc.).
2. Step B (Update sequences / steps)
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Every “x” hours/minute (where “x” is a constant set on a LUC
configuration), an update check will be performed to include the
following steps:
2.1. LUC connects to CLC and receives a list of modules
available for the current machine ID and their versions;
2.2. LUC checks to see if any of the module that already
exists in the current machine is different. There are 3
cases that might appear at this point:
a. Module A has a different version than the
version specified by CLC. In this case a
module update procedure will be triggered (see
“Module Update” for more information);
b. Module A is no longer listed by CLC (this
means that module A should be removed from
the current system  see “Removing a
module” for more information);
c.

Module A is listed by CLC but it is not in LUCs
local list. This means that Module A is a new
one. In this case a similar procedure as the one
described in “Step A (Installation) will be
triggered starting from point 5.

2.3. Integrity check:
d. For each module LUC computes the hashes for
the files that belong to that module;
e. All of these hashes are compared with the one
provided by the module;
f.

In case of difference, a module update
procedure for that module will be triggered.

3. Module Update
Module update is performed in the following order:
3.1. If the module in case is capable of self-update, LUC
will provide to that module with the information that it
receives from CLC server (server update location,
security keys, etc.) and will wait until that module will
finish the update.
3.2. If the module is not capable of self-update LUC will do
the following steps:
a. Download the new update package locally (this
also includes decryption of the update,
unpacking it, etc.)
b. If the module can handle the update itself, LUC
will notify the module about the location of the
new package and will wait for the module to
complete its update;
c.

If the module can NOT handle the update itself,
LUC will perform the following steps:
 Stop that module (see Stopping a
module for more information);
 Overwrite the old package with the
new one;
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 Start the module.
3.3. After the update procedure is done, LUC connects to
the module and re-update module status (this include
module file hashes, module update capabilities, etc.).
4. Removing a module
To remove a module LUC performs the following steps:
4.1. Asks the module to remove its bindings from the
system. If the module does not reply back in a
specified amount of time, a safe operation procedure
is started (see Safe reboot for more details);
4.2. Stop that module (see Stopping a module for more
information);
4.3. Delete all module files and components;
4.4. Updates its local information and remove module from
its internal lists.
5. Stopping a module
To stop a module LUC performs the following steps:
5.1. Checks to see if a module can be stopped (this is one
of the information that is provided by each module);
5.2. If a module can be stopped, LUC sends the stop
request to that module;
5.3. LUC waits for a specific period of time. IF after that
period of time that module will not be stop, LUC will
forcedly stop him.
5.4. If case 3 happens, after the update is completed LUC
will trigger a system reboot;
6. Interface
Each module should provide an interface to communicate with
LUC. The same interface should be available for each module,
and it should include the following:
6.1. Notification functions
completed);

(e.g.

when

an

update

is

6.2. Reboot requests;
6.3. Information status (current versions, module status,
module file hashes, etc.);
6.4. Commands (stop module, remove bindings, etc.).
7. Safe reboot
This presents the situation when some of the components are
not functioning as they should. Basically, this is a safe mode
where none of the modules or components (such as drivers) is
loaded. The only component that is loaded is LUC.
The purpose for this part is to allow LUC to overwrite certain
module files / or to delete certain module files without needing
to worry about module bindings, handlers, etc.
This module can be created based on:


Windows Safe Mode;
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Windows RC;

A small Linux image where the system can boot in. In this case,
LUC module should also be compiled for Linux.
Target audience

Connection with CIPSEC partners’
solutions

Observations

CIPSEC is designed to protect CIs. Therefore the targeted
beneficiaries are: the technical persons responsible for
setting up the protective framework such as: IT administrator,
rd
IT personnel, Chief Security Officer etc.), 3 parties which are
specialized within the cybersecurity domain, technical
teams of public bodies responsible for strategic CIs objectives.
The updating procedure illustrated above is suitable for the
entire CIPSEC framework and consequently covers the entire
range of products and services provided by the CIPSEC
partners.


Machine ID is required for components that are part of
a critical infrastructure. In this case an update needs to
be validated for a couple of clients first (e.g. the
update will be available only for a couple of machine
IDs and only after a period of time when everything
checks, the update will be available for everyone);



Even if self-update capabilities are considered, it is
NOT RECOMANDED that this should be implemented
outside LUC procedures.



In case of an update that adds new detection
capabilities and it is handled by a module, it is
recommended that the existing detection module
should not be removed while installing the new one.
Instead install both of them and after both of them are
available drop the old one.



It is also recommended that a module will not reboot
the system by itself but rather ask LUC to do this. LUC
might handle multiple requests from multiple modules
in this way.

6.6 Forensics analysis.
General description

When faced with a security-related incident, the system
operators or managers need to ascertain as quickly as possible
the extent of the breach, the intentions of the attackers, and the
methods used to penetrate the network defenses. The
forensics service aims to improve the speed and accuracy of
the proposed analysis while providing crucial evidence for any
legal response to the attack.

How it will be implemented

The Forensics and Visualization Service (FVS) comprises
various elements whose purpose is to monitor the network for
security breaches. These elements could include other CIPSEC
partners’ solutions. These tools are responsible for gathering
and evaluating the raw data various deployed sensors collect,
process them and eventually raise alarms about abnormal
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situations. For forensics purposes, raw data needs to be
reduced to a manageable amount, following defined yet flexible
and configurable policies, in order to be visualized in the tool.
This is a relevant part of the service workflow. The data has to
be shown through the visualization tool in a way that will be
meaningful for system operators and security personnel.

One example of the type of analysis that may be provided by
the service is the assistance in determining the next vulnerable
target in a stepping-stone attack, where the attacker who is
denied access to its victim host, has to compromise a number
of intermediate hosts opening a path to the final objective. A
strong security posture, including defense-in-depth techniques,
provides additional time for the defenders to take corrective
actions before critical assets are endangered. This strategy,
however, must be deployed along with a service responsible for
detecting the attack and alerting the defenders about the threat.
Indeed, by detecting the fact that one or more hosts have been
compromised and by displaying this information along with
other potentially vulnerable hosts (e.g. hosts that are either
running the same software load or have the same
configuration), in a graphical manner, the forensics service may
help the system operators react to the ongoing attack.
FVS may also be used in conjunction with “trip-wire” style
detectors such as honeypots. Operating in the same manner as
the previous example, the information gathered from honeypots
(FORTH) deployed in multiple locations within the network, may
be displayed by the visualization toolkit, combining alerts from
both active and passive sensors

The service may also be used to identify assets that may have
been “touched” by the attackers and, hence, should be
examined thoroughly for any potential devices installed by the
attackers (back doors, rootkits, sleeper code, etc.). This means
that the service should be able to access logs and other
information collected during the attack and then present it to the
forensics analysis personnel.
Target audience
Connection with CIPSEC partners’
solutions

IT employees, Consortium partners, Forensics experts
The service relies on properly treating information obtained
from several assets brought by CIPSEC partners such as
honeypots (FORTH), security event monitors (ATOS,
BITDEFENDER, etc.) so as to visualize manageable and
relevant data, out of which forensics investigations can be
carried out.
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7 Conclusions
Our approach for a realistic framework is to start the orchestration of different products only with the collection of
their reported data. These data will be provided as input to the "XL-SIEM – Cross-Level Cyber-security Event and
Information Management" system. The XL-SIEM system (our backbone platform) is an innovative monitoring and
anomaly detection system that has the ability to connect with different kinds of security systems and
correlate/process events across multiple layers, identify anomalies, provide improved detection capabilities like
near real-time aggregation, disseminate events etc. With the XL-SIEM system in place, CIPSEC can immediately
become a monitoring and anomaly detection system and, at the same time, has the ability to connect with
different kinds of security systems providing an overall protection for CI environments.
Thus, to complement and enhance this backbone, in the area of Cyber-security and Anti-virus/malware, CIPSEC
will use awarded products from the company Bitdefender. CIPSEC will offer innovations for the area of DDoS
detection in 3 levels (network, physical, wireless) provided by FORTH and WOS solutions. Using of state-of-theart hardware modules provided by EMPELOR, enhanced with additional cryptographic modules designed and
implemented by UOP, CIPSEC covers hardware protection features in the area of forensics analysis, the AEGIS
Virtualization Tool will enhance the analysis of data while the illegal activity is ongoing.
As the hospital pilot is managing thousands of devices, with strong privacy requirements on the collected and
processed data, UPC provides a data privacy tool, analyzing statistically sensitive personal data, while
guaranteeing the privacy of the individuals, using anonymization methods.
The major innovation of CIPSEC project is the creation of an overall security ecosystem based on the following
services: Vulnerability analysis and recommendations including studies for cascading effect attacks, Ad-hoc
security recommendation and staff training, Ad-hoc contingency plan definition in partnership between public and
private entities, Forensics analysis and Continuous solutions patching. These services will support our technical
solutions and ensure that our proposed products operate at their best performance. Following the introduction in
Section 6, these services are going to be developed as part of the efforts in task T2.3, presenting the associated
results in deliverable D2.4
Finally, the innovation capacity is significantly increased by CIPSEC in two dimensions: firstly, it allows for
significant innovations in the area of smart security for CIP offerings a complete solution itself (an ecosystem
where the services will help to coordinate and manage the products and vice-versa in efficient fashion).
Secondly, the analysis, the harmonization and the tests of the proposed framework in multiple scenarios (several
verticals application domains) will serve as basis for designing an agnostic and client-based solution that may be
implemented in several industrial control applications (even for totally different use case requirements).
In a technologically-enhanced fast-changing world, an innovative culture helps an organization constantly move
forward. Having an innovative roadmap for partners’ solutions will actively help the CIPSEC project to develop
and transfer technologies and bring new products to market. This research innovation roadmap presented in this
deliverable will be extended on next deliverable D2.3 (T2.2), where it will be specified and implemented to
CIPSEC security products.
Equipping companies with a catalogue of security solutions that implements an innovation model, it is the only
way to get better and more efficient systems. This is one of the main competitive advantage for CIPSEC, and one
of the reasons that can make the CIPSEC solution a successful global business product.
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8 List of acronyms
Acronym

Description

ACL

Access Control List

CCID

Chip Card Interface Device

CDC

Communications Device Class

CEP

Complex Event Processing

CIP

Critical Infrastructure Protection

CLC

CIPSEC Cloud

COTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

DDoS

Distributed Denial of Service

DoS

Denial of Service

ESP

Event Stream Processing

ICS

Industrial Control System

IDS

Intrusion Detection System

IoT

Internet of Things

IPS

Intrusion Prevention System

HID

Human Interface Device

HSM

Hardware Security Module

HIDS

Host-based Intrusion Detection System

IOC

Indicator of Compromise

LUC

Local Update Component

MSC

Mass Storage Class

NIDS

Network Intrusion Detection System

SDC

Statistical Disclosure Control

SDK

Software Development Kit

SDR

Software Defined Radio

SIEM

Security Information and Event Management

VM

Virtual Machine
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